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TANTRA 
Let us begin again, here where 
time, like a tantric prayer wheel, 
retunlS a past we lived 
but never understood. 
Let us stare back at the eternal mountains 
above the terraces of tea. 
Silken prayer rugs hang out to dry: 
madder rose, cochineal red, blue-poppy blue. 
Goat bells punctuate the valley miles. 
This was the life we dreamed 
before a fearful trembling shook us apart. 
We have come to learn patience 
from the snow-fast peaks, and hope. 
Nadya Aisenberg 
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There is no time in history since white occupation began in America that any sane 
and thoughtful person would want to go back to because that history so far has been 
unsatisfactory. It has been unsatisfactory for the simple reason that we haven't 
produced stable communities well adapted to their places. 
-Wendell Berry 
The "USA" and its states and counties 
are arbitrary and inaccurate impositions 
on what is really here. 
-Gary Snyder 
It may be that the civilizing process, the intellectual process and attainment, has 
broughtus to the abysmal areaof possibility in which we cannot experience God. Our 
civilization has made us Godless people. You cannot be civilized the way we are and 
believe in God. 
-RD.Laing 
Sown to be eaten, it is the sacred sustenance of the men who were made of maize. 
Sown to make money, it means famine for the men who were made of maize. 
-Miguel Angel Asturias 
I speak for the trees. 
Let them grow! Let them grow! 
But nobody listens much 
don't you know. 
-The Lorax, Dr. Seuss 
...the gods in us, 
You said: what violence more brutish 
than not to see them: 
I am not doing you 
that violence... 
-Denise Levertov 
No one has changed a nation without appealing to its soul....Culture is the key to 
revolution; religion is the key to culture. 
-Robert Bellah 
TimHoppey______________________________ 
A Poem For Janet 
The body has a magnetism we scarcely understand. Shepherds leave 
their flocks straying in the field and start out across the hills for 
Bethlehem. Its workings are a mystery, even as we obey another body's 
attraction and go toward it on bones of iron. The way is as clear to us as if 
signposts were marked with arrows pointing north along the road. 
You ask why we are here. We haven't a ready answer. Perhaps we should 
say something of this force one body exerts on another, explain how we're 
drawn by this magnetism that pops rusty nails from the sides of the 
toolshed, pulls the box turtle's head from its shell, splinters from a big toe, 
the longer piece of the wishbone. This force is far-reaching and we should 
tell how you've altered the orderly courses of suns and moons...of satellites 
pulled from the sky, and how within the ionized trail of their falling the 
nucleus of an atom is constantly attracting electrons...that this is the way 
we circle you. We should talk of charged particles and how they halo your 
yellow hair, that there is a glow about your body and like the northern 
lights you keep us from sleep ... that you are electric, and we, possessing so 
little resistance, are drawn to you despite the danger, despite the 
sparks...that a man, all alone in his house, stands on his bed turning a bare 
bulb into a socket ... We should smile and say nothing. 
We can't say why we're here. Only that the strength of your magnetic 
field is great as the force that comes down from the clouds and lifts houses 
from their foundations, Plymouths off their four wheels. It pulls the clothes 
from our body and sets us down miles from home, unharmed, and in your 
backyard. 
So we're here, like radishes pulled by our hair from the garden, we're 
here on your doorstep again, shuffling our feet, without an excuse why 
we've come, not even for a cup of sugar, just you Janet. 
9 
Clint Frakes _____________________________ 
Ancestral 
Our bellies once spoke without 
chaos or systems. Long oval skulls and 
intelligent thighs. The rocks smoldered 
in their usual resignation 
and a year was a day. 
This is not history, not speculation; 
it is intestinal, within the ken of a cell. 
Root munching primates? Gods? 
To swing the arms from back to front, 
to lean the foot on a stone 
as ifto read it there in a breath. 
Why not recede to some wild thicket 
and proclaim myself ancient-­
return to a feasible calendar 
full of holidays, pitch, seed, meat? 
These are the early days of staring upward 
in a blue-black line. Technology is 
a heathen door between breaths 
a forgone temptation 
a tingle in the spine at morningtime. 
Our women will always cany something unborn 
something unpassable. 
10 
The Enduring Drought 
I hold the rotting map ofmy people­
the map Rimbaud tried to set afire when 
sailing for Ethiopia on loan from Moses. 
He created succulent amnesia in the finest Bistros: 
"A piece of the body torn out by the roots 
might be more to the point" Agee said. 
And my squatlegged, potato-picking, 
cave-crawling Celtic frame is bent 
before the game. I will eat 
my way out of a television just 
in time for a funeral song that will 
beg the roots of locust, maple, 
white fir, velvet mesquite, to drink me 
slowly on the humming lithosphere and 
draw me toward their pulpy phloem. 
The sto:ry is this: to sing without 
hope of renewal, to spit on the 
enduring drought, or race up 
Bear Wallow Canyon knowing you've 
missed the sunset and gather pine needles. 
The cougar can smell you as she laps 




by the rivers of Babylon, everywhere, 
we weep, what is left of us, 
when we remember Zion, 
the dream she was. 
upon the willows in the midst of it 
we bend our guitars, our keyboards. 
for here the people, 
America, 
demand of us, of everyone, songs. 
they torment us w/ newspaper, w/ television, saying, 
sing for us, Wheel of Fortune, 
our dollars, our coins, 
be what hold your Zion. 
why ever should we sing any song 
upon the shadow of molested skin? 
if i forget thee, 0 Jerusalem, 
may i have no more gasoline. 
may my tongue speak only numbers, 
never poetry, 
if i do not remember thee, 
ifi do not, i w/out limbs, place thee, 0 Jerusalem 
above my drug of choice. 
remember, G-d, against the sons of all men 
the day of Jerusalem, 
when they'll say, "nuke her, blow her away, 
to her very bottom." 
you O you O daughter whore of Babylon, 
how perfect be the sound 
when your check is canceled. 
how blessed be the drum which beats your youth 
against your own machines. 
translation by charlie mehrhoff 
12 
LONG TERM EFFECTS: 
the details of your struggle are not important, 
that you suffer is good enough. 
that the people here are clean, 
refined, 
that they let others carry their weapons for them, 
package their meat. 
that they keep tacking flags up on their investments. 
that the only things ofvalue have grown off the backs of slaves. 
that the state gives numbers to hunters. 
that death will be the pleasure of all beasts of the field, 
to plough no more those sun baked stones, 
the bride's painted hand, 
heaven and earth cadillac. 
that we had our day, 
our bible, 
our border towns, 
our jewels in our hair. 
that nothing can be given back, 
not the home 
nor the burn marks on the edges of the coins, 
that mammoth wall of coin we dash our anguish upon. 
no gentle dime here. 
everything that we've ever stolen in a heap 
before us, 
before we can enter through those gates. 
pictures of rag women leaning in doorways. 
faces photographed in prayer. 
that every symbol from the outside torments the prisoner. 
money publishes. 
even flags between our feet and the mother. 
13 
that the yellow forest fears no flame. 
that crucifixion is quite possibly the fruit ofone man's insanity. 
that all is fair in love between whores. 
that the law, 
freak of the ancients, 
rots in scandal. 
that the weight of the giant's flesh will quickly meet his shadow. 
that gravity always strongest when it occurs at the source 
before it passes through the lens of a camera. 
always a camera beneath the raven. 
that all human action be a prayer for extinction. 
that human song, 
nothing else of the man, 
can survive here. 
sparks over a spinning globe. 
the gift of a coat in a harsh land. 
that haunting of peace. 
that ability to go into shock 
most beautiful thing. 
that we will build a castle around the truth 
and throw her doors wide open. 
14 
from done w/mirrors: 
(the hero: 
i. 
the mountain is halo to the pebble. 
the damp ground tortures the fallen ember. 
rust is violence. 
there is no prayer to hold the land during famine. 
disenchantment lights up the skies of the sleeping child. 
the palace stands in winter, 
my hands smell inhuman 
after so many years in it. 
is there any priesthood left 
which still holds the blade and ceremony 
for taking out the heart? 
where do i go to offer myself up? 
(rrwre hero: 
I. 
we need a burning man 
to guide us through this darkness, 
even when he falls 
we will see by him. 
in every generation, 
in every country, 
in every land, 
they'll always be out there 
ready and able 
to gun down Martin Luther King 
no matter what color his skin is. 
we need a burning man 
to guide us through this darkness, 
even when he falls 
we will see by him. 
15 
_____________________________Brett Bevell _____________________________ 
The Ritual 
He cut the calendar 
into 365 perfect 








and this Thanksgiving we shall fast 
grow hungry with the word of truth 
for the feast has been death 
and we shall name it so 
and next Thanksgiving we shall rise 
to breathe the morning spirit 
of our ancestors 
carve the names of warriors into the Earth 
and on the third Thanksgiving 
we shall throw ourselves in every direction 
without reservation 
and there will be one tribe 
and on the fourth Thanksgiving 
we shall eat well 
hand in hand with the Thunder Beings 




I thought I'd tell you 
that the day is bulging under the horizon 
like the bubble emerging from the lips 
of a sleeping child 
and that behind this bubble 
is another, turning and rising 
out of a depth of fire 
and wind and darkness and light 
and that behind this is another 
and that each of these days 
has about it a blankness 
that is both surprising and frightening 
and for that reason 
we become the hired of the hiring, 
husband or wife, 
predator or prey. 
I thought I'd remind you 
that we have made it all up 
and that the days could be anything 
ifwe would leave them alone. 
Let's leave this day alone. 
Let's all just stay where we are 
and let the eye of one day crawl over us. 
Don't speak, don't eat or drink, 
don't dream of small or great victories. 
Would God's one remaining wolf 
crawl out from under the house 
where he has been hiding all these years 
and devour us all in our moment of weakness? 
Would the bubbles of our days 
rising out of the great sea that surrounds us 
stop breaking on the surface of this world? 
CARVINGSONAPRAYERTREE 
I would vote for the sun 
I would vote for the hours like days 
I would make my mark by the wind 
giving it its head 
and the animals would make their own marks 
out there in the night 
that does not need my vote 
* 
I believe in speech 
and the isolation of each word flying off 
like shavings from the blade 
and the cohesion of those words 
in what remains 
like the stillness of limbs 
after sleep 
the slow fire in a cell 
* 
I could have been born in the right place 
not here where the hours 
cluck around in the yard 
but solidly there among the doors 
among the lights coming on and going off 
not saying anything 
not emerging among others 
as a presence to be reckoned with 
but now I am out on the floors 
and they are touching down onto paths 
the day grows hot in my feet and hands 
outside the trees touch the high air 
and gather the rain shaking it down 
the wind is rude as always 
every moment I wake up right here 
oh lord secretive as the hopes of trees 
and always someone is approaching 
* 
called out again 
taken by the hand again I am feeble 
my words the same old cold chips 
they bring me children 
who could be anybody 
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they say make them into somebody 
they say show them how the halls 
turn and ascend 
all day I stand among the seated 
* 
my face is beside me on the pillow 
eyes open lips parted 
it is not waiting for anything 
again it has forgotten my name 
as in an hour of deep sleep 
I will forget this moment 
it shines it is not a mask 
it is empty as a rose 
* 
first light in the window 
I see a man on a roof 
testing himselfat the edge 
he reaches out to a limb 
and leans across 
all the senses rise up in the fingers of my right hand 
and in my palm that one 
that holds them all together 
I can feel the others in the growing light 
still asleep 
coming part way to themselves 
how do we connect 
we lean catch hold and swing out 
it is the same tree 
it is the same wind beneath out feet 
* 
maybe I can find a place in the forest 
where the light breaks through 
and I can lie on the pinestraw and last year's leaves 
drawing a cocoon of warmth around me 
the ground under the length of me 
alive like the skin of a dog 
and feel again that I am alone 
the palm of my hand molts and tumbles off among the leaves 
my names relax their hold like hair 
19 
and fly off over the ground among roots 
and the hours settle down on my body 
and lay their eggs in my veins 
* 
set me down in another day lord 
though this one is still bright and beautiful as the eye of a storm 
I see the end of it 
hatching out in faces all around me 
I turn toward these faces 
but can never touch them 
I can hold my words out on a plate 
but there is no nourishment in them 
the day is half done 
but I am still wiping 
the sleep from my eyes 
20 
HUNGER IN A SMALL TOWN 
birds wear the last light on their shoulders 
huddle together on the lines 
holding the course of our voices in their feet 
from our rooms 
we look into their islands ofleaves 
they see only themselves in our windows 
or else an opening into more green space 
a wren knocks herself out on my pane 
head laid back 
eyes clouded and half closed 
wings trembling in the tall blades 
who will get there first 
me or the cat or the rain 
already she has surrendered 
* 
I eat everything that is put before me 
and ask for more 
though I know 
you are drawn only to hunger 
in this town of so many prayers 
they get caught up in the trees like kites 
I listen for you in the measured beseeching 
I listen among the ringing ofphones 
and the one-sided words 
though I know you linger only 
in empty alcoves 
so what are you doing in my house 
wearing your silence like a thorn 
* 
the gray fox and the rat 
skulk along the drainage ditch 
each on that ancient mission 
I hunker on my patch ofwarm red clay 
my head like a fat bird among the limbs dipping low 
and listen to the small waters 
the small trafficking of natives 
below the wind of cars 
21 
* 
there are still patches ofwarm air in pastures 
where horses once strolled 
the stalls full of spiders and collapsed walls 
an oak struck by lightning 
broken over the old shed.row 
its branches segmented over the ground 
like a thought interrupted 
could this be the old guardian of this place 
withdrawing from its sleeves 
when the last forked branch 
has sunk into the ground like a fading pulse 
he will return from the breath ofhorses 
and the white morning sky of fields 
he will rise from the old roots 
and the sparrows will remind him of his station 
and all that once transpired 
in his shade 
* 
the doors downtown 
open and close like barnacles 
in the wash of a rising tide 
October and it is cold even here at first light 
the air ~hough it surrounds and touches everywhere 
though it enters our bodies enriching our blood 
has never been enough 
routines growling in the bellies of rooms 
have never 
the light working its way down the branches 
down the stones of the church on the hill 
has never 
our P~3:yer~ shedding themselves ofus on the cold ground 
and nsmg mto the constellations 
have never 
wing-maker 
drinker ofbone marrow 
conductor ofwind and water 
swallower of wars and all their witnesses 
22 
CLAW 
everything adheres to this old stone 
the children want more voices 
more soft faces like the undersides of leaves 
follow the wind 
follow the ice under the tombs 
one voice lights another and smoke fills the rooms 
why does this face in the mirror linger 
the heart unfurls one finger at a time 
these pale green veins graceful under the skin 
I remember an old man standing in his yard 
staring into the tops of his trees 
until the blood stopped climbing 
and he lay in the tall grass 
neighbors had complained about 
breathless and invisible for days 
giving his full attention 
to the sun and the moon at last 
how tired one becomes in one short life 
what the brain hears it chews upon 
what the brain sees it swallows 
the stream is dammed and ancient tracks emerge 
one man leaps to match the strides 
measures them to calculate weight and speed 
something great and unknowing ran about and fed 
for millions ofyears 
held together by skin and sinew 
the bones followed water into layer after layer of stone 
with the patience of all that die 
the paleontologist cups the emerging ball of a hip 
sinks her first into the socket of an eye 
strokes the long graceful tapering of a forearm 
to a claw made for tearing 
23 
Thomas Rain Crowe ____________________________ 
WATER FROM THE MOON 
I am nothing; I see all; the currents of 
the Universal Being circulate through 
me. I am part and parcel ofGod! 
-Emerson 
Years have gone by since I have returned to the world of the everyday, from the woods. In 
retrospect, it seems that as a result of my process and experience of getting "good and 
grounded" from almost four years of living a supra-rural lifestyle (very) far from the 
"maddening crowd," I had, in fact, prepared myself for flight into the realm of the Great 
Unknown and the currently publicized residential origins ofGod! And thusly, my quest for 
the ultimate answers to the why's and wherefore's of the causes of Creation-or, as artist 
Lyn Ott puts it: the quest for the face ofGod-began. A quest that led me not only into the 
minds and theories of some ofthe greatest rational-logical minds ofour time (which included 
correspondenceswith physicist Steven Hawking and theologian Thomas Berry), but into the 
more ancient intuitive traditions of the East-into the spiraling circle-dance of the Sufi 
Dervishes and the inspired and ecstatic language-as-music ofsuch poet-prophets as Rumi, 
Kabir, and Hafiz. Here, to me, then as now, the spiritual traditions of the "pure" poetic 
flourished and made pale the modern western literary traditions based on the ideologies of 
derangement and debauchery. And it was in reading the "ecstatic poets" that I began, in my 
own work, to abandon the dark cloud of Aquinas, for the light! A transition in my life and 
work. Another Initiation. Another rite-of-passage that literally led me by the hand from a 
kind ofhanging uncertainty, to hope, and a new vision for what the healing side of poetry 
and the creative could mean. Could BE. 
With the "music ofhope" in tow, my quest for answers to the questions concerning the origins 
of "God," to the essential nature of Source, led me, too, to a project that was not only 
grounding but that put me back into touch with the importance of ritual. This ritual took 
the form of building a tower-a process that ended up as being as much spiritual and 
symbolic as it was physical with regards to work. A tower that, in all fairness, was as much 
inspired as it was designed by my earlier reading of the work and life ofCarl Jung, who has 
had a profound effect upon any insights I might have had into the world of perception, and 
beyond. A Tower. A tower that was the materialization of a dream. And as it "came true," 
as it went up, board by board, I was struck with the wonder of how things make that 
transition (not unlike the process of the making of a poem) from the world of thought, from 
the world of the unseen, into the world of form and matter-as right before my eyes this 
imagined dream-place and refuge for the part of my soul that writes, was taking-on a body 
that would soon house the very desk and typing machine from which I make these words ... 
I still ask myself, even now, several years after I began writing in my tower, what these new 
tower poems are about, wondering from where they really came-Whatever the answer to 
those questions, they seem to be about my own personal and experiential unified-field­
theory-of-reality. A theory based upon the belief that poetry (with respect to its process of 
transmission) is, in fact, a science-a form of notation of Universal Truths and facts 
broadcast over the illusionary distance of time and space to the opening ears of those of us 
ready, willing, and able to listen, hear and transcribe those equations onto paper whether 
they be in the language-form of mathematics, music or poetry ...for our own use as well as 
for those struggling travelers yet treading and tripping up the proverbial "mountain path." 
The new poems that have been born onto this tower desk are most essentially, as a whole, 
I suppose, represented in the poem ''What Is Woven," which is a love-song to the interwoven 
nature of the elements of earth and sky, male and female, spirit and body. A tapestry that 
uses all the warp and weft that was available to me as radio waves, to poetically weave the 
24 
rug-of-love upon which all our collective hopes and visions, seductivelr, li~an initia~~ 
doormat for a kind of spiritualism that is devoted to unity, yet honors diversity a; esse~ 
to kee in the loom and the weaver working (growing) through the wee hours o mo1:1111g, 
throu Ph firoe and Space, to their destined and mathematical (and t~e!efore not~tional) 
cone 1us10n. g · .. To the Beo-inn;ng ~~~~ which is also the End. Inha world where visions are qmetly as 
commonplace as the taste of water that comes from t e moon. 
Springhouse 
WHAT IS WOVEN 
It's like the way the wool is thread 
into the arms of the loom that I love you. 
How each strand of silk is a step 
in the dance of the way you weave 
has me married to this dream of cloth-
What is brought together in embrace 
is woven. 
The bond ofwarmth in winter's bed. 
Or the white 
lightly flowing in the hair of the bride. 
The parts of the whole in a piece of ~loth 
are the strings that come to me as kisses. 
A million lips that have sculpted my face. 
And in black and white I am the gift of the rug 
that lays in reverence at your feet. 
With the rhythm of the silent song the loom sings, 
I am learning to talk to the moon. 
To the sun and stars. 
And to the trees the secret words of the dance... 
Oh love, what pattern are we weaving with 
the back and forth of this dance? 
Not until this spinning wheel ofyarn 
has run out will we know the form 
that together we will take: 
The weft of one body that's free! 
That which is completed together 
is woven. 
Woven as the wood in a window to glass. 
And the way that my heart is sewn to your door 
I will love you: 
a piece of morning 
sleyn and embroidered on the reed of night! 
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THE SACRED 
The seed of spirit is in the flower. 
And the flower lives in the garden of all things. 
Nowhere has the rock or the wood 
become so fertile as in the womb of the earth. 
In the hands of plants. 
And in the stormy dreams of the gods. 
Like the farmer who tills sand along the shorelines of the sea 
or poets without ink, 
we are born into this world of grace. 
With only the seeds of memory and a song 
of our ancient race. 
Through the warm tears of love 
the eyes of fire in the mountains dance. 
How quickly the mind becomes water 
as we gaze at the moon! 
This silver 
that lays side by side with the gold in the poem of night. 
And like the dew, this moon will pass away. 
EVERYTHING IS SACRED! 
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TedPope ___________________________:--_ 
IF YOUR SPIBIT IS GROWING AT THE WATER 
THEN YOU SHOULD STAY THERE IN THAT PLACE. 
BUT IF YOUR FLESH IS ONLY HERE WAITING 
THEN YOU SHOULD FIND ANOTHER WAY... 
These days are like a wind falling from an open wound. 
These days are like a wind falling from an open wound. 
But i have bended my knee against the blow 
and in doing so i have stretched out farther than 
the farthest star. 
I have wished myself into the smallness of a raindrop 
and so i have become the size of the sea. 
I have humbled myself to the beginning of a seed 
and thus i have become a tree. 
And where were you when the first blades of grass pushed 
themselves upwards from the earth's skin? 
You were in the world. 
You were of the world. And 
you were the world, 
yet you knew it not 
as a fish 
is in the sea 
and of the sea 
and a fish is the sea 
and yet knows it not. 
You have not been born. 
You do not live, 
and so 
you shall not die. 
This is a promise. 
This is a promise. 
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Christine Lassiter ___________________________ 
Stories ofFish 
The women pull each other out of the oily water 
rainbows glistening on their skin 
their voices soft as cloudy dawn 
speaking-singing stories of fish 
Once upon a time the beautiful dead fish lay heaped 
together in a dark placeless place. 
Where the fish were, color sang 
their bodies luminous 
red and orange and yellow with charcoal pencil tracings 
dark desire etched in brilliant flesh 
placelessness shining through 
a sensual geography of color and form 
the white fish clumped in the center 
so still so silent so peaceful 
pregnant with a soft light ofloneliness. 
The fish are beautiful in their deadness, she says, 
why should anyone hope for resurrection? 
their beauty made her cry 
her tears washing through the night like silent rain. 
Morning comes, the fish are gone. 
Nothing is left. Nothing 
Nothing Nothing 
Nothing but a dream of resurrected fishes 
their bodies flashing through a sleep of wetness 
dancing to the tune ofwater 
singing motion 
singing color alive 
their charcoal tracings like hieroglyphic crop circles moving through time 
telling us meanings no words can explain 
The women pull each other out of the oily water 
rainbows glistening on their skin 
their voices soft as cloudy dawn 
speaking-singing stories of fish 
They said they would put my story in a book and 
I smiled all day long for no reason. 
Then they showed me the book and 
my story was not as it used to be. 
They ended it with silent rain 
the fish lying dead in a heap. 
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When I asked them why 
they said, it's such a powerful image, the dead fish, 
that's how it should end. 
The women with strong hands grasp her wrist her back her leg 
gently pulling her out of the dark water 
I am trying to forget how it used to end 
I am trying to forget the dancing fish 
the book is important, so I'm trying to forget 
The women wrap her in chenille 
Maybe their book is not important 
who do they think they are-
that they can tell my story? 
how can my story mean what it means without fish dancing? 
The women pull each other out of oily water 
rainbows glistening on their skin 
their voices soft as cloudy dawn 
speaking-singing stories of fish 
She sits on white sand watching bright blueness 
stretching out to the sky like forever 
Somewhere near where the sky melts into sparkling wavelets 
she can see a glimmer of something else 
a light like the others, but separate 
from the oneness of the sun 
Moving away from the sky, always closer to her 
like an illusion of destiny 
One moment it's light, the next, fish 
half-fish, half-light 
arcing out of the water 
rainbow skin glistening 
how will she be able to leave and go back to anywhere? 
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Quietly he has come to sit beside her, to watch with her 
to join in her unspoken prayer 
"O fish, let me swim in your joy forever" 
Closer and closer it comes 
'til illusion inhabits reality 
the scaley fish body at their feet 
flattened out on the sand 
pink accordion gills sucking cruel air 
itis dying 
slowly 
with no flopping flailing undignified protest 
Slowly, beautifully, it will be dead 
He moves to it, bends over it 
touches its fading rainbow 
Something shimmers 
the accordion blooms with strange new music 
half-fish, half-woman, half-light 
she smiles, he smiles 
they turn to her who sits 
and she doesn't know anymore who is who 
or who she is that sits 
The women pull each other out ofdark water 
Rainbows glistening on their skin 
their voices soft as cloudy dawn 





In Hindu theology, darkness is an aspect ofKali as Time the destroyer. 
-The lliustrated Encyclopedia of Traditional Symbols 
They will haul the instruments to the equator to measure the speed of darkness. They 
wait for the final eclipse of the sun to make the calculations. They march through 
the rain forest toward the clearing in the trees where delicate instruments will 
chart the progress of darkness as it covers the sun. They believe in endarkenment. 
They drive their cars to the air port on low beam. They grow pale as cave sala­
manders. They calculate to the nearest one thousand. They shift all the clocks to 
daydark savings time,each day an hour shorter. 
Darken the doorway. Darken the cover where you are. Take a jump shot and really 
darken up the joint. Let there be darkness in the tiniest theology. Let darkness 
stand for all burned to ashes in the library in Alexandria. In the dark a child wants 
none of the answers, but sits spinning the calculations ofmaybe: maybe the first 
dark is a time when the birds sing; maybe falling into the mystery ofblack is the 
trick; maybe a mother approaches the day from the wrong direction, from the 
hinges of knowing what's on the grocery list, not the moon rising, the moon with 
secondary light and primary darkness on the backside; maybe dusk and dawn 
instead of reversed. 
They arrive on the dark continent in air buses. They check the boxes, fuel the trucks at 
the depot, depart for the interior as night rises. Here the air is rich in the nutrients 
of darkness: the sound of a foraging bird, the smell of loam rotting in the shadows. 
They drive through the night and sleep in guest houses all day. They arrive at the 
clearing, set up delicate machinery. I am with them in spirit. I court the chaos of 
darkness. I align the bulbs and flip the switch, plunging the class room into dark­
ness which passes into settled peace in a moment. Don't replace the bulbs! You 
there, from Westinghouse. Find employment in the sector of darkness. Write a 
National Science Foundation grant for moving all the universities to caves! Walk 
the scientists deep into caverns with the blind. Abandon flashlights at the entrance! 
Test the children in the recognition of sounds in total darkness, for that is an em­
ployable skill! Give up all sense of knowing as light. Start at the beginning, the first 
dollop of dark. Write a new book. God has spoken again: Let there be darkness. The 
primordial chaos ascending. The deluge of unknowing. The delta of dark familiar 
speech. 
In the forest the dawn is reversed into dusk. The celebration of not seeing far. I am with 
them as they set up the tripod where the pendulum swings. They wait for the 
lightest hour, just before the dusk. They eat rations, and drink from a near-by 
spring. Darkness is not concentrated like the sun. It does not emanate from one 
singular point, so they wait for it to appear from the undersides of leaves where it 
waits out the day. How to get a fix on it, creeping like spiders from every leaf? The 
men are frantic in their deliberation. They make their calculations in the shadows. 
Darkness has no speed. It is not sudden nor the creeping shade. The calculation 
passes from the notebooks to pencil and back again. And it is dark again. Peaceful 
in the forest. 
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-----------------------------James Graham 
EAST END INSTRUCTIONS 
an idle way to kill a few hours 
Set the world at liberty. But it already is: it's you who are bound. Take 
the jerry-rigged construction known as yourself apart. Dive into the wreck, 
free yourself from your strategic collection of defeats and surplus oddities­
cast them aside. 
Take the golden sceptor of the day, previously hidden in a closet where it 
gathered dust and encomiums, take it in your hand, smash the fish, the 
birdcage, the arboreteum. Take it and let it do its live work on the spider 
carcass and the bristling shield of the sun. Take the sun and flatten it until 
it is perfectly round and smooth and can be worn as a pendant. Smash the 
hell out ofit-it will take some doing. The sparks it gives off in its dying 
will catch as they land on your clothes (strip!), leaving black marks on your 
skin. Nevertheless, fortitude. Continue. The sun is your enemy if it pos­
sesses more energy than you. You, eh? Still curious about your lackadaisi­
cal fate? Better to draw figures in the sand than to take on the sun. 
The world is elusive. A breath, nothing more. Chromium, rotting in flecks 
off the metal. Indulge yourself with every oddity of the tongue. Feel its 
weight and length, its essential insubstantiality. Ha: an edifice of air. Get 
going..The wind is coming in hard driven squalls off the ocean, rocking 
your tiny house back and forth on its heels. Hold on to your hats ladies and 
be sure to give Baby It's Cold Outside an especially loud and off key rendi­
tion. It'll keep the weather at bay. (If they tell you you can't sing, sing 
louder.) Take a walk in the storm. Ifyou've the courage get on your bike 
and ride around the lake til you're drenched and shivering and laughing
hysterically 
Isolate strange beings inside the ruminations of your shoulders. Your 
bo?y is thinking-stab it. Tear off a chunk and chew. Do you hear any­
thing? The marble of the unwritten masterpiece crumbles in your fist. Not 
to worry, the tide will drag the rest of the decaying corpse away-while you 
stand there thinking about it. 
Take the stone of the axiom or the cliche and break it with a hammer let 
all the tiny creatures crawl out. Murder all but the strikingly different ' 
creatures, the exceptions-to-the-rule. 
"Inevitable drooping eyelid of a rainy day," etc., etc. Galloping angers. 
Fluorescent wind. Sycophants under every tombstone--none of them will 
do you any good. The you-I-they syndrome, miniscule particles, remnants 
ofan old explos~on remade every six hours. This is my first music, all half­
steps and hangmg crescendos. The music is a tiny rivulet that carves its 
notes upon the rock and tears the poison out of the ivy. Or: it is a bird 
holding 01;1 to the high-tension wires while out of its beak come the strange 
conversations that entered through its claws. I will be punished for this 
music and the bacon I stole from my neighbors table with my greedy eyes. I 
do not fear it. 
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The I is a head with a dozen ears stuffed full of sensitivities. It needs your 
tongue or a beautiful barren desert to seduce it. I am tired of typewriters 
and telephones and a hundred actions repeated a thousand times a day: I 
need the word and its difficult inaugurations. Inside its solar explosions I 
find my felicitous 
liberation 
MAINE THEN AND AGAIN 
OUT OF ALL one's defunct pasts that are down but never quite out, 
the strongest awaken early in the pre-dawn quiet and wait to set their 
traps for us, a tiny silver fish poised nervously at the edge of an enormous 
underground cave. The coast Down East is dotted with archaic pebbles 
tossed there by a young god, long extinct, who rides the dorsals of the 
dolphins now that they are coming back to those waters. I had an after­
noon in that sun, two, three, four, an infinite number of them, but I have 
not found my way there again; though I might, with world enough, and 
time. Time: precious invisibility, tireless arms pacing out our mortal 
(in)fractions.-I have instead kept busy taking those antique hours, trans­
forming them into myths, water to pour into a broken jar on an idle after­
noon, to watch it spill out the side, staining the carpet. If I do it often 
enough and make errors enough in the process, I will have an interesting 
design, something, like one of my more notable ancestors, worth hanging. 
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Roque Dalton _____________________________ 
DATE 
for C., in memoriam 
Naked your body will live forever 
let me say it straight out 
because it wasn't orily water but it will always be the thirst 
the danger and the reward 
the question answered for the salt strewn over all the beaches 
[of the world. 
I touched it and it dressed me in shadow and light 
it broke my wisdom into tiny pieces to be scattered over the roads 
it made me bear golden sons and enemies shipwrecked in the ivy 
it gave me a new name which echoed like a blow to the ribs 
set free by the exorcist in the impassable doorway. 
Just the same I know that you'll soon escape from the grave 
and dig a tiny channel to the sea 
(to the spot where our brotherly thistles 
tremble for a future gone bad) 
and you will rise up like the sun when it breaks the horizon 
[does for those drunks 
who forgot their catechism and their filth 
on the streetcomers of the final night. 
Rest until then: 
take-without serenity being the wiser­
a wild animal's strength 
and on the burned spine of an autumn leaf 
jot down for me the hour 
and the name ofthe beach. 
transl,a,ted by James Graham 
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Untitled 





A long braid of black hair in a box. Is it fidelity, shadowed by rows of our books, a 
horn hung upon the wall, slouch ofyears to that old weathered roof? Maybe I shouldn't 
have returned here, to claim you, tiny shining grit, stardust under those wooden swaled 
stairs facing cabriole scroll of waves, opposite. White flash over scumbled black. Eddies 
and whorls, primeval notion which created the Milky Way, then ears, then a Renais­
sance of hidden chambers and spiral staircases so overconfident, sometimes, they 
seemed intent to sweep up into Heaven on a rococo conch of pink marble. And mirrors on 
walls everywhere, gilt and convex, the long procession rendered grieveless ifdecorum 
were to hold. Similarly, a promenade of closely-serried poplars and swallows in plums 
and apples, an occasional rain of blossoms, bleached color ....(the way ocean does .... ) 
II. 
What is it about this egregious shape, creation's keen motif, oft-used, by wind, in burl 
of tree-knot, wave, ear, DNA, conch, and here the twisted fidelity ofyour once-cascade of 
hair. Rubber bands hold it at both ends. It gleams as though you have just left this 
empty room. Winding seems a mystical process now, and one of implied loss. The distaff 
spool, work of grieving women, a Penelope perhaps. Or ancient "winding sheet." It is 
almost as if this act of tight collecting were a sad frugality, a conservation, fending off of 
the possibility of falling to loose, ambient glitter, a Universe without life or conscious­
ness. This room would be silent then. This room would not exist anywhere amid the 
stars. It would be a stream of galactic silver mists. This is incomprehensible to me. That 
you might not have existed is denied by the twisted black braid, your implied hands. 
III. 
The weight of the black braid in my hands is approximately the weight ofblood. Yet 
it can assume the heavy density of stars, the weight of their solar hearts, which must be 
forges of this dark Universe. They must generate enough light to make creatures on a 
distant planet acknowledge their necessity (who pass continually from nothingness into 
being) The Universe is a black sill, perhaps the sill of the small dwelling facing an ocean 
where nothing lives anymore. And the black sill of the tides leaves shell-shapes at my 
feet all afternoon, which at evening prick light in star-semaphore at their sharded edges. 
There is this inhuman rectilinearity of light beams to answer this too-human whorl of 
earthly shapes and earthly listening to earthly loss. This black braid between my ten 
fingers assumes the weight of the entire earth as evening falls beyond the ocean. Still, 
shapes wash up, brightening on the black field of space. 
The foetus coils this way. 
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IV. 
I return the braid to the sanctity of its box, its miniature chamber, like a bride which 
will hide herself another hundred years if she so chooses. My head is spinning with a lost 
fidelity, the way two planets will keep their bonds past necessity, even though a super­
nova will finally annihilate them both. A braid of hair. A galaxy. Ivy on an aband_oned 
cart-wheel. Or the way two lovers entwine their legs in heat of their first bed. This shape. 
It could be a hollow spining like a dancer or it could be one who twines a piece of thr~ad 
so tightly about her finger, it cuts off her circulation. It could be a maelstrom o~ a child 
spinning to trance. It could be blood, lymph, sperm, in its coilings, a finger tracmg a 
nipple. A spiral. An orbit. A twist. Can we doubt it is space's primeval dre~, h?w dark­
ness chooses to use light to create concrete objects in the world? A galaxy spms its wheel 
of time's slow silver. A braid ofhair twisted in one evening, in one moment cut off by 
scissors. Left in a lightless box, a blacker black because it exists. Has always existed. 
Will always exists. 
Bird Stalkers and Holy Bread: A Brief Play for Emily Dickinson 
The tabulations painted on silk glow with an electric charge. The bamboo stilts topped 
by bird skulls are elegant, elegant! They should ':alk around a l~t. The clock in the play 
is an amphibious character, meaning he speaks lines (numbers) m water and speaks 
lines (knells numbers) while on land. Somebody else's tongue will loom thun~er ~d. 
lightning in the picture. A top hat is covered wi~h stag ant~er~ and ~omeone lives ms1de 
it. People of all ages. These are busy building flights of stairs 11_1 vanous parts of the stage 
during the play, but those never go anywhere. When they realize how.stale they are (1-2-
3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-11-12) they all swoon into a graceful ballet of depression. They catch 
each other's bodies in circles that move around the stage which should resemble a mass 
exodus ofbodies in wartime across Russia or China, some desolate terrain. The bird­
walkers should disappear down a black Orphean slope and the dancers should b_uild ~ 
green slope upwards with their leotarded bodies unti~ the top ~ancer, a small child, will 
reach out and seize an agate apple. Then she or he will cast this down to earth and blue 
flames of sheer lighted cloth will blow upwards. A giant humn;ingbir~ will em~rg~ from 
a womb in the back and it will come and suck out each dancer s soul 1n turn with its 
glass proboscis of light. The bodies will turn into the bread of islands, vermillion clusters, 
which will slowly rise from the primeval ocean floor. 
(Curtain) 
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Colin Sargent ____________________________ ____________________________ 
Aerial 
The chest x-ray of Kennebunk. Beach 
is an 8x10 photo taken by 
the J.W. Sewall Company ofThomaston, Inc., 
from 10,000 feet. You see the triple 
crescents over to Hartley Lord's house, 
the skinny L of the bath hou e , 
last summer's cars in the driveway. 
The photography is used for coast 
and geodetic surveys. It is filed 
vertically in town halls, with white 
lines eptly painted to indicate zoning 
or whatnot. 
On the near edge a dory 
is filled with my father going to heaven. 
Further inspection reveals the dory's blue hull 
with green trim, construction 
on the Liversidge cottage halted at 
the time of the photo, a frisbee lost 
on the roofof the Narragansett Hotel. 
Then gulls, gulls, open sea, the neat 




Far off, little houses 
disassemble. 
Little children touch the moon. 
Air rushes in, 
filling in the distance. 
We pick up sticks. 
There's more in the moon 
than anyone can know. 
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The Spiral Canyon 
"Spiral?" 
"Could be the womb, asshole. Could be the stair­
case to the landlord's studio, maybe the belfry 
where eggsgethatched, certainlythe helixwhere 
chromosomesarelaid. Could bethemeggslie buried 
in the La Bria Tar Pits all hung up in suspended 
animation and all we gotta do it dig them outta the 
muck and fiy the suckers up for breakfast." 
''Yeah but.... " 
"But nothing. The Spiral's the only way outta 
this universe and I'm going to show you before I 
kick. ..that way I get a chance next time around 
even if I don't make it this one. 
. "Now you got to shoot directly for the thing most 
unportant to you. Shoot and you shall find. But it's 
got t.o be the one right important thing most crucial 
t.o you or you'll blow the whole mission. Got it?" 
"Sure, Rave." 
"You smart ass little motherfucker. You'll see 
when you get up there. Just remember one 
goddamn thing...if one of us don't make it out 
neither ofus does. We both die the SecondDeath 
and get recycled as spiritual dog food.No chance 
at the right stuff, savvy?" 
They drove for an hour. After Santa Rosa the 
traffic thinnedoutand the bleaksuburbansprawl 
gave way to open farmland. 
"Check out them rolling hills over there. This 
is getting to be Canyon country. Some real soul­
splicershangingaroundout there. Indianscooked 
up a good batchofthem before the white mengot 
to town. Just waiting to be tapped by monsters 
like me and you. Ordinary men can't fool with that 
stuff. One look sends them heading for mama." 
''What's a soul-splicer?" 
"Ha! You'll find out up the Canyon ... but it's a 
kind ofinorganic anima that bleeds the soul and 
bodyinto each other, kind oflike what happened 
to_CaptainAhab,jo~s them up and rebirths you 
without the necessity of reproduction. Ticket to 
immortality, my fine asshole. Only we haven't 
got much time. 
"This planet is being rapidly turned into one 
big alien nestegg. The manifestdestinydreamed 
up by lonely old poets, ripped off by prophets 
canonized by fat-assed priests and politicians and 
pounded into the numskull mod. And t~ de­
struction will leave the planet and go into the stars 
after the ectoplasmicjokers have made a perfect 
beatitude for themselves in the ruins. A section 
of fake trees planted next to the infirmary, a nice 
criminal-free rison next to the hatche . Little 
politically correct doppelgangers floating outjust
as peaceful and benevolent as characters in a 
Disney production. Meanwhile the hideous truth
shall reign undetected for millions of years.
Unless we can head it off .... " 
* * * 
"See that sign up there? That's Snakefoot Road. 
That'll take us through the old McCrab Ranch
rightuptotheSpiralCanyon. Folksaroundherecall 
itSnakefoot Gulch, butI callsittheSpiral Canyon." 
"Why?"
"I been telling you all along, asshole...it's a
breakintoanotherworld...not a world, really ... but 
the universe at large. Kind oflike the other side
of a black hole or something, never figured out
quite how to put it.... 
"Keep righton throughthesevineyards up into
thehillsyonder. That's where sheblows. Bought the
landuptherebackinthe 80'swhen lhadmyvision." 
"What was the vision?"
"Death. Or more rightly, Daath-theAin Sauf
Aur of Hebrew Kabbalism, secret stuff of Old
Testament whitewash, the pirated scriptures of
pre-Christian wisdom, birth place of the cross
and asshole of God .... 
"Anyway, the Indians say this place is holy, I 
mean the waythe moon is holy. You see itbutyou
can't touch its mystery.
"Theysaythe Canyon is holy because a man or
a dog can disappear into it like a light and never
be seen again. They say it's holy because at first
glance it just seems like another group ofmoun­
tains with a valley in it... no canyon at all, really. 
Just a creek running through and a bunch of
trees standing around. But when you go up
the~e, when you begin to really see it, the way
seemg takes you higher and gives you the big
picture, well, it's a spiral...and once the spiral
threads your eye you start flying at the side oftime.
You either get it or you don't, but it gets you ....
"Theysay the place is holy on account ofweird
things happening in its vicinity. Down there on
the highway for a mile on either side of these
mountains bad wrecks happen. Bang! Two cars
six people in each one drift and slam
together ... everybody dead. Or murders happen.
A woman was murderedsenselesslyin hertrailer
down there in them vineyards for no apparent
reasonjustlastyear.Neverfoundthekiller.Also
some hitchhikers were shot to death some years
back. Found the killers, but they didn't know
anymore reason than the cops why they done it. 
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No Sir. Canyon got them. 
"It feeds on animate and inanimate things 
alike. Objects disappear into thin air. Cars and 
tractors breakdown. Engines quit, tires blow, 
wheels fall off. Man and machine all messed up 
together like a bunch ofkids on ~riday night. 
"Also the animals behave peculiarly. Farmers 
never able to range stock up here. Always die or 
get wiped out by predators, predators nobody 
ever seems to catch red handed. Some people 
blame it on UFOs. Others ghosts. Even the 
Sasquatch monster gets a shot. Whatever, the 
Pomo tribesmen wouldn't have anything to do 
with the place, save a ceremonial ground for the 
occasional puberty rite or ritual sacrifice_. 
''Yeah? Looks like plain old gas to me." 
He swallowed the bitter black pills with beer, 
grimacing. ''Now what?" 
"Ain't nobody ever been able to tame this spot, 
that's why I got it nice and cheap back in the 
early 80's when the aliens were just getting a 
toehold with the new yuppie fascism. No way to 
beat it, join it! Ha ha ha.... . 
"Butthe Canyonwill take you to freedom,nght 
through the lunar doorway like a newborn baby, 
whether you got a real cunt at your disposal or 
just another slick, artificial asshole." 
* * * 
They entered the fabled Canyon at its crotch 
and followed the intrauterine road to a meadow 
where a few cars were parked. "We're here!" 
Wily recognized one ofthe cars. "You didn't tell 
me more of those people from Burgerville were 
going to be here." 
''Yeah, we'll probably run into them up the 
Canyon somewhere. I told them they could use 
my spaceport to tzy and get some uncut Stuff. 
Kinda have the same idea myself." 
''What are you talking about?" 
"Mars, asshole. We're going to Mars." 
"There's no air on Mars!" 
"Fuck, asshole. We ain't going to modern Mars. 
We're going to ancient Mars. Who in the fuck 
would want to go to modern Mars?" 
In the clearing was the three storied skeleton 
of a building, its iron girders already ch~ed 
with rust. Otherwise only a small house trailer. 
"This is your spaceport?" 
''Not impressed, huh? Well, I'll admit i_t ?on't 
seemlike much atfirst. I started on the administra­
tion center, but half way through I realized it 
wasn't necessary. We don't need no bureaucracy to 
go up the Canyon. Don't need no physical UFO'~ or 
rocket ships and all thatcrap either. Get there kind 
oflike John CarterofMars in Edgar Rice Burrows. 
Byjust sorta falling through a hole in yourself.... 
"Here, take these." 
Rave held out three large black pills. Wily 
sniffed. "Smells like cat shit." . . 
"This is the original Stuff, man. Martian Acid. 
Waste product of the gods, but for us pure 
ambrosia.No more can be produced until NASA 
or somebody can get together another expedi..: 
tion. And we don't have time for that. So we're 
going our own way. 
"See that cloud up there?" 
Wily squinted at a glowing past:el haze ~e a 
wadded rainbow. "That's a good sign. Indicates 
the Way is opening." 
''We go up the Canyon. But first we got to arm 
ourselves." 
Rave opened the trailer door. "This is where I 
first had my vision." 
"Pretty dull place to have a vision." 
"Oneman'svision is anotherman's blindness." 
He listened to the fat man moving around 
inside the trailer. Beer cans rolled out. Some­
thing crunched and rang discordantly. 
"Goddamn, stepped on my gui~r!" 
Wily picked up the crushed mstrument that 
flew out the door and twanged a few sad notes. 
"Oh man. You ruined a vintage Fender.... " 
''Never could learn to playthe fucking thing. Now 
where are my weapons? Shit! Goddamn trailer's 
full of spiders, earwigs, mice .. .Ah, here they are ...." 
Rave emerged clutching a packofTarot cards. 
"That's your arsenal?" 
"Yougot it, asshole. Physical force ain't no good 
in the Canyon. Got to have magical weapons and 
these gypsy fortune cards got nuclear capability 
in the department of the unknown." 
''Yeah what deck you use?" 
"Crowley, of course. You feeling high yet?" 
''No time I haven't felt high in the last t.en years." 
''That's good because thereain't nothing clean and 
sober goingt.o help you outin the Canyon. Let's go." 
* * * 
"It's really lush up here. Must be an under­
ground spring." 
"More than just a spring, asshole. I told you 
you're in a sacred place. It ain't like the rest of 
this common land around here." 
He followed the fat man up the vendure ridge. It 
looked like hewasgoingtosinkrightintotheground, 
so heavy were his footsteps on the soft e~rth. 
Rave was throwingTarot cards beforehim, not 
looking at the inverted stackinhis hand. "One of 
these suckers is gonna open the Way for us, 
asshole. Just be patient." 
"I'm patient, Rave. But something strange is 
happening." , 
"Yeah, well hold onto your dick because its 
gonna get a lot stranger.... 
"Ah! Pay dirt.... " 
The cards had been flying out into the grass, 
apparently fruitless. Butwiththe last flip there was 
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a bright flash in a juniper bush and a ridiculous 
Medieval-looking guywithlongblondhair,checked 
pants and striped coat popped out and ran up the 
hill with a little dog snapping at his heels, bells 
jingling on his yellow cap and pointed shoes. 
"The Fool! We couldn't have gotten a more 
auspicious guide, asshole! Let's boogie .... " 
Rave broke into a shambling, breathless run. 
But he was incapable of such vigorous move­
ment, each step becoming shorter and slower 
despitehisincreasing effort. Slowly hesank.int.othe 
ground,nowbuta green mist. His headdisappeared 
and Wily found himselfsurrounded by dense fog. 
"Rave! Rave, where are you?" 
"Keep going, asshole!" hollered a distant voice 
"Stuffs working. We're in the fucking Martian 
Bardo! Just keep your eye on the Fool and keep 
going ... going .... " 
''What Fool? Where are you?" 
No answer. 
He stopped in his tracks, straining to see. The 
mountainsand treeswere gone andthebushes were 
just stupid blobs waving their hands in his face. 
"I'm right here, asshole! There's a door in your 
mind which is everywhere and whose position is 
nowhere. We're in direct telepathic communica­
tion. Don't look for no stupid secrets. Physical 
bodies are invisible in the Canyon. Look for 
somethingbright... glowing ... the hottest thing in 
sight is what to shoot for .... " 
Wily struggled towards a foggy clump thathad 
something bright burning in it. A fire? No. Yow! 
He went skidding down a bluff, rolled a few times 
and landed flat on his belly, wind knocked out. 
Hewas ina green, mistyclearing, muchclearer 
than the green clearingbelow. A sweet-smelling 
green with a stench in it. A rotting stench to turn 
the stomach,just enough perfumeto keep itback 
on the edge of pleasantness. 
"Sails oflife and death, mygood fuck," he heard 
a voice say, and looked up into the smiling face of 
the Indian. "Welcome to Mars." 
* * *
The mist drained away, revealing a sky the 
color ofrose petals. He was standing on a sort of 
promontocy looking down through an enormous 
arch of rock at a rosy lake dotted with tiny 
islands. Strange trees filled the lowlands and 
sharp peaks and mesas stood on the far horizon, 
dominated by a vast pyramid. It dwarfed by 
miles the monuments of Egypt. 
At first he thought the tiny multi-colored flow­
ers covering the ocher ground produced the 
deliriously sweet smell that filled his nostrils, 
something between violets and baby flesh, but 
then realized it was the fresh Martian atmo­
sphere of about 500,000 B.C. 
The Indian took his arm. "Come on, earth boy. 
Let's you and me join the initiates." 
* * * 
Seated on the grass in various poses of 
somnambulant disconnection, oblivious to any­
thing in their present environment, were as­
sembled the naked bodies ofhis familiars. Their 
clairaudient voices jabbering in his head. 
* * * 
"Man, that smell! The sweet stench of rotting 
Goddess! How can I stop myself? I want toeather 
delicious eyes. I wantto feast onherbrain. I want 
to stick my t.ongue all the way back into the 
incandescent cesspool ofher mind and filch out 
the dark crabs. God, she's gorgeous! I could eat 
her snatch like a case a dynamite and go off 
happy with my fuse on fire. 
But no...l must wait like a clown for the show 
to start, that fools may witness my agony and 
laugh. Maggots!-Do you know who's going to 
feast on your own silly pain? 
Bastards! Bastardpaineverywhere, retarding 
my movement. I have to wait for the day, the 
night to be right. She is the last scrap of my 
plight-my Goddess, who in my inmost wound, · 
I know to the bone. 
She who has saved me for last, the last bit of 
wisdom I am to have.... " 
* * *
Watch out! Flying isn't easy, sillies! Don't flip 
out on low gravity. Besides, you haven't got 
bodies. What's thatyousay?Yes,youcanbreathe. 
This is the purest air you'll evecy toot. Some 
beings wait the length of sun lives to enjoy the 
nitrogen, hydrogen, carbon dioxide recipe .... 
But let me tell you...methane is smarter. 
Smarterstill purevoid oozing with cosmicrays... . 
Ah, divine liver of nothingness. At last the 
blood of stars, fiecypimples, volcanic whiteheads, 
blackheads of Stuff.... 
Right here for the taking, for me, for you .... 
Take it you little bastards! Take it.. .." 
* * * 
Okay, assholes, be calm. This thing is big. Big! 
The door itselfis the size ofa high-rise. Hold on! 
I'm coming. Hold my hands...Jesus Christ! 
There's enough in here to supply us for more 
than twelve shifts ofthe zodiac! Ifwe cangetjust 
an ounce or two back. ... 
What? 
Eat what you can now and forget about later? 
Right! 
No possibility of ever getting back with a 
moleule of this shit. They'd catch us at customs 
andwe'd be intheirhellworld for anothershift.... 
Okay! Quit pushing! Here! I'll help .... 
Where the fuck is that dead man driver of 
mine, anyway? He'll blow the whole show! The 
onlygoddamn thing he's got onhismind is Martian 
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skunk! Goddamn cunt hound ifI ever seen one .... 
What? Okay. I know. Eat, eat.. .. 
* * * 
Wily didn't follow the others, a telepathic flight 
of ethereal hornets, to the pyramid. He himself 
flew in the opposite direction, down the magenta 
slopes, across the mesas of rust-colored iron 
oxide, over a massive table rock, down over the 
shallow lake. He crossed into the treetops follow­
ing the contour ofan upward spiraling path to a 
little house where his flight ended at the door. 
He knocked. 
There was no answer. Though flying had been 
effortlesshewasoutofbreath.Hehadno strength. 
He pushed and pushed upon the white door 
without result. A voice in his head said: Stop. He 
stopped and slowly the door gave on its own. 
He found himselfstanding in an artist's studio 
cluttered with finished and half-finished can­
vases, some mounted on easels, others tacked on 
the walls. All depicted various planetacy scenes, 
strangely alive like vegetatingmirrors, in which 
forms appeared and dissolved before he could 
quite make them out. 
Paints and brushes were littered everywhere 
and he stepped on a tube, making a blue smear. 
"Careful, fool!" 
An old woman with long gray hair turned from 
the canvas on which she was laying the final 
touches to a veiny pink Mars, rather like a 
crawling testicle. 
Gazing int.o sensual blue eyes, still like child's, he 
recognizE:dtheagedKi.tty. ''What happened toyou?" 
''What happened to you?" 
He glanced at his own withered hands, the nails 
grown long and yellow. ''You age quickly here. The 
pastdoesthattoyou. I wouldn't advise staying long." 
''What are you painting?" 
"Earth." 
"But it looks like Mars." 
"So it was and shall be." 
''When?" 
''You ask too many questions for so little time. 
I'd advise you to think of the right one." 
"It was you I wanted." 
She turned once again from the canvas, eyes 
glittering like a female Merlin. "You maystill ...but 
perhaps you don't want me now that I'm old?" 
"Maybe on earth.... " 
"Earth! Why haven't you gone with the others 
to dine at the pyramid? There you would find 
thousands ofme like reflections in a fly's eye. Yet 
you stand there full of desire, looking at an o~d 
woman, whom you wish to posses~ once _aga~ 
young and beautiful. But even that1s possible, if 
you'd only ask the right question." 
''Who are you really?" 
Again she laughed and turned back to the 
vegetable mirror. ''You get three tries, as in any 
fairy tale. You've failed the first. Tcy again." 
"The Goddess?" 
"Goddess,yes!Butwhich?Youhaveonemoretry." 
He thought furiously. ''You are the Mother!" 
She laughed like a hyena, stabbing her brush 
into a can. ''Yes, I am the Mother! Though I may 
appear old, you see before you the eternal Earth 
Mother. And you have already had your way 
with her Virgin offspring. But you have yet to 
meet the last Mother, the real Crone." 
''What Mother is that?" 
"The Death Mother!" 
She stood up slowly, quickly taking on the 
features of the ravishing young Kitty. "But for 
now take me as you wish!" 
* * * 
''What are these waves of mountain? These 
backs of slopes like sperm whales. I can't turn 
over a leaf without a spume harpooning me in 
the eye. My brain dims, mybody sinks. My heart 
stepped on like a disgusting bug. I take each 
tired old breath with cringing longing .... " 
''What are you mumbling about?" 
'Wily, man! Oh, God...am I glad to see your ass!" 
The naked fat man seated like a Buddha in the 
grass clutched spastically at the cabby's legs. 
''Yeah? Can't saythe same for myself. You look 
like an old hog rooting around for grubs." 
"Ah, shit, man...this whole thing ain't going to 
work. This fucking Spiral ain't gonna get either of 
us out of Shit Creek," he sobbed. "Fuck, it don't 
even exist." 
"Sure it does, Rave." The cabby sat down 
beside his dispatcher. ''Way up there I saw... . " 
''You didn't see shit! You went skirt-chasing 
instead oflooking for the Stuff. Now we both got 
to die the Second Death, get jerked around who 
knows how long .... " 
Rave tore his hair, clawed, rolled his blubber in 
huge fists, struck himself in the face, pounded 
the ground, sobbed, gave up, head hanging. 
"Trouble with you and me is we are each 
other's spare tire. Kind of in reverse. I'm a fat 
guy, but I got a lean soul. You're thin, but a fat 
slob at heart. You got no more control over 
yourself than a penny. I can shake worlds, but I 
can't change myselffor a billion dollars. You can 
molt like a goddamn snake, I can roll like a hoop 
snake with its tail in its mouth, but neither ofus 
can find our way out ofa dead world even when 
our lives depend on it.. .. 
"Goddamn, you amorphous little shit. Get out 
of my sight!" 
"Come on, Rave, let's go, man. We got nothing 
but time now." 
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Greg M. Gascon _____________________________ 
Clouds Like Titian's 
These cloudborne skies have 
not been since 
Titian's sensual 
implosion of hues 
wrapped our heads in 
divine reception. 
Two souls shake 
as electric coils 
in the 
sand water sky. 
Night spills into 
our dreams, the wind 
whips 
a pounding surf. 
We go still, 
echo blue amphibian. 
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Bob Moore _______________________________ 
Essayno.10 
The business of the common used-up language is to recharge the source of Now 
What began as a natural artifact ofthe shaman is now the terrible ownership of the artist 
I'd like to transform the world, the mind's context, English wildly shared 
The radical intimacy of the object, the outlaw's modest withdrawal to a solitary life of 
the woods, beaches and occasional anonymous neighborhoods 
Separate from today's art world, intentions installed to rot anonymously in common 
lore afflicting an unstable culture, the bomb movement 
To live as an art form, material, clothes, sculpture itself as original self 
Small things mystify, seminal friends, creations are labors to those who witness 
Love is certainly a means to connect the sky with the evidence of images 
The lost redeemer assembles lost objects, having once discovered one bucket of 
psychic energy 
Visit the warehouse of sleep, the poetic mind opened to fabled letters 
The word frequently becomes an image, lettering rites, the cradle of theatre 
Digging for the first dislocation, we are all intensely capable of smashing the barriers 
of the dream 
The bricoleur of things together observes the options open in an improvisation of mad 
possibilities 
Consider unpromising edges, deconstructing deep involved impulses 
This work itself is alchemical, surrounding a growing interest in occult sciences, 
ample mojos of voodoo, and a good-natured awareness ofmagic 
My disbelief is shifting to a practical, visionary nature 
Art and life plunge into a world present with the physicality of residual journeys 
A lode of allegory, faicy tales and comic books mines this late, sentimental nation 




With just one eye he breeds, heaves to's darking in the 
after-closet so's singing finger'll trace a seethy 
nose, thing that joints the closing doors, or cell 
division. What's contributed's swarmy thinking, er, 
hive of down-the-hall's sweet emulsifying, jawing 
toward the stairs' last days, dust's one fine plain or 
(all's dimension) Stacks of paper, empty shirts, a 
room's stained walls ...When's loving narrows in, and's 
single risen thought recalls 
POINT 
JERKED AT THE HEAD 
Like a groping hammer-claw under's stimulation's 
gravel-skin, uh, breast of thinking in a river 
(eating every day) 'n doubting's feeling's nervy 
nails pulling my head by the headached hair, I's 
(choking in's clammy laws, uh, (plunder's imitation. 
Ah in's (breath's sinking, slivers o'heat in's face!))) 
Clotty 'n reeling from's blow I'm pailing's skull, 
soaking in's expressive putrefaction. 'S what's 




Where the "fake high" light shakes on a (sink's 
smooth side (like a) thigh flows toward sleep .. . 
(rings the thought-full drain where the bathr~bes... 
swirl.. ."'n come apart" at the seams like (dancmg at) 
toward the alter-slow where the switch's merely mist... 
(''wallowed in the cheeks-shreds spoke I," flashing spitty 
backteeth (though's a frontal swell) as over the linear 
bowl I lean, swishing the it-mouth out. (Wishing the 
finny lake in my "south") 
STAGED 
Pig linkage horse choker tilting barns the drains 
congeal clouds arise, sky of choice lowers trees . 
dissolve the sausage helmet basket steams...cancellation 
of, formulation, the slippage stroker harm reveals, ham. 
(Your thighs glower resolve asks-halation) So's 
digging-course's filching blame, loud pies jnvoice th~ . 
thickened knees, (faucet's dream the doors compagmation) 
She's bringing change, the smoking room receives ... 
STIMULATION 
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___________________________ _ Don A. Hoyt 
I 
'J I! I 
I I 
EXPLORING 
An impatumt expwrer invented a box 
in which all journeys could be kept; 
and on his brow were the mountains, 
their cold peaks bushy with evergreens, 
river paths ever circulating toward lush valleys 
as blue blood coursing through deepest flesh, 
scattered about in the aftermath, a blood-bath 
so near the youth's energy crucified, 
nails through empty, outstretched limbs, 
an illegal nursery of shadows, 
the children playing upon each other coldly, 
a symphony of unheard lust 
parading along the gritty streets 
to announce the whole human event 
of growing mountains on a hard head, 
exploring, bloody, in a pasteboard box. 
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PaulWeidenhoff'__________________________ 
live under stone 
1. 
AB Malvon looked through the garden gate 
he could see her stooped over the fresh­
dug soil. He kissed her sweetly. Not 
grown. 
Pupils dilated, they could not look into 
the sky. 
Malvon had fallen out of the tree and 
landed at the foot of the garden gate. 
He looked up. Saw at first only the 
leafy cloak on the gate. 
Twirls around and around. 
and around. 
2. 
Let him walk down the hallway. She had 
a pitcher of milk with her. Believed in. 
the myth that milk could grow clover and 
rhubarb. On the soil he saw her pour 
the milk. 
You held her a ifyou were soon to 
depart. 
Malvon had been hurt in the fall. He 
tasted blood in the corner of his mouth. 
Corpus. Pearly though he could still 
only squint his eyes. She had tried to 
grow sugar beets, but had alas neglected 
the crop 
3. 
I was unwilling to open a door I saw 
no prospect of being able to close. 
Find it in a mound of soil. He had dug 
graves in the past, but never in a 
garden. 
found a black substance which 
interrupted magnetic repulsion. He lay 
at the foot of the gate, bleeding from 
the mouth. 
The perplexity is the gift. A vine 
grows in a loop and yields not a single 
fruit. Say that the colander does not 
dilute the milk. Thickly. 
I will find the device. Sketch a wheel 
with mallets. She stooped over to 
direct the flow of the milk. 
Had seeds delivered on silver platters 
beneath the moon. 
4. 
He was not aware ofher presence until 
he had fallen. We translate. We follow 
the varied densities of the garden. 
Introduce a plate underneath a body to 
fall. There is no idea but that the 
curtain should always be drawn and the 
sash slackened. 
Perpetuum mobile. 
Here is the admiration for speed in the 
machine. Loose oils. Brought them from 
the mouth. Search the streets and you 
will find troikas tipped over by the 
side. 
Yellow cobbles. But the dread. 
Moves through the branches. He snapped 
every one. The universal sensation must 
be proclaimed as dynamic. 
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5. 
That which has a general thrust forward. 
His head lay on the yellow cobbles. Saw 
her white ankles at the bottom of her 
black skirt. Though she could have been 
oriental. 
Use passages or rhythms of pure color to 
remember the state he had found himself 
in. 
Synchromist. 
Combine the pure color with draftmanship 
and the general plot of some oriental 
myth. 
Some fish belly. 
That which is vulgar. A man fell out of 
that tree with the white branches. The 
bloody leaves. 
6. 
The often violent graphic is infused 
with a cherry light. A vine out of the 
pitcher glutted with milk, but spills 
not a drop from the coil. Was not to 
remember the woman stooping to through 
seeds. 
Color is form. Color is object. A 
moon's halo is not lupine or filled with 
disaster, but white. 
Chained to the aesthetic point. Pure 
vision burns out the reason of the 
place. 
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He filled the jar with meat and sealed 
it. 
No flies appeared. But a halo. She did 
not hear the snap or the rustle of the 
tree he descended from. Had her ear to 
the vine. 
Pure geometric shape and fashion could 
not determine the loose sense he had 
found with the taste of the blood in the 
corner of his mouth. 
7. 
Not in the name oflove, but rather the 
possibility of desertion. 
He held her as though he would soon 
depart. 
Mary could not hear him. Malvon rubbed 
his fingers over the animal skull that 
lay near him. Perhaps a bird, or some 
small dragon. 
A narrow coastal zone, thickly wooded, a 
tropical zone. Had her ear to the 
vine. She could hear ships breaking 
apart on the reef. She could not hear 
the cries of the sailors. 
Malvon had gathered himself back 
together and glided away. 
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DEUS, LAMENTING THE LOSS OF ms FAVORITE ANGEL, WARNS 
THAT NO BEING SHOULD DARE CONCEIVE TO CONCEAL A 
PART FROM DEUS 
at early dawnig stemmd mon's eye wit 
needle inkd and wet wit hoary 
incident uf sleipt 
on cool shut ivry 
casket of saint ein releekwary wer 
bone lichens velvet 
sheers da dark walls 
dis lid ufeye 
dis home of optus 
let no man cometh 
to see without light 
let bliend de eye for thine est vaine 
myghtis moste 
ufde gods dat cld man come 
in head or heart or song 
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Jared Carter ________________ _______________ 
Menuki 
Small gold ornaments placed 
on either side ofthe hilt 
ofa samurai sword. 
A found poem-selected from 
captions accompanying a display 
in the Asian Wing ofthe 
Dayton Art Institute. 
Each in the form ofa cluster of branches and a flowering plum 
Each in the form ofcelestial dragons 
Each in the form ofa cluster of flowers wrapped around a rolled mat 
Each in the form ofa crane with spread wings 
nestled amidst the upper branches 
ofan ornamental spreading pine 
One in the form of a prancing stag 
the other in the form ofa stag nuzzling a recumbent doe 
One in the form of a cluster ofgrasses with a crescent moon 
the other ofgrasses with the new moon 
Each in the form ofMount Fuji 
One in the form of a court noble in military dress 
the other in the form ofa sage holding a book 
Each in the form of a woven basket filled with sprays of flowers 
Each in the form of a cluster of eggplants 
One in the form of a crane taking flight 
the other in the form ofa heron 
Each in the form of a cluster of peacocks 
Each in the form of a crawfish and waterweeds 
Each in the form ofcrickets and wildflowers 
Each in the form of two galloping horses 
One in the form of a nightingale in flight 
the other in the form of the moon 
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Each in the form of a horse cleaning itself 
beside a shallow stream 
One in the form of a stalking tiger 
the other in the form of a seated tiger 
Each in the form of a fisherman walking 
with a large wicker basket 
Each in the form of a samurai astride a galloping horse 
Each in the form of three Chinese sages playing go 
Each in the form of a gold pheasant 
backed by a cluster of kiku, millet, 
wildflowers, and grasses 
Each in the form of a fisherman poling a boat 
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James M. Hughes------=-------=------------------
At Rocky River, Ohio 
[Isvara] spreads out his net in many modes for every one in this field of illusion, 
and draws it in again. 
-Svetas. Upanishad, V. 
The creek's wet pebbles meet the debris-strewn beach 
just east of the concrete fishing pier. 
A darker blue than the sky, the lake makes shallow 
with rows of white-caps moving shoreward at a slant. 
Tossing his white hair in the already turbulent wind, 
the retired man says 
to no one in particular 
to everyone in general: 
"I come here daily, 
mostly to talk with those who fish 
or those who come 
like me 
to talk with those who fish." 
The waves slap the seemingly unyielding stone. 
Bands oftransitored music murmur tightly, 
straining oddly against the other wind. 
The white haired man continues: 
''Mostly I come to feel fully the wind and water 
and mostly I come just to get out of the house." 
Finally, I speak: 
"That's a lot ofmostly's." 
The retired man acknowledges the opening, nearby, of a cooler. 
''When you're old enough to be retired 
you sort of count on it, 
on the multiplying ofmostly's, I mean." 
We stare at the brightly colored sail of a windsurfer 
and we admire the skill just to avoid being dashed against the cliff. 
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''Mostly, I guess, I really come just to check out my cliff there, 
the one with all those rugs draped down on it, 
the one crested with netting as well as grass." 
We didn't talk about erosion's inevitability and that Erie's winning. 
The retired man returns to his house high above the rest of us. 
I wipe away new splashes from my trifocals 
and feel the gentle tear of an eyelash, 
a winker's tender tug, 
as if there were with all this wind, 
cornered in my sight, 
a stray white hair, 





in the beginning was the light 
clam in its alcove i cover my typewriter with silk 
i'd not've been your father had i not loved you 
my ear against your ear listens to how you listen 
moth shadows & fireflies fat with light 
turtles & grapes scrotal as hell 
theologies of gods creating god 
i whispered ee to end elohimly 
reduplicate all our eden echoes 
at least moira ginger and the dogs do 
he rakes the bathtub like an irishman 
a softball in each cup of the bra 
he and how many marines remain faithful 
the twilight is two lights and two darknesses 
remember i worship none ofyour gods 
moses barefoot in bum fuck egypt 
a lake within a lake except europe 
an open and a burning book 
eliot's mermaids were lesbians 
here we have a havoc crying out for home 
ralph fur the colour of a birch on fire 
the world confuses the heart and the wrist 
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my knowledge doesn't travel well from me to you 
you talk as though your lungs were storms; iron 
range from the quality of the ice 
my current wife wants me to go hunt moose 
she was afraid he'd quote her; he quoted her 
an informer of the information age 
never thawed i will never be thwarted 
and do in what wet-footed you desired 
the auto did act as strangely as 
menthol withdrawal where ice leaves the lake unscathed 
camel leopard lithe upon the mirror 
houseboats we held each other hull to hull 
and loved during the lull as house boys will 
i see my son with a hammer nailing 
out love between the forks of his blood (inside her 
horizons let all my horrors hibernate) 
the truth of the prophets accumulates cathedrals 
the edge of the earth the edge of my son 
your free will might keep your god honest 
remnants of an obscure form of sex 




Full of crystals and feathers 
and wrapped in stars like a landscape at night 
It was as ifit were all of him 
distilled to a square 
like an urn with his ashes 
yet he has. not died 
He's a spider 
spinning a web all over the neighborhood 
like the telephone lines 
and all the birds are his sentries 
Though he is gone, 
I rattle this colorful box 
of stones and bones 
like a favorite toy 
and I wonder 
I wonder 
who is he? 
Whoaml? 
And each ofus has a shape 
that only love can draw 
__________________________ 
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Muriel Harris Weinstein 
Malka 
Jeffwas surerd get lost ifI left the hotel room. He 
couldn't join me and said that I didn't know myway 
around. He was right. I was a stranger in a strange 
land. But the urge to mingle with the people, to be a 
part ofJerusalem, part ofthis ancient city sent me 
scurrying out of the hotel, to the Damascus Gate, 
across Shekhem where I jumped onto an Arab bus 
grinding its gears, destination unknown. The bus 
was packed, alive with Arabs dressed in black 
chadors orwhite gelabayas laughing and shouting 
with their neighbors, some holding squawking 
chickens bythescruffsoftheirnecks. Children sang 
to the accompaniment of the groaningmotor as the 
bus bucked a steep stony road. 
Atabout the tenthstop, a hilly rockyArab village, 
Malka got on. By this time there were some empty 
seats. She sat down next to me and wiped the dust 
offherface. She appeared to be aroundfifty, myage. 
She wore khaki slacks and a blue denim shirt. She 
was short, dark and round 
I as.5umed she spoke English so I asked her for 
directions to the Kings Hotel. 
"Ahhh," she said smiling. 'That is simple but 
simpler to explain when we arrive at the depot. I 
show you then. Easier." 
• Malka talked easily about herself, her hands 
flying to punctuate a point. She had been a captain 
in the IsraeliArmy.She was now a professor at Bar 
Ilan University where she taught chemistry and 





reconcile the two diametrically opposed positions. 
I was drawn to her. I too had taught and had 
struggled with woman's subordinate role in Ju­
daism. We talked easily as ifwe were old friends. 
We discussedEmilyDickinson,MidEastpolitics 
and exchanged views on different methods of 
teaching in Israel and America. 
When the bus stopped at Jaffa Gate, Malka had 
to leave. 
''M:iryom," she said, "I just know we were predes­
tined to meet. Tonight is Oneg Shabbot. An omen. 
CometomyhouseandwewillcelebratetheSabbath 
with wine and cake." 
I hesitated, giving excuses...my husband had jet 
lag.Hewaswaitingformeatthehotel.Ididnotwant 
to leave my new husband alone. 
''Your first husband is dead?" 
''No.Heisalive. Thernarriagedied. I divorced.him." 
Malkawas amazed. ''Divorce? InIsraelit's impos­
sible to obtain a divorce if you are a woman. fm 
researching The Gett, the Jewish divorce lawwhich 
isatypicalmaletool.Nowyoumustcome.With your 
husband Meetmeatthe Jaffa Gate. Atseven." She 
gave me directions to the King Hotel and then 
walked briskly away. 
Jeff had a business meeting and said it wasn't 
wise for me to travel at night alone. But I was 
adamant. I had to see Malka. 
Malkalived intheoldest section ofJerusalemand 
to get there we had to walk single file through dark 
deserted circuitous corridors that resembled an end­
less tunnel. Lizards crawled onfloors. Water trickled 
fromdampvaultedceilingsintopuddlesandstreams. 
Malka said that during the day these corridors 
teemed with life. Arab flatbread and samovar 
peddlars hawked their wares to eager tourists and 
stalls spilled over with exotic perfumes, pungent 
spicy foods, caftans and aphrodisiacs. 
"It is essential for Arabs and Israelis," she said 
passionately, "to live without guns. We must! Or 
our nation will be decimated. Children must 
have a childhood; toys and books. Not stones. 
Read The Painted Bird. See what warfare does 
to a child. That's why I was in the Arab section 
today; scheduling meetings between Arab and 
Israeli exchange students. We have to startwith 
the children," she said."They are our only resource. 
If our country's to survive." 
I tripped. Something slimy touched my skin. 
"Micyom, careful. You could find anything here 
from rats to bodies," Malka warned. 
"Bodies?'' I shivered 
We must've been walking for about twenty min­
utes when suddenly, the tunnel's ceiling opened. A 
shaft oflight shone through like Jacob's ladder. 
I followed Malka up...up the pitted stone steps, 
up...up toward the full moon. We had entered a 
brilliantly lit square. There wasa golden splendor to 
the scene; windows ablaze with holy candles, two 
story houses ofyellow Jerusalem stone and street 
lampsflickeringsaffronlight. Itwasasifthecitywas 
encased in an amber bead. 
''Look!" Malka .cried, as if it were her creation. 
''How do you like our new section? Is she not 
magnificent? Eternal?" 
I nodded. Although night flooded the skies it was 
as ifa genie had rubbed his lamp. 
Malka ran pulling me along into the house, up 
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the two flights. She was breathless when she 
opened the door of her apartment but it didn't 
stopherfrom saying, ''Brachemhabayim. Blessed 
are those who enter." 
I entered her kingdom Although the light was 
dim there was an inexplicable radiance. Tapestries 
hung everywhere the width & length ofher walls, 
embroideredinaresplendentgoldyarnwithstrange 
symbols, numbers and Hebrew characters. The 
symbols shimmered and seemed to move. I had a 
strange feeling ofanother presence. ''What do they 
mean?'' I asked. 
'They're from the Kabbalah," she said, ''the holy 
book for mystics." 
''Did you embroider the tapestries?" 
''Yes," she beamed. "And I wove the cloth." 
I ran my fingers over the Hebrew letters and 
wondered what their meaning was. I said that the 
tapestries seemed to give off an effulgence. 
Malka smiled. ''Yes," she said, ''It is as ifGod had 
blessed them and even read them." 
We talkeddeep into the nightabouther teaching. 
She said it was difficult persuading women to give 
up their traditional roles to join her Torah Study 
Group. They were set, orthodox, comfortable in 
their roles, in what Malka called their ''indenture." 
Theyfounditdifficulttotakethefirststepandstudy 
Torah. Yet they were curious and gradually they 
became comfortable in their new roles. 
''Remember, Miryom," Malka said, "only men 
study Torah among the orthodox. Women think 
theywill siniftheystudyTorah. Ahh, but I tempted 
them with the thought of forbidden knowledge 
promisingthattheirhusbandswouldknow nothing 
of our classes." Malka smiled. "One of the women 
who studied with me, Sarah, was married to a 
renowned rabbi and feeling proud ofher new found 
know/,edge started asking him questions about reli­
gious practices. Heconfrontedheranddemandedto 
know who she read Torah with. She tried to protect 
me but I guess she found it hard to refuse him." 
''Did he pull her out?'' 
''No. Butone night there was a knockonmydoor. 
When I opened it there was my student's husband. 
He stood there tall, commanding. "Are you the 
one teachingmy SarahTorah?Who do you think 
you are?" 
Now you must understand it is blasphemous for 
an orthodox man to visit a woman at night, espe­
cially ifhe's married, and discuss Torah." 
'What happened?'' I asked. 
"It was one ofthe most memorable evenings of 
mylife. Itwas yaphe ( wonderlul). We were destined 
to meet." 
'Why wonderlul?'' 
''Hisvoice wasso resonant. Like a bass fiddle. And 
his knowledge. We learned from one another. We 
read and debated and discussed Torah endlessly. 
He came at night twice a week. For three years." 
"For three years?" 
"It was yaphe! Over cake, over wine, we disected, 
argued, disagreed, yes, even insulted each other. It 
was glorious." Malka grew quiet. Then she said, 
''But he stopped coming." 
''Why?'' 
''He was the emissary of God and..." her voice 
trailed off, " ...not enough." 
''Not enough? What do you mean?'' 
She shrugged. 
"And he? He wanted to stop?" 
''Never!" 
"That doesn't make sense." 
"It does. I had this passion for him. I thought of 
him day and night. He filled my dreams." 
"You mean you had an affair with him?'' 
"He was brilliant. But our discussions were not 
enough. He wanted more. And so did I." She grew 
quiet. Then, ''Yes,yes,webecame lovers."Shesighed. 
''Did you love him?'' 
"Y esyes! Hewas suchsweetholy temptation. But 
I also realized that I was undermining his loyaltyto 
Torah and to.. .Sarah. And this all consuming love 
I had reallybelonged to God. You see, I began to feel 
he wasn't enough. He was only God's emissary. I 
loved him. But I loved God more." 
Then Malka said, "On the bus, you said you were 
a psychologist. Do you work with dreams?'' 
I nodded. And Malka slowly, hesitantly began. 
"Manyyears ago, when I was about two, aswas 
the custom, I wasbetrothed. ToYosi, myparents' 
friends' son We lived in the same town, Ramat, but 
unlike the other children who were betrothed, we 
liked each other. Our parents let us play together. 
Later we did homework together. And since our 
families were good friends we took our holidays 
together. 
I was a curious child. Always reading. Always 
investigating. One day, when I was about twelve, 
the time ofmy first menses, I discovered a book on 
Jewish mysticism, The Kabbalah. It hypnotized 
me. Consumedme. Readingitcrowdedoutthoughts 
of Yosi The more I read the more I became en­
meshed. I knew I could use it to see the future. I 
believedicouldevencontrolmyfateif I learnedhow 
to use the Kabbalah. I felt so powerlul. You see, it 
uses letters and numbers which when combined 
together reveal secrets ofthe universe and man. 
One nightabout nine months after I started study­
ingit I had a dream. God appeared and told me that 
I was one ofHis Chosen. I trembled. His soft voice 
enthralledme. He appearednightafternightassoon 
as I fell asleep. Then one night the dream changed." 
Malka lowered her head and became silent. 
She seemed miles away. "Maybe you want to 
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forget it?'' 
''Funny thing," Malka said, ''I had had such a 
wonderlul afternoon withY osi. Ourfamilies, Y osi's 
and mine, had taken us to Tel Aviv for three days. 
And the sun, it was so oppressive that Y osi and I 
raced to the beach. We ranheadlong into the waves, 
clothes and all, and splashed and laughed and 
swam." Her face lit up for a moment. 
Our clothes clung. We were having too much fun 
to feel embarassed. Yosi was helping me comb the 
tangles our of my hair with his fingers when sud­
denly, he turned me to him and held me close, very 
close. I felt his member press against me.Hewas so 
firm, so hard. I had the strangest feelings. And that 
was the night the dream changed. 
Malka whispered, ''The dream's too ...too shame­
ful. It came from reading The Kabbalah." 
"It's only a dream," I said. 
Malka swallowed hard. The clock was the only 
sound in the room. I waited. 
''ThatnightHecameand..."Itwastoughgoingfor 
her. 
"You don't have to," I whispered. 
"God appeared. First He stroked my head." She 
paused. "Then his hands moveddown mybody and 
He whispered that I was lovely. I told God I only 
lovedHim. I wouldneverlove another. Hisholyhands 
moved down down to my breasts. Ohhh, what 
exquisite pleasure. God knew how I felt. He said I 
was truly His, that I knew Him through th~ 
Kabbalahand..and, and...andGodmadelovetome. 
· Her voice came in whispers. 'The pleasure was 
unbearable. Unearthly.And.. .nightafternight ...God 
returned. He...He dwelt in me." 
"Did you ever kiss Yosi?" 
"Once. That afternoon. In the water. He dunked 
me." 
''Did you ever touch him?'' I asked. 
"No. That was the first time we were so close. 
Touchingis forbidden until marriage. And we were 
only fourteen." 
"What happened after that?" I asked. 
''I could notwork. I could not study. I yearnedonly 
for God. I had no appetite for food or life. God 
obsessed me. My parents became worried. This 
went on for nine, ten months. One day my brother 
found The Kabbalah under my mattress. He 
brought it to my parents. They wailed, beat their 
chestsandbegged God to forgive them.Theycursed 
theKabbalahandsaiditwasblasphemous."Malka's 
voice trembled. 'They forbade me to read it. They 
called in the rabbi. I don't remember what he said 
but his voice was like thunder." 
Her eyes were haunted by the memory. "I was a 
Jewishdaughter.Ihadtofollowthelawofmyfather. 
The Kabbalah was taken away. But not God. He 
remained for a while. But eventually, He too, faded 
away. I returned to my science and the life of the 
intellect. There I found another kind ofhappiness." 
'What happened to Yosi?'' 
''I don't know. Our betrothal was broken. I had 
brought shame upon my family. They could not 
walk with their heads up so we had to move. We 
moved to a kibbutz." 
"And other men? Any relationships?'' I asked. 
"Oh, nothing serious. Just colleagues, some 
students.Andthreeyearsago,mybeautifullearned 
rabbi. You see,"she said, ''IthinkI was soyoungthat 
I didn't knowhowtousetheKabbalah. Soittrapped 
me into sin." 
''Do you still believe this?'' 
"Stronger than ever!" 
I looked at the tapestry on the wall in front ofme. 
It was full ofKabbalistic symbols. 
''SoI havedevotedmylife to learning.Thestudents 
aremychildren. Teachingis thehighest form oflove." 
I hardly heard Malka's words. I waited for her to 
ask me to analyze her dream. To dissect, clarify, 
respond, anything! But she just sat there. 
"Whenyou look back," I asked, "do you thinkY osi 
had anything to do with the dream? Remember all 
thatwaterplay,weren'tyouandYosibotharoused?" 
''Never!" Malka jumped up. She ran into the 
kitchen. 
I shook my head. Couldn't sit. I wandered over to 
her desk and fingered the huge tome on top. I read 
the title. This had to be the book onJewish divorce, 
The Gett the one shementioned doingresearchon. 
I thoughtofhermarriedrabbi Shedrove Y osiaway. 
And thenher rabbi. She knew herTorah. What did 
she know about herself? 
There in a corner ofher desk was a pile ofpapers, 
all sizes, filled with penciled designs of~ore tapes­
tries, holy blueprints. I walked to the wmdow. She 
had pinned small tapestries to the shade. Malka 
walked in. She saw me tracing the goldenyam ofa 
filigreed character. She knew that I knew. 
"It's time," she said. "Come! Youmustseemyreal 
treasure. I paid extra shekels for it." She pulled me 
along up the second flight ofstairs. We walked out 
onto her rooftop but it was more like a garden. 
''My gardens ofBabylon." she laughed, throwing 
outher arms. The airwas fragrant with myrrh and 
frankincense. 
''Miryom," shebreathed, ''Touchthe stars! I am:'° 
closeuphere. So close." Sheswirled around, euphonc. 
''Tellme, Miryom, tellme, whydoyouthinkI took 
the top floor apartment?'' 
''For your rooftop," I said. 
''Yesyes! Why?'' she asked. ''Why did I want the 
rooftop?'' 
"To woo Him again. Dare Him. With your love 
letters." 
Malka threw her arms around me and sobbed. 
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__ Edward Haworth-Hoeppner ....:.....__...:__ _______ 
BEAUTY 
I have you by the foot 
and pull you out into me
' 
a lantern blue as a newborn. 
The bell in the tower glows, 
a sledge full of clouds 
and heat lightning crosses 
the sky at night, the harness 
long as the span of your hand, 
and your face, the inside of the wind. 
I arrive here from another 
time with you, a string ofeggs 
hung from my shoulders, 
my heels turning to chalk. 
I touch your hand in the mirror 
' 
dark as the lining of a glove. 
No one has painted your ankles 
gold, your senseless, starry eyes, 
but you are the tenth planet, 
and now, as always, I will never want 
to forgive your coming this way. 
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THE AMERICAN PRACTICAL NAVIGATOR 
Nathaniel Bowditch, LLD. U.S. Gov't Printing Office 
1916 
Morning, past sunrise; sailboats too far 
to call back; clouds too high to hold 
rain A The beach, combed clean of tar­
soaked weeds and shriveled man-o-wars A 
Gray-haired fitness walkers - straw hats 
and pink visors - begin their coolest 
mile A Lifeguard chalks the time of tide 
before he mounts his chair A Waves sport 
through pilings of the fishing pier and 
roll, white-crested, on the beach, 
shifting the line of smooth, wet sand.A 
Concave face of the 
shell - pink, beige, 
alabaster white A A 
Bench mark circle and 
cross A Copper nails 
A Sapphire sky A 
Greedy cry of gulls A 
Palm-thatched roof 
Taste of salt A Curl 
of driftwood wedged 
between rocks A Grit 
in yesterday's burn A 
'Tuesday a.m. 
'WS. 
"rJTiings as tfiey are " ana are to 6e ... 1?.f,trospective in 
a rrwutMess 6{ue 'l(_{ein 6ottCe. Imitation. Invitation. 
J-fave crawCed inside witfi sfie(fs ana su,f and douas. 
Jloated a{[ rrwming in sky and sea on music funneCed tfirougfi. 
Jlm inside it ana outside it, Mowing over tfie fio{e of it. 
'Tuning tfie pitcfi to tfie 6fae guitar: 
"rJTie sfiapes are wrong ana tfie sounds are fafse. " 
Missing you. .. 
SfiirCey 
AN EPITOME OP NAVIGATION AND NAUTICAL ASTRONOMY 
510. The tides are ubject to so 
many variations dependent upon 
the movements of the sun and 
moon, and to so many 
irregularities due to the action of 
winds and river outflows, that a 
very long series of observations 
would be necessary to fix any 
natural plane. In consideration of 
this, and keeping in view the 
possibilites of repetitions of the 
surveys or subsequent discoveries 
within the field of work, it is 
necessary to define the position of 
the plane of reference which has 
resulted from any series of 
observations. This is done by 
leveling from the tide gauge to a 
permanent bench, precisely as if the 
adopted plane were arbitrary. 
511. BENCH MARK. -The plinth of 
a lighthouse, the water table of a 
substantial building, the base of a 
monument, and the like, are proper 
benches; and when these are not 
within reach a mark may be made 
on a rock not likely to be moved or 
started by the frost, or, if no rock 
naturally exists in the 
neighborhood, a block of stone 
buried below the reach of frost 
and plowshare should be the 
resort. When a bench i made on 
shore it should be marked by a 
circle of 2 or 3 inches in diameter 
with a cross in the center indicating 
the reference point. The levelings 
between this point and the 
gauge should be run over twice and 
the details recorded. A bench made 
upon a wharf or other perishable 
structure is of little value, but in 
the absence of permanent objects 
it is better than nothing. The 
marks should be cut in, if on 
stone, and if on wood, copper nails 
should be used. The bench must be 
sketched and carefully described, 
and its location marked on the 
hydrographic sheet, with a statement 
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Tara Miller _____________________________ 
____________________________ 
FAMILY OF STONES 
for Bill 
Handfuls of stones pushed themselves out, away 
from the disturbed hold of the earth. 
Pushed themselves into the air, up into light, 
their long shadows hoarding bits of hard ground. 
Stones that stand brave at odd angles, in frozen attention 
to their limits, as ifwaiting for harvest. 
After the lame man gathered all he could carry 
he held them against his dark coat where they revealed 
by irregular sketch, the static materiality of silence. 
Cradled against his chest, against his heart 
the stones absorbed no alteration into their chilly cores; 
no metamorphosis signals to stones. 
This tender of stones held them gently 
as one might hold a sick child, a frightened bird, 
a memory too still for words. 
Down in the damp 
he let the world 
sweep on over, impossibly 
golden.
Most of the stones were bleached white and wore 
a thin layer of dust; much like the broken belongings 
left behind in a house where the soul has evaporated. 
Walking home under a sapphire sky the lame man listens 
for remote whispers from the stones, a low hum. 
Hears instead the sad chorus of calling loons, 
echoing across that wide lake a single life bridges briefly. 
The lame man returns to tables covered with stones: 
stones round as knees, slender as fingers, 
silent in cemented formation like a distant constellation. 
Stones temperately resigned to spiritless sleep. 
Before he prays over the face of the days' expiration, 
the lame man sits before stones and names them all. 
Taylor Graham 
LYING WITH CRAZYAMY 
The seed he's planting 
moves like fable: 
son against father, crime 
against guilt. Already 
it fills his mouth 
like too much milk. 
Something moves in the cattails. 
The sky moves, blue 
as somebody else's daughter 
whose unlaced words he bound
to mean "yes." 
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Daniel Green _________________ _____ _______ 
African Wind Chutes 
___ ____ ____________.:..._______ 
The Weaver bird looms odd nests to hang 
beneath the twig, unlike other birds 
which nestle in a crook of trunk and branch. 
Her ingenuity designs a home for chicks 
who'll not be stifled by the tropic heat. 
More like a tube than a pocket, exits 
and entrance lie in line, catching 
every vagrant breeze, cooling drafts make 
life bearable until the fledglings fly. 
Close by grows a companion oddment, 
the whistling acacia, a shrub which 
hardly earns a second glance, but seizes 
nature's bounty, bears a flower 
whose brief blossom leaves behind 
a husk, open either end, becomes 
a wind-blown flute, makes songs 
composed for weaver birds. 
Impromptu Design 
The still pond gives back 
the cloudless sky immaculate 
the bird's beak plucks 
an insect from the water-skin 
sends the ripple circling 
to the bank now the sky's 
image is no longer seamless. 
Corrugated. 
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David Chorlton _ _
Swallowing The Night 
Light framed in black iron lanterns
is hissing in the heat
left behind from daylight hours
and illuminating the faces
of Moorish scholars, bishops 
and the Jews who engraved their longhand
script on Cordoba. Plumes ofwater
rise and spread
and run back down the air 
into fountain bowls. 
Between the geraniums
men who sit all day in the shade
walk home, step 
by cobbled step across
the squares and yards.
They negotiate the angles 
and openings in the whitewashed 
walls that float 
above their foundations in the night's 
reflected light, all the way back 
to the rooms where they sleep, 
each with a clay jug by his bed 
from which to pour shadows 
down their throats of sand. 
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Joseph H. Ball ___________________________ 
Poem from Ankara 
Last night, from your cousin's room, you could see the bare hills of Anatolia 
the stars seemed like stones a fairy left to lead you home, ' 
you felt on the cool window pane where the smooth handles of the plough had hardened 
your palms, on your finger tips 
you remembered the soft muzzle of the foal. 
Tonight, Mehmet, strolling along the Atatilrk boulevard 
listening to the city, admiring the shine of your shoes, ' 
your hair slick like the rain-drenched thatch of your parent's cottage 
you see a woman in a blue dress ' 
sitting beneath the bright umbrella at a sidewalk table. 
In your pocket, lira notes, change from the barber 
and the shoe shine and the cigarettes, are a great comfort. 
You order a coffee, watch, in a sidelong glance, 
as the woman crosses her legs in stockings as if they were naked. 
Could she be like the girl who came down through the mountain mist 
to bewitch the shepherds in the story your mother told? 
Or the women your father warned of: 
as soft as the caramel nougats from the confectioner's, 
but too sweet, too dear, for a village boy? 
She rises, smiles at the waiter, lips as red as poppy blossoms. 
In your dry mouth the smoke and steam from the vendors' carts. 
Your coffee is cold. Will you follow her, Mehmet, 
or can you hear the voices, Inshallah, Inshallah, 
in the warm wind that whispers across the plateau? 
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D.E. Steward _____________________________ 
Giugno 
Days after the government fell saboteurs took out the huge Addis ordinance depot and 
windows and a door in his house two kilometers away were blown in. He thought his 
street was being shelled. The first blast was the biggest but explosions continued until 
aftersunup 
Fireball black smoke in equatorial sun at three thousand meters in clean desert air over 
Ethiopian green 
Colors like the rolling spread of midday napalm drop in Vietnam 
Chronicle, cliche, climax, collapse 
Along the horizon the northward sun shift almost finished for the year, early dawns of 
lake mist and clarity, golden light, quiet emptiness 
Hold one sight lines without moving for the minutes until the sun lifts clear thinking 
how no dawn will ever be exactly like this again 
Infinity of sight lines across the planet to align and realign to follow the sun, world of 
lines and sky that goes unrecognized by those who stay inside, live on corridors within 
the density, don't look out from psychic chawls 
Almost six billion now 
The present level ofloneliness, our urbanity without community, our tight yards of 
fenced familiarity with fields of threatening strangers pressed and ready to overwhelm 
from outside, none of this was imagined 
Almost nothing left random or non-electronic, life stiff like verdigris sealed in lucite 
David Liptak, pianist in the premiere performance of his Trio, 1990, for some reason did 
not have it memorized 
Fluorite green is greener, lighter and stronger than tarragon, yellower, lighter and 
stronger than malachite green 
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Fresh graffiti on an old South Florida munitions bunker, an A-bomb mushroom behind a 
bakayaro's buck-toothed headband and rice bowl surprised face, MADE IN AMERICA, 
TESTED IN JAPAN 
Gulf-fronting America, land of the Klan, psychologically staved 
El clima y al suerte 
"Direct address, which creates displacements, is a possibility for discomforting you. But 
of course I'd like not to make that collapse" 
Swabia was Suevia 
Mesquite are mimosa 
And gaudy green is spinach green 
The Exploits, the Humber and the Gander are the rivers ofNewfoundland and on the 
mainland to the north, the Torngats lift over five thousand feet from the rampaging 
smoky Labrador Sea 
The Torngats something like the Remarkables, those eruptive, saw-toothed, wrinkled 
New Zealand South Island mountains behind Queenstown on the road to Invercargill 
and Bluff 
The Remarkables deep red and brown, the Torngats naked black granite gray 
Out on the edges of the world few things are truly green 
Picasso's mirada fuerte being merely Andalusian eye fuck 
Malaga then as rigid in its codes as Tehran now 




Homer was less a sexual chauvinist than any other male writer form antiquity 
Hesiod and most other Greek poets being bitter misogynists in the way that Pound and 
his ilk were knee-jerk anti-Semites. Zeusian machismo and paranoia about usury 
Commedia dell' arte, commitment, conceit 
They've bought an apartment on Boulevard Montparnasse at Port-Royal that faces a 
convent garden. Her baby is due in January 
Below them the convent's nuns, who wear peculiar habits of Amishlike headpieces, 
blouses and gray flared skirts, come out and stand on the garden walled in from the din 
of the boulevards 
Sometimes they look up 
Three hundred double-crested cormorants on wires over water paralleling Route 6 on 
Cape Cod. Unslowing evening traffic streams on by 
Contrast, correlative, counterpoint 
Evolution is organized and constant reorganization of genetic information 
It competes with its own mistakes, without success information is lost in extinction of 
species and ofhabitats 
On December 14, 1903, they flipped a coin and Wilber won. He flew three and a half 
seconds but it was from a downslope takeoff 
December 17, Orville lifted from the rail and flew a hundred and twenty feet level over 
the cold sand 
That day they flew three more times, on the final try at noon, Wilber flew 852 feet and 
was up for fifty-nine seconds 
Rattling a stick hard along the belly of curved balusters, dinging parking meters flaring 
down the street 
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Trying to equal Livy's pure milky abundance, reaching for the broad, urbane language 
flow of his gigantic narrative, his History 
The potency of Bart6k's First Quartet, op. 7 
She enthuses about old movies like Pasqualino Settabellezze 
Claps patty-cake with her sweatshirt cuffs down across her palms 
A bottle of Plavac from Dalmatia, a good red with body, then a Carrafeira that has the 
clean openness of most Portuguese reds 
He drinks until drunk like mud 
The Danish bookman who proffered a program of the memorial held after Nex~'s funeral 
made the bitter and telling comment that all was inequity and poverty on Nex~•s cold 
sea-pressed earth 
We dig for mole crabs and coquinas in the swash zone, here at the northern limit of their 
range coquinas are tiny and white 
Seafoam yellow green, a pale yellow green , lighter, and stronger than smoke gray or 
oyster gray, and yellower and paler than average Nile 
One of Frans Post's Brazilian landscapes from 1658 with slaves resting on an open slope 
of a bayside hill, the tropical sun's terribleness, no soft subtle pallid sun-on-the-horizon 
northern hesitations 
Parrot green, a strong yellow green that is yellower and duller than viridine, also called 
parakeet, perruche, popinjay green 
Yew green, an olive green yellower, stronger, and slightly lighter than cypress green, 
greener and darker than holly green 
The old Coos Bay tuxedo, a brown leather Filson jacket with a yellow lining 
In a careful ritual he takes out a squarefolded handkerchief and swabs at both sides of 
the top of his cello before wiping his forehead and letting the handkerchief parachute to 
the floor 
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Swiss male life encapsulated on the lonely studio apartment a canton or two away from 
mama. The Hochstaplers insecurities. Put-down all women, especially if they are inter-
esting, ridicule, boast, bluff 
Luther's "Mighty Fortress" theme there through the fourth movement of Mendelssohn's 
C Minor Trio almost in the manner of an English air 
Nesting killdeers range the open flats of recession-stalled New Jersey real estate devel­
opments, a pair every couple of acres 
Young shorebirds are able to feed themselves within an hour or two of hatching then 
soon become pale, cryptic fall-plumage sandpipers 
The Mugollon catacombs 
Erb's Trombone Concerto 
The Red Guard broke the mirrors and furniture except for one armoire over whose 
mirrors she pasted large Mao pictures 
The great aunt with the mirrors also owned a lot of perfume and when they broke the 
bottles, the house and the compound smelled of it for months 
While he was dying in Hong Kong of emphysema in 1986, she was in Macao with their 
son lacking the papers to join him. She runs a factory in Shanghai now, travels on a 
Portuguese colonial passport from Macao, her son has for years been a student in Illinois. 
When she retires she plans to move to the States to live near him 
Fragments of Minoan Critan painted frescos found in the 1990's Avaris in the Nile Delta. 
A painted Minoan floor from three thousand five hundred years ago found at Tell Kabri 
in Israel 
Esheva, Dioscurias, Gyenus, Phasis, V ani, Pichvnari, Greek cities of the western Geor­
gia-Black Sea littoral in the sixth cent1,llj' BC 
A perspective renter of their garage apartment has full-blown AIDS and could barely 
climb the stairs. They told him they could not take the responsibility of anyone living 
there who could not drive 
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__________________________ 
An acerbic woman arrived to look at the apartment, offered rent money on the spot, they 
did not accept, saying that they had not yet heard from others. Later a man called and 
asked ifit was still free and when they answered that it was, the voice said coldly that 
discrimination was illegal and hung up, they have no idea what comes next 
A bittern up off the lake island 
He plans to resign his UN job in Addis to work for the IRC, come back to Europe with all 
his antique furniture and Brazilian country tapes 
A tercel, or tiercel, is a male hawk used in falconry, so a tercel's a male goshawk or 
peregrine falcon 
This month he vacationed for a month in the French Alps, spent the first two weeks with 
his new wife and the second with his own adult children. Midway he took his wife to 
departures at the Geneva airport, then went downstairs to arrivals for his kids 
"Play music, pop our fingers and rap to the beat" 
His daughter, who's long threatened to never see him again ifhe ever remarried, arrived 
from an Italian vacation for the Geneva rendezvous Werner Bartschi plays Mozart, 
Sceisi, Part, Bartschi and Busoni and it all couldn't be more modern middle European 
Before driving his kids back up to the rented mountain house near Chamonix, he took 
them to buy them each new watches, and each video minicam and some clothes 
The UN flies all of his dependents free twice a year from Europe to visit him in Africa. 
They swim, play tennis, tour as the civil strife allows, hang out 
Starvation often has ruled across Ethiopia's serial ranges and stark plateaus and down 
across the vast agony of Somalia 
Some UN people in Addis argue, especially with the surge ofAIDS across the continent, 
that the less food distributed the better the chances for the ultimate survival of Somalia's 
and Ethiopia's cultures 
For most of the year very little in the Horn of Africa is green. 
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Pamela Hughes __
All I Ask Is Omniscience And Wings 
I want to fly-
soar, spinning 
over the earth, 
catch sight 




fly close to the heat,
simmer, 
smell the spices, 
chili peppers in India, 
thyme on inner Mongol steps. 
I want to sing saffron, 
salt knowledge and eat.
Give me Galapagos-eyes, 
Romanian-ears­
Manhattan-motion.
I don't want 
a slow suburban death, 
dull maze of bull 
and no Minotaur. 
originally appeared in Common Ground 
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Dream Baby Two, 'funneling 
Tunneling 
toward light, 
to the air, 
tunneling 
slowly beneath belly, 
inching 
beyond navel, 
the baby moves 
through me, 
shouldering 
the narrow path 




It doesn't hurt. 
I feel nothing 
but her passage, 
her toenails 
catching 
small and soft 
along my insides. 
Romanian Gypsy 
Stankovitch was looking for God. 
He took his long knife 
to kill him with, 
laid his wife in the grass 
in her green tasseled skirt, 
his rage growing hotter 
as her check cooled 
and went up into the mountain: 
that is how he left her. 
She was riding a wooden pony, 
the mouth open 
in a permanent neigh, 
its one ear missing. 
Late slanting light 
threaded her brown braids gold, 
thin strands ofsun. 
She was cinnamon-skin 
in a red flowered shirt. 
Her eyes looked far 
from the carousel that spun her, 
two large liquid thoughts: 
that is how he found her. 
Standing quietly near 
the chicken coop, 
an unlit cigarette between his lips, 
he pulled a long string 
from his right vest pocket, 
a bread crust from the left. 
Tying them together, 
he cast his line, 
caught the orange chicken. 
Bait lodged in its gizzard, 
he towed the chicken home. 
Though Gypsy, Romanian born, 
the only things he could foresee 
tonight was chicken soup and her: · 
this somewhere in between. 
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-------------------Janine Pommy Vega 
Thermal Baths of Chancos, #5 
I came to see you 
in your brilliant heat 
my mother 
and I got. angry 
at your unkempt altar, 
I wa~ed through eucalyptus leaves, 
acacia branches, stepped over 
shampoo packets 
only 
when I looked back 
did I salute 
you with undivided love 
KaliDurga 
I sang in the dark cave 
Kali Durga, mother 
my mother, your limestone knees 
and iron ore, washed 
in the heat ofvolcanic waters 
KaliDurga 
I sang to the dark. 
Chancos, Quebrada Honda, Ancash, Peru, Sept. 1993 
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Fox Song 
Well, little fox 
your charms are paid for 
Wind at the top of the seventh cerro 
a dry wind 
of deer, acaca bird and hawk 
The desert opens my solar plexus 
to vegetal calm 
there's a death component 
in the thorn bushes and stony ground 
one drop of life is so precious 
Didn't I find your bones on the trail 
didn't I pick them up for a rattle 
with the dry seeds of salta perico? 
We haven't come so far from the ruins 
on the far ridge 
to this abandoned corner 
A turtle's voice wakes up in the crackling 
leaves, the wind bringing news of a river 
somewhere else 
Deer startled in his haven 
acaca bird preening on her rock 
one drop of water so precious 
to the rattling throat 
Like the laughter of someone running away 
little fox 
with the voices he stole. 
Condormarca, Callejon de Huaylas, Peru, September 1990 
originally appeared in River Styx 
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__________________________ _ Mark Taksa -----------------------------
Caught 
Slow as the leg of a wounded bull, 
the gang enters the crumbling plaza. 
A boy leaves his friends, 
shakes his arms to the sky, 
begs in front of torn laundry 
hanging from a tenement 
like the flags of the hungry. 
Dirty as traffic, the other children 
advance in a half-dance to my stone bench. 
I expect, after the tropical veil 
and dispossessed adobe 
where I pray 
by breathing, compassion. 
Blood in the air is short. 
I am caught between the aroma 
of caramel rising from cafe tables 
and a baby hugging an empty bowl. 
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Rene F. Cardenas 
Orozco's Painting in the Cortez Museum 
There is a tree of life, a huge ficus, 
laid across a chasm, 
a crack reading into the origins of memory. 
On the tree, men hold it down 
to form a bridge--
men with their eyes closed, 
somnulants in the midst ofhistory, 
asleep to sense. Multitudes 
stand shoulder to shoulder, 
bodies as sleek as panthers, 
women huddled in rebozos 
painted in the pain of centuries, 
Spaniards and men 
alike stiflly say their meaning, 
some to him in light, 
and s·ome to us in darkness 
and some to none in bits 
of paint and plaster, one fine day 
of light and shadow 
in the town of Cuernavaca. 
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________________________ _ Mirna Huentelican Hraste 
PADRE 
Dime por favor 
donde no estas, 
en que lugar 
puedo no ver tu ausencia, 
donde puedo mirar 
sin recordarte, 
y donde, recordar, 
sin que me duela. 
Dime por favor, 
porque la brisa 
me susurra al iodo 
tus palabras, 
y porque, al nacer 
un nuevo dia, 
tengo esa horrible sensaci.6n, 
de que tu...faltas. 
LUNAAZUL 
Hoy, este gran silencio 
ya no me dice nada, 
mi voz se ha detenido 
al pie de tu recuerdo. 
Mis manos hoy encierran 
un espacio sin tiempo, 
detras de tu silencio, 
mi vida se ha dormido. 
En mi suefio...una luna, 
LunaAzul, 
en un cielo suspendido, 
develando los misterios, 




Please tell me 
Where you are not, 
In what place 
I may not see 
Your absence, 
Where I may look 
Without remembering you 
And where I might remember 
Without feeling pain. 
Please tell me 
Why the breeze 
Whispers your words 
In my ear, 
And why, 
At the birth 
Of a new day 
I have that horrible 
Feeling that you are 
Missing. 
BLUEMOON 
Today, this great silence 
No longer tells me anything. 
My voice has stopped 
At the foot of your memory. 
My hands today enclose 
A space without time. 
Behind your silence, 
My life has gone to sleep. 
In my dreams...a moon, 
Blue Moon, 
Hanging in the sky 
Revealing the mystery 
Ofyour silence ..... 
And mine. 
Translations by David A. Petreman 
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DavulA Petreman ___________________________ 
CAMINANTE 
I 
He strays from the Inca trail, 
Leaves the sacred valley. 
Walking his way, 
Bearing books of teachings, and art. 
*** 
He passes the temple at Chichen-Itza 
Acknowledge its force, 
Takes a path toward the Sacred Way, 
To the well of Chae Mool. 
His sack is filled with stones and metals, 
Crumbling remains of his land. 
He sits and works them, 
Bonding them to a new site. 
In the shadow of temples the man 
Tells us that to know our selves 
We must be led by another. 
II 
He turns earrings into doves, suns, 
Ears of corn. An alpaca 
Raises a proud neck 
On the Andean plateau. 
They are lined in small plots, 
Hopeful ofharvest. 
I kneel to study his ware. 
I bring them to you, he says, 
So you see them clearly. 
I see, too, an empty sack, 
A book ofunknown knowledge, 
His back eyes burning. 
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III 
We speak in fragments 
Which he weaves together. 
Touching hands, we move 
Along the Sacred Way, 
Swim in the sacrificial pool. 
The dust ofhis travels 
Shines like gold from the wings 
Ofbutterflies. 
IV 
At dusk artisans move together 
Gather their work 
Leave nothing. 
All depart the ruins at night 
As the gods revive. 
I leave slowly, 
The stone in my pocket 
Full with life. 
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SAND PAJNTING 
There is a crevice between worlds. 
At times the time is found 
To slip through 
To a desert land of red. 
Dots of shrubs and cacti 
Let the eyes roll with the hills. 
Beds of once-a-year streams 
Lead to nowhere, then disappear. 
Mesas with tops made for dancing 
Blossom from the earth. 
The silence never breaks· 
' It only changes degrees: 
The flapping of a bird's wings, 
Or grains of sand moving across a rock. 
One always keeps a toe 
Near the crevice, 
Because there is no one here. 
There is never anyone here, 
Except for the Indian 
Who has seen everything 




from Monumental Fictions 
The mainreason for making my trips through the 
Indian Mound territory ofthis part ofthe country 
is to re-discover nature. I am convinced that what 
we call Nature is a distinctly human nature, that 
we are not separate from it nor it from us. I beli.eve 
the Indians who built the mounds were saying as 
much when they transformed the landscape with 
these earthen structures. Through their artifacts, 
through human labor, nature is revealed. 
People who have traveled much throughout the 
world may find it harder to understand why I 
find this landscape so compelling. They have 
seen the great vistas ofthe world's famed places. 
This area, though, has it's beauty, but few would 
travel thousands of miles to vi.ew its wooded 
rollinghills, its small streams, its slight canyoned 
landscapes. But I find it all the more necessary 
that the people who live here not travel elsewhere 
to find genuinely marvelous sights. The most 
familiar is often the most marvelous ofall. 
When reading through the memoirs of the poet 
Pablo Neruda I wrote in my notebook this quote, 
his observation about the Chilean landscape: 
Anyone who hasn'tbeeninthe Chileanforest 
doesn't know this planet. 
I have come out ofthat landscape, that mud, 
that silence, to roam, to go singing through 
the world. 
I make the same claim for this southern Ohio 
forest; and my claim is as extreme as Neruda's. 
And as true. But my claim is, perhaps, stranger 
in that what I have in mindas singing is different 
from the poem arising from the inspiration the 
poet got from the landscape. I am trying to 
understand something more like what the Aus­
tralian Aborigines meant by singing: a way of 
bringing the landscape into being. 
* * * 
June 15, 1993, Drive to Chillicothe 
I turn on my car radio and listen to my favorite 
show from Ohio Public Radio, a folk music show 
called Below the Salt. It comes out of Athens 
where Ohio University is located. I'll be heading 
that way but won't stop. I'm heading for another 
visit to Mound City, the 24 mound Hopewell 
complex that lies within a 13 acre rectangular 
enclosure located on the outskirts ofChillicothe. 
The music plays as I drive away from the little 
house I'm renting in Ashland. The first song I 
listen attentively to is from John Prine's new 
album with a title that instantly appeals to me: 
From the Lost Years. And the words of the song 
speak directly to some of the reasons why I am 
making this trip, why I've made so many trips 
through the Ohio Valley searching out these 
mounds for meaning. 
James Dean went out to Hollywood, 
put his picture in a picture show. 
While the white man sits on a fat can 
takes pictures ofthe Navajo, 
every time he clicks his Kodak pies 
he steals a little bit of soul. 
Prine makes a reference to the Wright brothers. 
A picture forms in my mind of the two brothers 
taking off in their plane, but with both of them 
sitting together, as if they were cosmic, mythic 
twins reconciled in theirjourney, beginning their 
flight elevated from an Indian mound and end­
ing borne by the winds carrying them towards 
their death. It's a fanciful image, but it restores 
to me their lost souls. 
Growing up in Dayton near to Wright Patterson 
Air Force Base, I know well enough how our 
collective soul has been stolen. I recall other 
songs, these by Bruce "Utah" Phillips. I saw 
Utah in Dayton at the Canal Street Tavern 
several years ago, and he recalled an incident 
from his growing up in Dayton. While listening 
to Below the Salt a couple weeks before, I heard 
Utah recall the same incident. The same thing 
happened to me as a boy watching the planes 
take off and land at the base. 
He said that he would wave at the pilots circling 
above the base waiting to land as they flew over 
his playground. And in those days before the 
Second World War, the planes flew lower; they 
were just a little more connected to the ground, 
to those ofus with our feet on the earth. And he 
waved. And I recall when I and my friends 
waved. And the plane would bank left to right 
quickly, waving back to us kids in awe, making 
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us, as Utah says, feel like King Turd too have a 
plane acknowledge us like that. 
This reference to feeling like King Turd more 
than amuses me. I'd never heard that saying 
before. And it strikes me as more than appropri­
ate. It signals to me more than coincidence. 
There is a kind oftwinning going on between me 
and this folk-singer I've never met. It is not 
profound, but it is important, at least to me. 
When I return from my trip I will copy into my 
notebook a poem I wrote about Claude Eatherly, 
the pilot who led Tibbets to the selected city onto 
which he was to drop the atomic bomb. Eatherly 
became a criminal after he left the service, 
thoughmanypeople considered hisbiggest crime 
participatingin thebombing. But the controlling 
image ofmy poem is of him, andhumanity, being 
flushed down a toilet. 
When the Fan Shits the Hit 
Claude Eatherly fiew hisplane, aB-29 named 
Straight Flush, over Hiroshima looking for a 
whole in the clouds so the bombardier ofthe 
Enola Gay could finds his target .... 
-Thomas Shaffer, Countdown Zero 
Only a piece of baked dirt 
to think he could win 
could claim medical benefits 
for the dizziness and nausea 
after flying into that hot cloud 
just one very naive son of a gun 
a very silly clod 
hopper who finally turned 
into a petty criminal turned 
into a piece of baked dirt 
in a hospital for the insane 
who dreamed of his own name 
dropped into a hole that sucked him in 
to a twist of fate leading 
to a descending darkness of a spiral 
spiraling beyond his control in 
a game called madness and meanness 
where he is finally crushed 
in an incoherence of a roar of the loss 
of a sure thing like love like duty 
pulled down by a straight flush. 
Utah's story, like my own, is more than nostal­
gia, more than a recollection ofhis own youth. It's 
a story about the pilot, his humanity, hishuman­
ity lost. His story, ours, continues. Utah men­
tions that his family moved to Salt Lake City. 
And he heard that the Enola Gay had been 
Stationed there a couple years before. And he 
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wondered ifthe kids in Salt Lake used to watch 
Col. Paul Tibbets, Jr. practice his bombing raid, 
and if the kids would wave, and Tibbets would 
wave his wings. And I wonder, though I know it 
couldn't be true, ifas an Angel ofDeath he made 
his wings wave to the citizens of Hiroshima. 
* * * 
I cross the Ohio River and head straight for the 
rock cliff face the bridge sits on. I wonder how 
many bridges end in pure solidity like this one 
does, with the jagged rock continuing in steps 
made for giants 70 feet or so skyward. It strikes 
me just how fragile is this steel bridge, any 
bridge, compared to the rock the bridge is sup­
portedby and the highway leading east and west 
is cut from. The river and the rock, these endure. 
I pass over the river, follow the road that runs 
along the cut edge of the rock, thinking that I've 
just experienced, in some form I have yet to 
understand, the concentrated image ofwhatthis 
trip ofmine is all about. The river is the voice; the 
rock is writing. And together, these endure. 
I head west toward the Ohio town of Ironton. 
Route 52 continues down river to Cincinnati, a 
trip I've taken many times, enjoying the drive 
along the river more than the quicker route 
through the flat lands further north. It would be 
a bit faster if I drove on Route 23 through to 
Portsmouth and north to Chillicothe. But I get 
tired of the drive through Lucasville and 
Piketon .... This time I turn north on Route 93 
which winds through a national forest. 
Part ofthe way is through the forest. And it does 
wind and twist. A frequent road sign indicating 
the road's turnings looks a lot like the outline of 
the serpent mound, an arrowhead with several 
severe turns trailing it. I've beenthis way before. 
I know I'll be passing by many small tar-paper 
roofed houses, lots oftrailers, strip-mined fields. 
Chillicothe is about 40 miles away, but I stop at 
a small roadside park to pump up some spring 
waterandreviewmynoteson theLeo Petroglyph. 
* * * 
The Leo Petroglyph sits less than a mile off of 
Park Road, which runs off of Raysville Road, a 
small county road which dead ends into County 
Road 28, which, in turn, intersects Route 35 
about 3 miles west of Jackson. For the past 
several days I have been anticipating seeing a · 
turtle on the road. This is the time when turtles 
are plentiful on the rural roads in this part of 
Ohio. Like the snakes that absorb heat from the 
dark highways, they seem to linger in their own 
reveries oblivious to the danger from passing 
cars and trucks. A couple miles before Park 
Road, I stop my car, run ahead, and pick up a 
mature box turtle. 
There is no mystery here. I believe in intuitions, 
that I was meant to find this turtle. But I don't 
know what it is I am supposed to do with it. Is it 
a sign? If so, it doesn't speak to me. If I had a 
garden, I would take it home with me to help 
with controlling slugs, pests to humans but 
something turtles are fond of; instead, I place it 
on the side of the road, where it will be safe, 
temporarily at least, from passing traffic. 
The Leo Petroglyph is protected from the ele­
ments by an open log shed put up by the Ohio 
Historical Society, which also administers the 
parkgrounds surroundingthe carved rock, a soft 
sandstone about 15 feet in diameter. The rock 
hasn't been protected from vandals. There is 
graffiti carved into it's surface. I don't appreciate 
the graffiti, it is a form of disrespect but itis at the 
same time a participation in the impulse that 
these tribal people participated in. What abhors 
me is the violence done the rock, and our heri­
tage, bythe collectors who have gouged outwhat 
must have been especially appealing carvings. 
So this rock, like the landscape itself, is not 
whole. It is a significant piece of this landscape 
of fragments. 
Near to the petroglyph isa metal sign putupbythe 
Historical Society in 1972. Ithas a fresh covering 
ofbrown paintwhich allows me to easily read the 
raised words telling the story ofthe petroglyph: 
On the flat surface of this rock is one of the 
finest examples of prehistoric Indian 
petroglyphs or carved writings in Ohio. These 
figures are carved on anexposed portion ofthe 
Black Hand Sandstone bedrock which under­
lies much of east-central Ohio. The meaning 
of the petroglyphs cannot be determined but it 
is thought that they are either tribal symbols 
or depict activities in the history of the Indian 
group. Among the inscription at least a fish, a 
bird, and unidentified animal and three hu­
man feet can be recognized. A human head or 
face is shown adorned with a headdress. The 
rendition of the figures suggests they were 
probably carved by the late prehistoric Fort 
Ancient Indians, who lived in southern Ohio 
approximately 700 years ago. 
The footprints interest me more than the other 
inscribed figures. They lead down toward the 
forest below the rock, toward the water that now 
flows form the farmer's fields across the road 
from the park. Once the water must have flowed 
freely and at times fiercely through here. Only a 
few foet from the footprints, the land quickly 
drops down to an overhangingcliffabout 120 feet 
wide and thirty feet high. When the water is 
rushing here, this is an impressive waterfall. 
Now only a trickle ofwater falls into a sandypool, 
a constant trickling, which in the absence of 
anything but an occasional noise from a passing 
car invokes reverence for this space. The thought 
strikes me that water falling into a pool is the 
source of all meditative sounds. 
The rock face is concave, and it is easyto imagine 
a gathering of people behind the water, then 
these people emerging into the pool of water and 
light. The rock above suggests this as a place of 
shamanic ritual. This large expanse of rock 
below confirms it. All the elements combine here 
to make ofthis a sacred place. Two hundred or so 
feet below there is another rock fall, the water 
forming a larger shallow pool. The water contin­
ues another hundred feet, passing a huge rock 
canyonwith sheerclifffaces, then onthrough the 
forest below. 
Is this still a sacred place? Can this be a sacred 
place again? Do people follow the footprints 
carved in the stone? Do any young people come 
here to gather with in them the integrative 
forces of nature? I walk back to my car and see 
the litter of beer caps and pop cans and candy 
wrappers. There is little indication that any 
society of ours will be integrated with the land 
ever again. This is, indeed, a landscape of frag­
ments. 
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_____ ____ _________________ _ Kip Knott _ _ _ 
The Miner's Dream from Underground 
My eternity has died and I am waking it. 
-Cesar Vallejo 
The hill stands on pillars of his bones. 
Below, sm~ldering coal seams ribbon 
from county to county, burning his shadow 
across Ohio. Children tell stories 
of poking the ground with sticks, 
releasing a smoke ghost, 
coal-eyes glowing from holes. 
Only their fathers know 
who stokes the fires of the earth. 
* * * 
In winter, the hill holds no snow. 
Deer lie on the rock for warmth 
at night. I can see their white flags 
bob like miners' lamps when they drink 
from the creek that doesn't freeze. 
One morning I found the bones 
of a doe in the water, 
her marrow red and steaming. 
* * * 
I lie down on his warm grave. 
All smoke and coal dust, his life 
burns in a dark room. At first 
I didn't know the heat 
against my back was his dream of light. 
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Sulfur Springs 
I have learned not to taste 
when I drink, but trees 
lying in the river are pulled 
under by the smoke they hold 
in their branches. A bullfrog 
sinks with an elm, its throat 
a small moon pulsing over 
the orange water that works 
into coal like an infection, 
the water that will rise 
from fire to seed the cloud. 
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BobiJones ______________________________ 
The Places I Have Loved 
Next to people are places. These bind me. 
These are often the wall one must fight with one's 
Back to. There isn't a one of them didn't have someone there, 
Whether God, or man: listen now for the echo of their languages. 
There are two kinds, one that God made on his own 
And the one God has made through man. In each, there's a well-spring 
That flows fluently outside this time, 
A well-spring of the inherent 'let there be.' Let our hands be laid in it. 
Let us splash them. Let us be able to know the dustless cold. 
Let us return to the place we belong, though we despise it. 
The stagnant pool unpurified is our own land; and it is this that feeds, 
Comforts, or forms words into a sentence. 
It cannot be dislodged, only forgotten. Within it, 
Yes, there's an intangible well-spring and a place to wash 
Whose homely whiteness flows just everywhere. 
Come breeze's breath, that I may praise the places I have loved so dearly, 
A nook here and there, untidy enough, on a mountain-side it 
wouldn't pay 
To nationalize or drown, a town here and there, numerous groves, 
One field (or two) where I sat for an afternoon with the rushes, 
And stream after stream after stream of inexplicable water. 
These have fallen like manna: let's stroll through each one 
Kicking our feet and frisking our hands on all sides. These are heaven 
And they know in the fullness of their so living air 
The Hands that planned them to be here on the threshold of all being. 
from Land ofForm 
III 
Solitude-only because it isn't 
solitude-feeds you, when you get right 
down to it. But as with the old, losing becomes a habit, 
losing hair and loved ones (they don't hear good-morning 
slip away), so when a city-dweller lazily turns 
his back on cars, there are memories of hustle and bustle 
and a lie which still prevents him from seeing 
a birthday of mad birds amidst the oaks. 
Everyone should in earnest touch stark-naked 
mountains, with no-one's company but God's, 
to gaze once in a while at the place where the fabled lake 
tosses circles around every army worn out by haste. 
There are things on your mind that need to be 
frightened away. Or else at sea: the sea will do 
the trick when there's a scarcity of mountains. But the most 
suitable place is mountains, no doubt because 
they contain a person, because his clay too 
extends from them. Linger there, city-dweller. 
Don't rush back. Calm yourself in them. 
And after an hour's restraint, singing will begin to sing: 
and ifyou have luck, the song will glide down through your 
wornes. 
through your lead-pipes of nocturnalness, like a child-
whee. down we go-like a child through your doubts, on a slide. 
* * * 
The visitors descend, a wolf-pack in T-shirts 
tearing our flesh and picnicking on our ears. 
There are hamburger scents on the heather. Porthcawl 
is a bog where transistors 
breed like mosquitoes. Sandwich wrappers 
freeze the valley like snowflakes and close it 
under their drifts so that Jack the Post 
can't get through with his messages; plastic bags 
like old abandoned thoughts, bits and pieces ofbrain 
that will be kept safe in the soil with the Roman 
pennies and the medieval dishes for the new 
China's museums, and buzzes of portable radios 
flying from flower to flower so that a butterfly 
never has a chance to chirp, salmon-tins 
near the brooks where there are sermon salmon 
and where fields once lay in old-fashioned 
sanctity. Pack the car, put the language 
on top, and take her, take her 
away. 
* * * 
Wales is scenery 
where the natives love to dance 
in black mourning clothes 
for tourists from Wigan. 
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Healthy, the hills ofWales 
healthy their rain, wonderfully healthy their coca-cola, 
here's a health to the faithful beetles 
who fake a living on them. 
The visitor asks, 
"Clwybr Cylweddus, that's a toilet?" 
In seeing Wales they swarm 
for a place like that. 
That's her, the international 
skeleton in England's cupboard, 
and the last one left not that those 
overseas are dis-skeletoned. 
She's a plaything, a rattle: 
but today, sad to say, 
everyone wants to try to play 
seriously. 
* * * 
When August comes it doesn't fly about our ears on gadfly wings 
And it doesn't always come up our legs in the armpits of beetles· 
Its tallow doesn't drip only along fox-gloves or clock-hands. ' 
Not on empty faces either, and not only 
On female backs on the beaches' griddles where their flesh 
was roasted: 
It isn't in the day alone its face is important. 
Not in the closed doors of schools, not in the hooray 
Through the open window of the train. The shore isn't the 
only place 
Where the insect stealthily spreads its web. 
Not in our nostrils and our throats, when the air 
Creeps inside. Not in our cheeks 
And not only hidden in the refuge ofour hearts is it encountered. 
But rotting like a corpse, in the cottages empty 
All winter long filled so cheerfully 
When the innocent sun arrives, August is constant. 
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August's in a tank. Sometimes indeed it's 
In secret bombs, and it hurls its army from its lair 
And it darts its poisoned sting on summer-homes from its planes. 
August's in a gun, in a prison, in a chain, 
In the implacable police-force that descends on us like crows 
In cultural uniforms. August's in London. 
IV 
Young blood won't do the trick 
at this point in time. It doesn't clot 
in chalk, like the old, to make lipstick. 
It isn't commercially viable. 
It rusts the engines. Old blood's effect with varnish 
on fingernails, but the young stays too runny. 
It must be poured off. One could use 
a drop of two, but it's bad to bring more. It 
isn't much good on shoes either. 
They say that with a little rice and onions 
and toadstools on oil it makes a meal-
when it's all fried-that's acceptable in Chinese restaurants; 
but that's racist nonsense ... 
We're confident however 
that with time, the young will also 
become adjusted. 
* * *
When I wear this language 
I'm black, 
jet-black, and the visitors call me 
''boy," 
and I give black 
kisses. 
A drum, the poem that echoes 
the proud 
war of my mother Africa and my father 
shit. 
I want to be a ghetto 
when 
the labour-members say 
my mind's 







a statistic, my blood black, black, black 
like my mouth; 
and I give black 
kisses. 
I'm someone who's always quite ready 
to come 
out to dance if an anthropologist 
comes by, 
or when London tries to make 
murder 
look white as laver-bread in flour; 
and I 
give black kisses to my white-brother 
Cain. 
Only my bones are white 
and they 
bear their dose ofharsh disgrace. 
I'm nothing 
but bread-and-butter in the end, say the 
socialists; 
but I give black 
k!i!s!s!e!s. 
* * * 
The most beautiful things in Wales are the second language classes. 
The 'star of spring,' the squill, is a beaming on a beach in Mon, 
But the light that reaches out of the stumbling over mutations 
From desk to desk on the lip of a factory worker in Caerffili, 
From task to task in the drills of a journalist in Caerdydd 
Is a garland around a nation and a salve on a scar. 
The greatest scholars in Wales are the second-language teachers. 
They've felt the yearning stirring beneath the earth's crust 
The small tremor that's sent wa:es down through the workless valleys, 
And they've thrown themselves indecently into the stupid foam 
and the sweat 
When all the sensible people were sunbathing. At evening on the prairie 
They've lit their candles on the sands of the schools of Gwent. 
They, the lighthouses of Clwyd and the treasures of Powys land 
In the empty reaches of districts where some wanted to expel them 
They insisted on teaching Fructifying and deleting Impractical ' 
From the select vocabulary. The grammar of impossibility's their work. 
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And the warmest homes in Wales are the second-language circles. 
There, instead ofheat, you'll find a twang and mistakes 
Almost tickling your ears. Warm up, my people, for the journey. 
Come with laughter for the flames through all the dragon's tongues. 
They'll burn up what's inferior though the material's so damp; 
Look now, orphan: their ashes are a fact. 
How fair are the classes, and seven times more civilized 
Than the cliche of a squill's star in Llanddwyn beside the ignorance 
of the sea. 
* * * 
Stand proudly, leek (they say), because of your stench, 
With your smell more sour than a St. David's Day speech; 
Stand on this dump of a world bold and virile 
And launch your stink across the tepid daffodil. 
You'll scarcely be more disgusting than the members 
Of parliament, who aren't exactly flowers. 
Show London it isn't the only trash-heap that farts 
Into the weather from it's pigeon-arse. 
Why, old stalk, are you limp, spilled out all your vigour? 
Your head shrivelled, your pod passionless, you quiver. 
Your energy sold to a whore of a country, 
You've spent the yearning in your balls pretty cheaply. 
After you've worked with not so much as a thank-you till evening 
And run pillar to post along a leg with no stocking, 
'Stand in the gap,' that's the patriot's chant, 
When you've been standing until the urge to stand 
Any longer's almost dead. Puny member, 
Get up on your feet (they tell you) like a gorilla. 
Lift up your head again, here they're exhorting 
From the Eisteddfod, from Llangrannog, and from Glan-Illyn. 
For one bout, for one round, before London nullifies us, 
All the moderate Welsh beseech you to rise; 
And despite your purity, you'll stink once more like a cowshed, 
And in your weakness, you'll get it up like a lighthouse. 
translated from the Welsh by Joseph P. Clancy 
from Selected Poems 
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silhouetted by the 
soft, pastel light­
scotch and white 
pines reveal only a 
fringe of needles 
against the sky. Dogs 




Like a deer's in a 
frosted field, my 
breath becomes 
visible and rises to 
meet the dawn­






hails the sun to this 





White imprints settle dusk 
where we blaze trails on dry roads. 
Country stars overhead,
blue sky, 
twin fists of rain tending a dry fire. 
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Jean-Marc Sens _____________________________ 
from Night In Night 
Night In Night was inspired by Between Dark AndDark, a collection of twenty eight 
photographs by Thomas Joshua Cooper. These poems are not a transfer of meaning 
from one medium to another, from image to words. Instead, they are an attempt to 
reproduce intense kinetic impressions one finds in Cooper's pictures which enact 
what he calls "the Myth of Recollection." 
LookingatCooper's compelling work, it is difficult not to be fascinated by their poetic 
qu_ality. Directly interested in the visionary power that photographer and poet can 
bnng forth, Cooper closes his collection with a quotation by Theodore Raethke: "At 
first the visible obscures:/ Go where light is." These poems attempt to return to the 
origin of the images Cooper created; they are a resourcing of his imagination. 
While following its own path, Night In Night would like to offer, as Cooper puts it 
aboutBetween Dark andDark, "a journey in which exploration and encounter occur 
and, perhaps, elements of magic and transformation as well." 
En una noche oscura, 
con ansias en amoras infiamada, 
joh dichosa ventura! 
sali sin ser notada, 
estando ya mi casa sosegada. 
-San Juan De La Cruz 
Black sounds-behind which there abide, 
in tenderness intimacy, the volcanoes, 
the ants, the zephyrs, and the enormous 
night, straining its waist against the 
milky way. 
-Frederic6 Garcia Lorca, Duende 
B. Belitt, trans. 
Who can distinguish darkness from the soul? 
-W.B. Yeats, A Dialogue ofSelfand Soul 
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Before its closing, 
the sun seeps over the mountains 
glimpses adumbrations 
whispering a brief apparition against the wall. 
One-eyed knot on a tree. 
A forked branch 
doubles its silhouette, 
ants motion under the bark 
sapping it out all sanguine. 
Needles pike down ferns 
straddling out a canopy ofV's. 
The rain deposits chalky silt, 
wets the mottled moss 
soft like the small 
mound of your sex. 
Eyes close, 
night passes behind night 
talking the great tree tribe 
a reassurance ofdarkness 
I want to bend the branches, 
sway them in my way. 
3 
Tribesmen of trees circle 
a bold spot of earth, 
sable and soft. 
The wind never brushes it. 
Roots grow 
year after year, 
swell an inch or two 
toward a passage to light. 
Their saps ever mix, 
never confuse their kind. 
High above, 
trees' crowns 
peruked and disheveled 
slowly rustle, 
bow brotherly. 
They keep solitude 
from the solitary, 
loneliness from the loner. 
Stoop noon in their shadows. 
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4 
Dusk marks faces 
on the back drop stone. 
Long doubling silhouettes 
supple, untouchable, 
register each movement 
wind or birds refract 
through falling rays. 
A line of ants carries 
a seed burst from its husk, 
lunule's golden egg 
they hoard away. 
5 
Stiffand still, 
the lean trunk stands off. 
Overhead, shades glide 
shadows whispering to the ground. 
Near a speared stone 
sun reflects a winged face 
on the rock wall, 
passing angels of vision 
dusk folds in. 
8 
Moss and saltpeter 
have speckled a star map 
against the wall. 
In the marrow of this precipice, 
dry branches and dead saplings 
have piled up a pyre. 
Lightning's touch 
leaves limbs 
dry & bright with ashlime. 
11 
Slated off 
the basalt has laid down 
the figure of man 
resting in stretched rock vein. 
Night touches the tattooed map 
of his heaving chest. 
Brailled stars notched on the slab. 
A wreath ofdarkness 
the spilled out moon lights 
abrading his brittled dreams: 
reclined statue ofan old king 
caught in the stone, 
murdered or poisoned, 
a pebble knotted in his throat. 
12 
Silver birch barks 
floor the ground: 
chute of darkness 
where writhes a single thorn. 
Twisted ropes of underbrush, 
leaves' tinsels Fall dangles: 
mulch diffuses a leathery smell 
a wetness fermenting the last season's remnants. 
Skylight cleft in the tree crowns 
holds out space for the nest 
breathing before lightning breaks. 
16 
The sea's salty tongue 
has left briny aureoles 
on the hard wedge of baked sand, 
mudflats 
slow rivulets soften 
wet glint of mirrors 
catching the noon's blaze. 
The seakelps scroll dark tobacco wads 
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urchins roll and pike in the recede 
dangerously resisting the sea's drawing spell. 
Black and solemn 
crowns of jettisoned tires 
the sea speckles white pores on, 
mute rubber that once hit the road 
drossed amulets from a far shore. 
17 
Where shale stones 
flake to glittering brittles 
sand collects sun 
long rays burning rinds ofblack weeds 
and alphabets ofweathered crab claws. 
The sea is as hard as the land 
bringing calenture, 
falling teeth. 
iQue calor, hombre que calor! 
You dig your feet 
into the smoothing coolness 
that smells wet sand 
the sea at night squabbles 
or flirts with 
dragging spores offine salt 
along the shore. 
Charred driftwoods 
and coiled algae 
clog the drying rivulets 
around a dune breast 
the wind continuously rounds, 
erases and retrieves. 
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19 
Skeleton ofa house 
a lank brick facade 
still standing, 
spared eaves 
moss takes over. 
Walking inside 
you feel the sky 
roofing your head, 
the kitchen opened to all seasons, 
an oak has taken root 
bulging the tiled floor. 
At attic level 
a barred window 
frames the light: 
inside/outside seen/ seeing, 
brief palsy 
like ominous gaps insects grit. 
Those who lived here and left 
become more and more incomprehensible. 
An archeology of broken pipes, 
litters, soot walls. 
The old path meager and meager, 
weeds meandering every year. 
20 
Sheaves of sticks, 
horns ofa dancing mask, 
soar limbs whitened 
with damp and mildew. 
Hay and ferns have gathered 
strangled knots of hair. 
Statuesque, a sentry stands 
where the sky pierces the leafage. 
Drying soil and sallow moss, 
summer comes to rest 
braiding roots · 
auburn dry by july. 
Like a porthole on the flat sky 
Saint John's lime moon 




Winters have peeled the trunks' 
silver layers to anthracite. 
Beneath roots & ferns 
grows a coal night forest 
with its tattoos of snails and shells, 
braille ofleaves the spade turns over, 
mulch slow breathes to obscure pit. 
Spring's warming gives out greenswarth 
of cyrambs and dandelions, 
summer mixes in the strawberries 
small, wild and rebel 
beckoning redness 
like small nipples butting their firmness 
between the fingers. 
Erected, the birches 
fatherguard them 
in the shades of their jealousy. 
22 
Forked twigs shape a gaping mouth: 
a small animal 
plying branches and boughs 
built a cove, 
oblong nest now empty 
and dry inside. 
Their niche almost indistinguishable 
from the fallen ferns 
except for the intelligence of weaving 
an architecture of brambles. 
Stubs snap under the feet, 
dark dwelling's secrecy 
the trespasser almost steps on. 
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24 
Stamping the barks 
winter silver frosts the lean poplars 
every brindle brittles, 
long scions screech in the wind 
superscribing the vacillant silence 
a bird furtively suspends. 
25 
Sprawled crawls ofvines, 
congealed tuft of grass 
eloquent in nakedness. 
The slim birches murmur an idiom 
their forthcoming leafy ears 
will never know. 
Season's threshold, 
the cold has splayed the ferns 
avalanches of branches 
piling up a scaffold 
for the opulent sheen of the summer's greenery. 
At the clearing, a slow sun skims up a hue 
giving body to the air. 
In the low brooding underbrush 
midnight's equinox prepares 
its solemn rambunctious moon crossing: 
seeds split purplish flowers, 
mushroom's sporing circles. 
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A Detail Study ofHamilton Dixon's Moon Cycle 
Scott Cooper 
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returning thru katabasis 
Down from the sky a rope offeathers came and dangled 
near a bow ofthe raft, and then a being, who shone 
like the sun, descended. He was Earth Starter. 
-Northwestern Maidu of California 
for the Maidu 






























Grubbing the Solarself 
i am shining 
and reaping through bedsprings 
through floortiles 
as if i were our sunrise 
breaking through branches 
i am daylights 
digging through labyrinths 





i am spooning 
the minotaur 
from the center 
of first-breath 
and here i awake 









The Tao ofFrost: 
Dissolving Into the Still Part of the World 
in ''Directive" and The I Ching 
The step to higher consciousness leaves us 
without a rearguard and without shelter. 
-C.G.Jung 
One probably does not conjure a picture of Robert 
Frost sitting quietly by hearth's light on a cold 
New England evening divining anoraclethatrests 
in the repeated tossing of three bronze Chinese 
coins. Such an image is indeed an anathema to 
Frost who trod the road of direct experience to 
the soul's place without consulting either "tradi­
tional" or "exotic" road maps. Even though it is 
safe to assume that Frost neither consulted The 
I Ching for personal guidance, nor used it as an 
aesthetic reliefinhis poeticwanderings, one can, 
however, discern curious imaginal similarities 
between his poem, "Directive," and the twenty­
fourth hexagram, "Fu," in The Book ofChanges. 1 
That a parallel exists between "Directive" and 
The I Ching is certainly not the result of positiv­
istic intertextual factors. Rather, the connec­
tions that link these two poetic texts are wholly 
synchronistic2 and, insomeways,notunexpected. 
Although they bare the stamps of vastly differ­
entcultural andhistoric periods, ''Directive" and 
The I Ching are both grounded in the symbolic 
language of the poetry-producing faculty of the 
transpersonal mind-most notably in their de­
scriptions ofthe difficult individual trek toward 
a deeper state ofconsciousness awareness. And 
even as "Directive" and The I Ching stand apart, 
separated as they are byvast oceans of space and 
time, they both draw deeply from the "source" of 
that unfathomable interpsychic sea which Carl 
Jung aptly refers to as the "collective uncon­
scious"-the realm of the archetypal imagina­
tion. Specifically, in Psychology and the East, 
Jung says that "just as the human body shows a 
common anatomy over and above racial differ­
ences, so, too, the human psyche possesses a 
commonsubstratumtranscendingall differences 
in culture and consciousness .... This explains 
the analogy, sometimes even identity, between 
various myth motifs and symbols" (13-14). And 
it is just this transcultural and analogical use of 
symbols-symbols ofthe successfuljourneyinto 
the "substratum" of uncharted psychic territocy­
that yokes "Directive" to the twenty-fourth 
hexagram, "Fu," in The I Ching. 
Being symbolic in nature, The I Ching does not 
allow its depths to be plumed or exegetically x­
rayedbythe angular intellectsofsharp-cornered 
word-scientists. As such, it is one ancient and 
poetic "source" ofwhatJohn Keats called the"the 
veil ofsoul-making' and serves as a directive to an 
imaginary garden where one can taste the sweet 
fruit ofreal trees-ifone knows where and how 
to look. Regarding The I Ching's capacity to offer 
symbolic clues to a soul in need ofmaking, Jung 
writes: 
The I Ching does not offer itself with proofs 
and results; it does not vaunt itself, nor is it 
easy to approach. Like a part of nature, it 
waits until it is discovered. If offers neither 
facts nor power, but for lovers of self-knowl­
edge, of wisdom-ifthere be such- it seems 
to be the right book. (Psy. & East 207 - 208) 
Here Jung suggests that The I Ching may not be 
approached directly, in a head-on semiotic as­
sault. He implies, moreover, that being sym­
bolic, The I Ching both invites and stimulates 
the creative imagination and, thus, can only be 
approached poetically.3 Because The I Ching is 
not built on the bricks ofcausality, its enigmatic 
message cannot be grasped if one attempts to 
penetrate its text mth a linear, textually deter­
minedperspective.Justasone cannotdeconstruct 
and reconstruct a butterfly in flight, neither can 
one shatter and reassemble the brilliantly flut­
tering images of The I Ching. 
Jung further suggests that The-I Ching offers 
"self knowledge" to the person who is already 
inclined in that direction. A necessary precursor 
to the acquisition of such ''knowledge," however, 
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is the cultivation of a receptive and reverential 
attitude. Regarding the valuable psychic ore that 
is the boon ofdigging into the earth beneath ego, 
Jung writes: 
Richness of mind consists inmental receptiv­
ity, not in the accumulation of possessions. 
What comes to us from outside, and, for that 
matter, everything thatrises up from within, 
can only be made our own if we are capable 
of an inner amplitude equal to that of the 
incoming content. Real increase of personal­
ity means consciousness of an enlargement 
that flows from inner sources. 
(.Arch. & Col. Uncon. 120) 
Such a receptive attitude, which might be called 
yielding to the "flow from inner sources," allows 
one the "right approach" to The I Ching. Yield­
ing, which is the antitheses of the Western 
teleological notion inherent in the conquest of 
futurity, is the obverse of the structuralizing 
tendency ofan ego trained to achieve temporally 
constrained and tangible goals. The difficulty of 
learning to yield lies in adopting an altered 
perspective: loosening the grasping after "facts" 
and "power" and becoming open to doing by not­
doing, or Wu Wei. A prerequisite to such an 
attitude of"not doing," however, is dropping the 
exclusive reliance on the keen tools ofanalytical 
thinking honed on the whet-stone of the "literal 
mind." Only then can one entertain a journey to 
that distant and remote place where loss blos­
soms into gain and where the psychicstar forged 
in what appears to be irrational chaos of the 
mind canburstinto the night skyofthe imagina­
tion.4 After becoming lost enough, one might 
thenbe able to dip one's hands into the sweetcold 
waters at the "source" ofbeingwhich nourish the 
garden ofmystery hidden in the soul. 
Both"Directive"and the twenty-fourthhexagram 
in The I Ching describe such a journey. Such 
journeys, however, are not pre-mapped, linear 
movements into matter, but are intuitive inward 
''returns" to the shrouded spaces below fact's 
footprint. Furthermore, both the poem and the 
hexagram operate as the divinations of directions 
ofthe place of''return" as each furnishes a guide or 
sage who leads the poet-wanderer through 
"misdirection."5 By offering "misdirection," the 
guide or sage offers in the place of logical of 
"serial" directions a synchronistic, pictorial course 
that is designed to lead the wanderer into the 
territoryofdivestiture where the artofbecoming 
''lost enough" is the only gain. Thus, "Directive" 
and "Fu," by revealing the "destination and 
destiny" to a seeker who has reached a "turning 
point," intersect at mythical crossroads. At this 
intersection, where images of the West merge 
with ideas of the East, a transfiguration takes 
place: "Directive" may be said to compress itself 
into a type ofWesternlChing, while The I Ching 
thus unfolds into a type of Eastern ''Directive." 
In the I Ching, the Chinese word for "Fu," canbe 
translated as both "Return" and "The Turning 
Point." Suggested by the plurality of the 
hexagram's translatable surface are the compli­
mentarynotions ofyielding and pliability: inher­
ing in ''Fu" is the sense that QOth "return" and 
"turning point'' are two commendatory, or quan­
tum, aspects ofthe same movement. Hence, the 
title offers a three dimensional image ofpsyche's 
undulations: that to turn--0r to be turned-is to 
step into the "eternal moment" of the 
nontemporalizing present where all points are 
the same point andwhere the center ofone circle 
is the center and circumference of all circles. 
The oracle then presents the sage speaking to 
someone who hasjust dropped the yarrow sticks 
or rolled the coins: 
THE JUDGMENT 
Return. Success. 
Going out and coming in without error. 
Friends come without blame. 
To and fro goes the way. 
On the seventh day comes return. 
It furthers one to have somewhere to go. 
The sage presents a picture ofthe self-reflecting 
and self-generating motion ofoppositional forces: 
the balanced interplay of internal and external 
energies. By not referring to a specific location, 
the sage says "going out and coming in without 
error" which directs our attention to a condition 
of the balanced motions of the general and spe­
cific, the sacred and the profane, and the univer­
sal and the individual. This notion ofbalance is 
reinforced by the words "to andfro goes the way." 
Here "to and fro" reiterates "going out and com­
ing in." The "way" becomes a linguistic stand-in 
for"Tao"-thatmysteriousincarnationalessence 
giving rise to all existence: objective, fact-based 
reality, and subjective, image-based experience. 
Eventhough the "Tao" is by definition nameless, 
it has been referred to as the unnamable "breath 
of life" by Lao Tzu, the "collective unconscious'' by 
Jung, or even the "source" by Frost. Regardless 
ofwhat is named, it is both the eternal creative 
essence of the repetition of cosmic movement 
and also that force which causes all movement. 
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The sage's words "on the seventh day comes 
return" offers a compressedimage ofthe "Tao" as 
cyclicallyeternal: after"seven days" theweek re­
engenders itself symbolically and psycho-lin­
guistically. Thus what"returns" is not restricted 
to the manifestations of historical time shifts, 
but rather connotes a psychological transposi­
tion of perspective which reverentially unfurls 
itselfto embrace matters that are not contained 
in the zone of ego. What is implied on the indi­
vidual level, however, is that after an indetermi­
nate period of waiting, one cannot continue to 
engage life by operatingfrom stale epistemologi­
cal or ontological premises. A presence beyond 
philosophy's ken is called for. In other words, an 
embodied decision must be made and enacted, 
and the only available choice is either to atrophy 
or to be directed through misdirection. Thus, the 
sage says: "It furthers one to have somewhere to 
go" which indicates that ifa person is to "breathe 
the breath oflife," penetrate finitude or discover 
the "source," then he/she must drop familiar text­
bound attitudes and "go somewhere": to thread 
the soul-road ofmystery without glancing back. 
The six lines ofthe hexagram express this notion 
of "going somewhere" to "get lost" as a kind of 
guided "return."6The sage, however, offers enig­
matic directions for the interpretation ofthe six 
lines of the hexagram: 
I. 
Nine at the beginning means: 
Return from a short distance. 
No need for remorse. 
Great good fortune. 
II. 
Six in the second place means: 
Quiet return. Good fortune. 
III. 
Six in the third place means: 
Repeated return. Danger. No blame. 
IV. 
Six in the fourth place means: 
Walking in the midst of others, 
One returns alone. 
V. 
Six in the fifth place means: 
Noble hearted return. No remorse. 
VI. 
Six at the top means: 
Missing the return. Misfortune. 
Misfortune from within and without. 
If armies are set marching in this way, 
One will in the end suffer a great defeat, 
Disastrous for the ruler of the country. 
For ten years 
It will not be possible to attack again. 
(98-100) 
The sage's "directive" may help the wanderer to 
"return" to center of the creative imagination 
where, as Samuel Taylor Coleridge tells us, "a 
reconciliation of opposites" may blend each into 
each. Thus the sage speaks notwith self-reflexive 
words encoded byacollectivetextuality, butthrough 
poeticlanguagewhichissynchronisticallyarranged 
and numinously enlivened. If the lines are read 
and interpreted separately by one eager to discern 
the slippery relationship between "sign" and 
"signifier," then the directions will amount to 
gibberish--0r an undecodable code. If, however, 
the lines are read holistically and understood the 
way one"understands" the flight ofa ''V' ofgeese 
or the watery dance ofkoi fish, then a meaning 
or "directive" may emerge spontaneously. 
As a whole, the lines refer to six different kinds, 
or methods, of "return" which sustain and cross­
fertilize one another.7 Line I, which is "return 
from a short distance," is both opposite in place­
ment and meaning form line VI, which is ''missing 
the return." Thus, two opposites support each 
other. A further balance is achieved in lines II, 
"quiet return" and IV, "solitary return" in that 
they have a similar feeling and tone. The final 
balance rests in lines III, "repeated return," and 
V, "noble hearted return" because they contain 
equal butcontradictoryarcs of trajectory. Together 
the six lines suggest"aneternalcyclicmovement 
in which life comes forth again just at the moment 
when it appears to have been completely van­
quished"(506). Thus, the six lines metaphorically 
describe what the speaker in ''Directive" discovers 
whenhejourneys ''backina time made simple by 
a loss of detail." Moreover, a structural and 
thematic similarity connects "Directive" and the 
six lines of''Fu," and-at such an axis point-it can 
be imagined that the voice of the sage secretly 
and unconsciously infuses the words of ''Directive" 
with wisps ofmagical meaning. "Directive" and 
''Fu" then become two brightly colored wings of a 
psychic butterfly flickering towards consciousness. 
Thus the speaker in Frost's poem describes a 
trek into that strangely similar and unknown 
territory into which the sage in The I Ching also 
offers directions. The speakerin''Directive," already 
on the road to "somewhere," acknowledges that 
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his "turning point'' rests behind him. Using lan­
guage which imaginatively echoes that in The I 
Ching, he says, 
Back out of all this now too much for us 
Back in a time made simple by the loss 
Of detail, burned, dissolved, and broken off 
Like graveyard marble sculpture in the 
weather, 
There is a house that is no more a house 
Upon a farm that is no more a farm 
And in a town that is no more a town. 
01.1-6) 
In detailinghis situation, the speaker charts the 
movement away from a consciousness atrophied 
andtowards one beingborninmythos. He describes 
the impetus for his trek by offering a telescopic 
description of a psychic meltdown. This melt­
down is reminiscent of "Fu's" "going out and 
coming in" or the "to and fro" of his life as "is and 
was" or "now and then." In a vastly different 
place from where he was, he reached a "turning 
point"inalifethatwas"toomuchfor"him(which 
echoes and reconfigures Wordsworth's "too much 
with us"). The words ''too much" suggests a loss of 
balance or a one-sidedness. Thus, the traveler may 
have seen only the ten thousand "details" of exist­
ence and not the "source" of the essence from which 
they sprang. Anchored in one-sidedness, the 
speaker did not "go out and come in without error'' 
because he lacked access to the fusing power of 
the imagination or the deep knowledge of the what 
Jung calls "the self." Furthermore, the speaker's 
''turning point'' may have manifested itself when 
he got "so far out of touch...that a breakdown 
ensued"(Psych. & East 15). The speaker seems in 
fact to describe such a ''breakdown" inthe images at 
the beginning of the poem: they may represent 
the chaotic ''details" of his life that have been 
necessarily ''burned, dissolved, and broken off 
like graveyard marble sculpture in the weather." 
By equating the "details" ofhis breakdown with 
"graveyard marble sculpture," the speaker indi­
cates that his life enjoyed no "to and fro" of self­
sustaining potency, but had solidified into some­
thing hard and inert as a "marble" tombstone. 
Such a loss of vigor is also suggested in Line I of 
the hexagram which says, "Return from a short 
distance" (emphasis mine). The "short distance" 
signals a return from a misdirected temporal, or 
profane, movement. Specifically, itmay relate to 
the speaker's attitude which was too detailed and 
too short-sighted and therefore "too much" for 
him. Consequently, the speaker may have had 
no choice but to "return" to himself and thence 
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follow the unfamiliar road into the "somewhere" 
of the psyche. Had he stayed in his rock-hard 
attitude in which he perceived only "short" dis­
tances, his personality would either have com­
pletely "dissolved" or, perhaps, imploded. Instead, 
the speaker discovered that the cycle of the 
"seventh day" had delivered to him a "turning 
point" and that he could not remain immobile, 
being simply one detail among myriad details. 
Because the "unity of his personality'' (Psych. & 
East 16) was at stake, he realized, intuitively 
perhaps, that it would further him ''t.o have some­
where to go." That "somewhere" is the place in the 
psyche where the sacred, life sustaining "source" 
of harmony exists in its unseen cold center. 
The speaker in ''Directive" does not, however, 
"go" forward into literal space and time. Instead, 
he moves "back'' into a psychic environment-­
which is not a regressive act. Rather, it signals a 
"return" to the place where generative growth is 
still possible.8 Thus, the speaker begins the 
"quiet return" as statedin line IIofthehexagram. 
Being touched by a quickening force not felt 
before, the speaker drops analytical thinking in 
order to open himself to the experience ofbeing 
moved. His yielding is marked by an intonation 
of death and dissolution which leads to ritualized 
separation from an imploded personal past that 
is symbolized by the ''house," "farm," and"town." 
The language of the poem is thus incantational 
and mediates the distancing from the individual 
traveler's identification with collective fossils 
emptied of vigor and textual meaning. The tone 
of the words "that is not more," thrice invoked, 
forms a ceremonial trigram oflanguage-a linguis­
tic mantra that sanctifies and lays to rest the 
husk of the known and impels the traveler toward 
the veiled face of the unknown. The language func­
tions as a rite de passage, a funeral chant which 
directs the traveler to the territory where the 
mythic dimension of being-in-the-world, or ''in­
dwelling''incarnate, greets and guides him. Regard­
ing the fundamental importance of the mythic 
dimension of being, Edward Whitman writes: 
Unless we can deal with the mythological 
core in personal terms we have nothing real 
to deal with. Unless, however, we deal with 
the personal history in mythological terms 
we do not touch its driving power and mean­
ing, nor do we reach that which is to be 
transformed; we do not reach the source ofits 
energy, the "pool ofwater," or the wellspring 
ofrenewal. (69) 
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At this stage, however, the speaker has opened 
himself to the "danger" ofhubris, or as line III of 
the hexagram says, "repeated return." The 
speaker must avoid the trap of thinking that he 
is in charge of his journey, the he is controlling 
his own destiny.9 Hence, the speaker must not 
make "repeated returns" his old one-sided atti­
tude and attempt to implement it as a control­
ling force in this new psychic energy .10 
Paradoxically, the speaker's language becomes 
both progressively more intimate and primordi­
ally imaginal as he describes a mythic landscape 
charged with transformative power. 
The road there, ifyou'll let a guide direct you 
Who only has at heart your getting lost, 
May seem asifit should have been aquarry­
Great monolithic knees the former town 
Longsincegaveup pretense ofkeepingcovered. 
And there's the story in a book about it: 
Besides the wear of iron wagon wheels 
TheledgesshowJinesrulessoutheast-northwest, 
The chisel work of an enormous Glacier 
That braced his feet against the Arctic Pole. 
You mustnotmind a certain coolness from him 
Still saidto haunt this sideofPantherMountain. 
Nor need you mind the serial ordeal 
Of being watched from forty cellar holes 
As ifby eye pairs out offorty firkins. (l.8-22) 
Here, (regarding .the relationship of guide and 
speaker in the poem, one thinks ofHawthorne's 
statement in "My Kinsman Major Molineux": 
"May not a man have several voices .. .as well as 
two complexions?") the guide instructs the trav­
eler to accept uncertainty, to engage in the ritual 
of''letting go," and to learn to by not-doing. Only 
by ''being lost" in the koan-like experience of the 
journey can the traveler open himself to the 
mythic design of a world to which he is a now no 
more than a tourist. Thus, the guide (a New 
England Tiresias, a Yankee Zen Master, or a 
distantAmerican relative ofW ordsworth's leech­
gather whose task is to direct the traveler to a 
place from which he can extricate himself from a 
deadening materialistic perspective) leads the 
traveler to the intersection of the temporal and 
the eternal: "the road ...which may seem as ifit 
should have been an quarry." This cross-hatch­
ingofimagescertainlyrecallswhatMirceaEliade
describes as the location of "a sacred history ...a 
transhuman revelation which took place at the 
dawn of the Great Time, in the holy time of the 
beginnings (in illo tempore). Being real and 
sacred [the revelation] becomes exemplacy, and 
consequently repeatable" (MMD 23). By accept-
ing the invitation to step into the "dawn ofGreat 
Time" the traveler steps beyond the confines of 
his own split disposition-thatperspective which 
isolates and divides-and becomes imaginally 
reorganized: thus he re-sees that the road now 
approximates a quarry. That is, walking in one 
sphere becomes psychic mining in another, or, 
the horizontal attitude of flattening shifts into 
the vertical (and physically metaphoric) activity 
of digging. Beneath the profane surface of ap­
pearance and expectation, the traveler discovers 
new ground to walk upon: an archetypal land­
scape which has heaved itself into being. 
This landscape and its "haunting" cold power 
offers itself as a sacred text to anyone who is 
literate in the diagonal language of cross-refer­
ence. The ''book," the "wear of iron wheels," and 
"the ledge lines [ which rule] southeast-north­
west" become a recoverable mystical vocabulary 
ofley-lines for the speaker. Here, Frost seems to 
echo Emerson's notion thatwords be "fastened to 
visible things" and that "parts of speech are 
metaphors because the whole of nature is a 
metaphor of the human mind" ( 467). Thus, the 
traveler walks-digs-reads the map-territocy of a 
new ontological condition where universalized 
time and space become personally recognizable 
through the shaping and (re)orienting power of 
the archetypal imagination. 
Imbued by imagination's scope and language, the 
traveler incarnates the idea behind line N ofthe 
hexagram which says, "walking in the midst of 
others, one returns alone." The speaker knows that 
thecollectiveliteralismofhis past willnot serve him. 
He must open himselfto being guided into mystecy 
without trying to secure a rational foothold. 
That he lets himselfbe guided is reflected in his 
language. Whereas before he used words of 
destruction, "burned, dissolved, and broken off," 
and words of ceremony or transition, "a town 
that is no more a town," now he speaks with the 
mythical language of creation. 11 Here rational 
knowledge has given way to poetic experience. 
The speaker describes thecreationoftheworld­
or perhaps the creation of his world, his psychic 
landscape. In referring to the "chisel work of an 
enormous Glacier that braced his feet against 
 the Arctic Pole" the speaker blends the creative
force of art--the "chisel work'' -with the "enor­
mous" generative power of the primordial cos­
mos-the "Glacier that braced his feet against 
theArctic Pole." Thus, the speaker's guide, offers 
him an imaginative view ofthe shaping forces of 
transpersonal and transubstantial psychic energy. 
_
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Distinctions fade further as the speaker agrees 
to become more and more lost among the newly 
awakened (and awakening) physical details of 
an imaginal foreground. 
As for the woods' excitement over you 
That sends light rustle rushes to their leaves, 
Charge that to upstart inexperience. 
Where were they all not twenty years ago? 
They think too much of having shaded out 
A few old pecker-fretted apple trees. 
Make yourself up a cheering song of how 
Someone's road home from work this oncewas, 
Who may be just ahead ofyou on foot 
Or creaking with a buggy load of grain. 
The height of the adventure is the height 
Of country where two village cultures faded 
Into each other. Both of them are lost. 
And ifyou're lost enough to find yourself 
By now, pull in your ladder road behind you 
And put a sign up CLOSED to all but me. 
(1. 23-38) 
The future-as-present blossoms from the spores 
of the past and becomes organically intelligible 
as an embodied image-word to the speaker's 
changing sensibility. Thus, he has stepped into 
what Octavio Paz terms "the realm where nam­
ing is being," where a transconnection oflanguage 
and experience fosters the growth of poetic rec­
ognition: "the attuning ofbody and spirit" which 
leads to "the old path" where "the experience of 
the plurality and ambiguity of reality [is] re­
deemed" (91/93). Here, the speaker finds that 
the landscape (and the guide who is the agent of 
the landscape) is not an "it" to be rationally and 
systematically chopped up for grasping's sake, 
but is in fact a vivified "thou" which is fully 
emblematic of an emerging and reciprocally 
lived intimate relationship. 12 Such a relation­
ship affords the speaker a unique position from 
which to imaginatively sing "ofhow/ Someone's 
road home from work this once was,/ Who may 
be just ahead of you on foot/ Or creaking with a 
buggy load of grain." The ability to imagine and 
engage in a song ofreal or hypothetical others-­
others who are the ancestors in and ofthe soul­
deepens the traveler's sense of being-in-the­
world and his realization "that the sacred dis­
closes itself under many modalities and upon 
different levels" (MMD 130). 
The personal encounter with the "different lev­
els" and "modalities" of sacred time and space 
produces the "height of the adventure" which 
manifests itselfin the rarefied image-memoryof 
"two village cultures" that"fadedintoeach other," 
. 
both of which "are lost." For the speaker to further 
deepen himself into the journey, -and conversely 
the journeyinto him-he must mark"closed" (to 
all but the guide who still has more magic to 
perform) ontheworld-turnedface ofthe last door 
that might lead him back to a dialectically fixed 
andfocused consciousness which orients itselfto 
the world according to known measurements and 
procedures, one that recognizes only to codify, 
one which knows this and not that. To step back 
into "village culture" would be to regressively re­
adopt the lacerated speech ofvillages "which is 
not a language, butthe residue9fsomethingthat 
was a coherent and harmonious whole" (Paz 31). 
Thus,asopposites''fade"eachintoeach,anuminous 
mythic consciousness appears in the speaker 
which allows him to see, for the first time, the 
forgotten shelter of the soul. He has, in Jung's 
words, received the divination of "the art of 
letting thingshappen...thatopens the door to the 
way" (Psy. & East 18). It is this divination that 
allows the speaker to be led away from all that 
was into all that is and will be. 
As the speaker pulls in the "ladder road" behind 
him and puts up a sign that reads "CLOSED" to 
allbuthis guide, he readieshimselffor the "noble 
hearted return" of line V in the hexagram. In 
such a "return" the speaker has left everything 
andeveryonebehindhim-oldattitudes,old values, 
old perspectives "arelost."Byfollowing the guide 
in the act of leaving things behind, the speaker 
has achieved a "nobility of heart" because he has 
become ''lost enough" to find himself(!. 36). He 
experiences everything anew. 
By returning to the soul-home ofabandoned and 
shatteredchildhood, the speakerbecomes aware 
that he is in the midst ofa powerful reclamation. 
As if he were a member of an imaginal-archeo­
logical dig, the speakerchances upon the relics of 
a long buried past: the ruined structures and 
broken playthings ofillo tempore. Moreover, in 
such a primeval environment, the speaker sees 
how elements that may have once existed in 
opposition-at least conceptually-now form an 
organic sculptural whole where, for example, 
flowers and their language both ornament and 
erase the foundation of the house. The guide 
prep_ares _the speaker for further mystery by 
leading ~ to the excavation site of the grief. 
Thus, amid the spray of lilacs the speaker 
"weeps" for his life that has been '"dissolved" in 
the winnowing weather of his own psyche and 
finds that "when [he] does not cling to the world, 
and when [he] no longer has a hostile attitude 
toward it, [he] knows the world is [himsel(]" 
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(Watts 52). So too does the speaker dissolve 
momentarily beyond the division carried by the 
weight of attachments as he moves towards his 
"destination" and "destiny." 
The guide offers him a "broken drinking goblet 
like the Grail" which is not the container of 
legend, but something forged in its archetypal 
likeness--"broken," perhaps, because it reflects 
the previously ignored rupture between speaker 
and world. Hence, the balm that heals the soul's 
fissures is not produced by cultural artifacts 
drained of numinosity, but comes into being as 
salvific presence only in participation with indi­
vidually discovered mythic material- material 
which is, however, frequently inscribed with 
cultural cross-markings.13 
Furthermore, in the saying that the "source" is 
"cold" the guide indicates that an encounterwith 
the "source" is analogous to shock of satori. More­
over, in saying that the "source" is "too lofty and 
original to rage," the guide offers the speaker not 
only direction, but a subtle warning as well, one 
which corresponds to the lineVI ofthe hexagram 
in which the sage says, "missing the return...if
armies are set marching in this way, one will in 
the end suffer a great defeat, disastrous for the 
ruler of a country.14 For ten years it will not be 
possible to attack again." The warning for the 
speaker might be stated this way: ifyou attempt 
to force a "return" to the "source" by actofwill the 
resulting failure will express itself in "rage." 
That is, you will suffer the "barbs" and "thorns" 
of ''tattered" (1.54) defeat that will last for ''ten 
years"-which in psychic time is akin to et.ernity. 
 
Thus divested if illusion, emptied of existential 
obstructions, grounded in being, the speaker is 
directed to the wellspring of mystery and is 
instructed to "drink and be whole again beyond 
confusion." Here, at the headwaters of essence, 
the deepest and most imaginatively mysterious 
language ofthe journeyjoins the human and the 
natural, the flesh and the soul, the finite and the 
infinite: opposites incarnationally intermingle, 
fuse, and unfold into an undiscovered shape, 
resulting possibly, in something like "a new 
river...out feeling for a valley/somewhere under 
our world." (Stafford 135) 
Such a transformation signals the birth of wonder, 
which in turn gives birth to other personally felt 
imaginal responses: the sweet taste ofsecretcold 
wat.er spilling down anancient arid throat, a sensa­
tion so pure, so rapturous, that body and water 
meltandmerge asthe lastkoan is instantly solved 
in a taste-flash of wat.er-lightning: the exquisite 
shock of satori in the distant land ofredemption. 
Thus, as the speaker contemplates his "return" 
to the "source," the twenty-fourth hexagram of 
theI Ching andFrost's"Directive" fully intersect 
in thepsychic "substratum" ofthe"collective uncon­
scious." Both the book of oracles and the poem 
present directions on the art of losing oneself in 
order to find oneself. Moreover, theyboth offer sage 
or guiding wisdom that urges individual and not 
collective paths towards salvation. In the experi­
enceof finding the"source," the speakerofFrost's 
poem has been led to the "Tao" in the land where 
the transformative image burst into being. What 
the speaker discovers is that to extricate himself 
from a protean-shaped duality, he must let himself 
be guided to the inner spring of being where 
plurality and indeterminacy are only divisional 
words whichsignifynothing. Once the division is 
healed, he can then assume a proper place amid 
the rich vegetation of the garden hidden in the 
depths ofthe soul: not as an occidental onlooker, 
but as a Western gardener of the Tao quietly 
dissolving into the still cold part of the world. 
The contemporary poet, Gary Snyder, expresses 




that black light. 
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Notes: 
1. In Synchronicity, F. David Peat writes, "Human 
beingshave theirexistenceinbothspheres [ofheaven 
and earth], and by means of the I Ching, a traffic 
between these two worlds can be established. Every­
thing that takes place within the earthly universe is 
an unfolding ofpatterns that exist in a higher world 
which is inaccessible to normal senses. All these 
patterns and changes coexist timelessly so that the 
processes ofnature and society are temporal images 
of the eternal." (139) 
2. Jung defines synchronicity as an "acausal combi­
nation of events" or "psychologically meaningful 
coincidences" which talce place independently from 
the conscious will. Furthermore, he states that 
synchronistic events are not bound by ''time" or 
"space." (Synchronicity 16-17) 
3. Edward Robinson in The Language of Mystery, 
says, "The creative imagination in fact is the open 
imagination, the imagination that prompts us to 
thinkthe unthinkable, to conceive the inconceivable, 
to imagine the unimaginable. It is thus out natural, 
inbornfaculty for transcendence, for rising above the 
limits ofwhat previously seemed possible." (12) 
4. In Myths, Dreams, and Mysteries, Mircea Eliade 
writes, "we cannot minimize the fact that the archaic 
and Oriental cultures succeeded in conferring positive 
values on anxiety, death, self-abasement, and upon 
chaos" (12). One also thinks ofThoreau here: "Not till 
we are lost, in other words, not till we have lost the 
world, do we begin to find ourselves, and realize 
where we are and the infinite extent ofour relations" 
(''Walden" 420). 
5. The sage or guide in myth and literature usually 
refers to the archetype of the "mana personality" as 
described by Jung: "the mana personality is always in 
possession of the secret name, or of some esoteric 
knowledge, or has a prerogative or a special way of 
acting... . Withconsciousrealizati.onofitsoontents ... comes 
the first sense of true individuality" (Two Essays 235). 
6. The commentary that follows "The Judgment," says: 
"After a time of decay comes the turning point;" and 
''The idea ofreturn is based onnature. The movement is 
cyclic, and the course completes itself. Therefore, it is 
not necessary to hasten anything artificially. Every­
thing comes to itself at the appointed time." (97-98) 
7. Jung writes, 'There comes the urgent need to appre­
ciate the value ofthe opposite ofour former ideals, to 
perceive the error in our former convictions, to recog­
nize the untruth in our former truth, and to feel how 
much antagonism and even hatred lay in what, until 
now, hadpassed for love...Everythinghuman is relative, 
because everything rests on an inner polarity; for 
everythingis a phenomenon of energy" (Two Essays 75). 
8. Thus, the speaker has, inwords ofWilliam Stafford, 
begun the slow process of dissolving "away into the 
still part of the world." 
9. Jung says that when the ego identifies itselfwith 
the archetypal energies of, for example, the "mana 
personality," the resulting problem will be inflation 
or hubris. This is quite dangerous for the ego and can 
lead to psychic disaster. Jung writes: "Ifl shift all the 
highest values over to the side ofthe unconscious [i.e. 
the mana personality], thus converting it into a 
summon bonum, I am then placed in the unfortunate 
position ofhavingto discover a devil ofequal counter­
balance to my summon bonum. Under no circum­
stances, however, will my modesty allow me to iden­
tify myself with the devil. That would, moreover, 
bring me into unbearable conflict with my highest 
values. (Two Essays 236) 
10. AB archetypal manifestations of the "mana per­
sonality," both the sage in the I Ching and the guide 
in "Directive" seem to correspond to what Jung calls 
the "inner friend[s] of the soul ....The transformation 
processes strive to approximate them [persona and 
guide] to one another, butour consciousness is aware 
ofresistances, because theotherperson seems strange 
and uncanny, and because we cannotgetaccustomed 
to the idea that we are not absolute masters in out own 
house. We should prefer to be always 'I' and nothing 
else. But we are confronted with that inner friend or 
foe, and whether he is our friend or foe depends on 
ourselves." <Archetypes & Collective Unconscious 131) 
11. Eliade writes, "a myth is a true history of what 
came to pass at the beginning to Time, andone which 
provides a pattern for human behavior" (23). The 
speaker in "Directive," however, cannot rely on the 
myths of his culture (the "Grail Legend" ofthe "New 
Testament" in the Bible) because they have become 
fossilized in an inert, collective language and thus 
have lost their original charge of numimosity. 
12. One thinks ofHenry Moore who "chiseled" out his 
work because he was "fascinated" by the archetypal 
power ofthe collective unconscious. Erich Neumann 
writes ofMoore, "It is quite possible for the whole of 
life to be grasped in its transformation; for every 
archetype is an aspect ofthe whole world and notjust 
a fragment of it"(8). This idea of whole existing in 
fragments seems connected to the Eastern view that 
everything in the cosmos has Buddha-nature. 
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13. Jung, in The Archetypes and the Collective Un­
conscious, writes that symbols of rebirth are often 
found in objects that are "humble and forgotten" 
(141). Furthermore, in The Tao ofSymbols , James N. 
Powell writes, "The more clearly we recognize some­
thingas nonsense, the more clearly we are experienc­
ing the boundaries ofour own self-imposed cognitive 
structures. Nonsense is that which does not fit into 
the prearranged patterns which we have super­
imposed on reality." (120) 
14. The water near the "source" may symbolize the 
stream of energy (one also thinks of Coleridge's 
"Kubla Khan") necessary for "individuation." Jung 
writes, "We could ..translate individuation as ooming 
to self-hood or self-realization" (Two Essays 173). 
Furthermore, the "source" seems to be, as Mircea 
Eliade writes in The Myth ofthe Eternal Return, "the 
center," or "the zone of the sacred, the zone of abso­
lute reality" (17). AB "center" or "zone of the sacred," 
the "source" may also be considered "a uniting symbol" 
which Erich Neumann describes in The Origins and 
History of Consciousness as "a product of a special 
situation in which, instead of the creativity of the 
unconscious predominating, as it does whenever 
natural symbols appear, the crucial factor is rather 
the attitude of the conscious ego, its stability in face 
ofthe unconscious. AB a product ofthe transcendent 
function [i.e.. "individuation"], the uniting symbol 
resolves the tension-of energy and oontent-existing 
between the ego stability of consciousness and the 
contrary tendency of the unconscious to overwhelm it. 
Theunitingsymbolisthereforeadirectmanifestationof 
centroversion, of the individual's wholeness." (413) 
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You probably know the place. 
I'm there - waiting with others who are all strange 
or at least unknown to me and all apparently aware 
ofwhere they are and what they're doing there - or 
seem to me (it's only a dream). 
And then I realize the buses are coming and I have to 
get mine. But just as rm about to enter (at the front -
to ask the driver ifhe stops where I want to go) I 
suddenly know I dont know where rm going - where I am -
what the name of this place or the place to which rm 
headed is. I cant even ask - as the others pile on 
securely and I am left behind. 
Strangest thing of all is that this place - where I 
still am - is curiously familiar. I feel sure rve 
been here more than once before. 
All I know - or remember now - is that I was on my 
way to see the folks. And they would be waiting. 
And then you also understand - unhappily - that you 
may never get back to wherever it was you had started 
from - that this is as much your place as any. 
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Kevin Costello ____________________________ 
To J.M.W. Turner 
let's oil the afternoon 
over 
in bright, blurry hues 
of Blue. Green. and 
Thunder; 
Drip Dullness 






Christopher McNew __________________________ 
Apollo8 
To land they will use 
the ocean, they will 
swim home, these three men, 
dry as a bone, looking 
at the moon growing 
larger in the window. 
This one sees a soured 
breast, breast ofhis 
wife, breast of his mother, 
unto this man a face 
from the bottom of a 
creek bed: Painless, it 
says to him, weightless, 
pure light. And to this 
man a sunfish from 1945, 
moon-cold and drained 
ofcolor on the bleached 
wood plank in wartime Oregon, 
delicate spine in his 
Father's fingers, lifting 
with ease in a string of teeth, 
corporeal,boreal, body 
ringed in its own oil and 
sea-salt, all horny scale 
and blood-comb in rainbows. 
Light from tissue like 
the water from each cell: 
drawn back, at death, into 
Earth's cool stratus, 
white-into-white like 
the capsule into orbit, 
tipping gently toward the 
upper lip of the planet, 
and then each white spacesuit, 
one by one, like children 
into a blizzard, the horizon 
bright and slightly rounded 
in the darks of their domed 
lenses, as they bounce out, 
at last, over the tarry-chalk 
surface: like Earth's, in 
the beginning, made in love 
or at least we hope so. 
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I and II from Apple and Egg Series 
Tatiana Yeutushenko 
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Shirley McKee ____________________________ 
The Silent, Dancing Lightning of the Earth 
A cosmology for my friends, scumtists of the Mid-west United States who introduced me to 
Rhizobia, legumes, nitrogenase and symbiosis 
0 nee upon a time, 
before the land was separated from the sky, 
all lightning lived beside the cosmic wind. The sound of the light­
ning was distinct from that of the wind and because of this there 
was constant discord. Energy shifted to mass and mass flowed to 
energy. Anarchy was all that grew larger in the universe. Hour 
after hour the lightning and the cosmic wind raged-though for 
exactly how long it is hard to tell because there was no silence to 
separate the tick from the tock. The clamor echoed throughout the 
blackness and finally the universe was torn by the mayhem at its 
outer fringe. 
When the first string oflightning 
was caught in this torn edge, it looped back, 
wound round upon itself and became a sphere. 
This was the sun. The reflection and echo of the sun became the 
moon. Of all that was in the universe, only the sun and the moon 
had shape ofform. They were separate, but like brothers and 
together they rolled away from the cosmic wind and from the rest 
of the lightning. Out of the center of chaos they flew, held on 
course b~ the me~ory within them. It was a fragment of the fringe 
of the uruverse which balanced and guided them. And it was at the 
edge of the universe that they discovered silence for the first time. 
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Belrind them the cosmic wind raged, 
but the lightning left beside it only cried in loneliness. 
The lightening called to the brothers at the edge ofthe universe, 
but they did not respond because they were held in silence. The 
wind turned on the lightning and tried to blow it into a sphere, 
hoping it, too, would roll away and join the brothers. But lightning 
which cries cannot be blown into a ball. When the cosmic wind felt 
the tears, it gathered up all the lightning it could and set out to 
find the sun and the moon. 
The journey ofthe cosmic wind was a long one. 
Its determination was steadied by compassion 
The sound of its voice became concentrated and clear 
like a choir of trumpets announcing a mighty purpose. When at 
last the wind discovered the spheres of the sun and moon it soft­
ened in the silence and became the earth. But the lightning it 
carried only cried more. The tears of the lightning washed the 
earth and the noise of the lightning thundered out to the music of 
the earth. But when the wind heard the thunder, it answered in 
muted tones. The wind that came out of the silence at the call of 
the lightning became the breezes of the earth. And to this day, 
even hurricanes carry silence in their hearts. 
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The mingling of music and silence gave birth to time; 
and rhythm, too, was created at the edge of the universe. 
When the sun and the moon and the earth heard the rhythm 
they began to dance. Round and round they wove and the light­
ning grew angry because it could not hear the beat. Some of the 
lightning cut into the earth's empty mountains in search of it. But 
the lightning was held firmly by the emptiness and could not 
dance. The lightning of the mountains became lava and the moun­
tains, volcanoes. The triumph of the volcanoes incensed the light­
ning of the sky. Its hot anger melted breezes and caustic rain fell 
in torrents upon the earth. 
The odor of the melted breezes was new. 
It was prized by the oceans of the dancing earth-
and in the first tears of lightning, life grew. 
The thunder above the earth and the lave inside the earth re­
joiced. Song was woven into the music of dance. Life was nour­
ished by the sun and the moon and all the silences and noises of 
the earth. 
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1 that season when plants first mastered the d.;,.ce of the earth, 
they grew far taller than they do today. 
Most of the plants reached toward the sun, toward the lightning 
which had discovered silence before time was born. Most plants 
feared the other lightning which still had it's roar. They saw the 
lightning of the sky reach down and burn their brothers and the 
lightning which was lava roll out of the earth and consume their 
sisters. 
But there was one brave bean plant that looked at the lightning of the sky and saw 
that it was lonely. 
And it reached up to the lightning of the sky and offered the gift of silence. 
Then the lightning, which had been lonely since silence was first 
discovered, took the treasure extended to it and, holding the stalk 
of the plant, found a place in the garden of beans. 
Unlike the empty mountains which hold the lightning fast, 
the music of the garden invites the lightning to dance. 
The plants and lightning are partners. 
And the lightning bears the name Rhizobium 
to honor the roots which are it's home. 
Anger and loneliness have subsided, 
and when the bean plant and the Rhizobium dance 
the breezes of the earth melt once again. 
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Lyn Lifshin ------------------------------
THE BLIND BASKET MAKER 
pulling reeds 
into what can 
hold peat and 
linen in a 
cottage with 
stone floors 
the sea from 
his window he 
hasn't seen it 
since he was 5 
weaves willows 
into baskets 
knows the color 
by the thickness 
of the reeds 
he says in the 
wind they have 
separate voices 
that they sound 
as different as 
different women 
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Julia B. Rubin _____________________________ 
The Daughters ofJabal Sabah 
There is, in Syria, a mountain which stands to 
the east of all the other mountains in it.s range. It is 
calledJabal Sabah, the mountain ofmorning. On 
theothermountainstherearemanyvillages,buton 
Jabal Sabah there is only one. A steep, twisting goat 
path pushes past this village on it.s way to the 
summit.Thispathistheonlywaydown to thevalley, 
a verydifficultrouteforanycreaturesaveagoat. Yet 
no one has ever built a new one ...or even thought to. 
In earlier times villages were scattered all across 
Jabal Sabah. They were people of the earth, these 
mountain dwellers, raising crops, raising goats, 
just as the people in the valley did. But more 
precious than the fruit ofthe earth was the fruit 
of the sky. They had no rivers or lakes or wells. 
For them the rains were the same as life. They 
builtgiant cisterns to hold theirharvest ofwater. 
Oneyear,however, whendroughtfolloweddrought, 
not even thegreatestcisternheldenough. Stormsof 
sand raced from the village to village, suckingup 
thewater, t.earingup theshrubs,andtugging at the 
people who clung to their land. To stay meant to die 
ofthirst, but most stayed. A few braved the narrow 
paths and fled to the lowlands. Caught between 
rocks and Bedouin, they perished nonetheless. 
On one village alone did The God have mercy. 
OnlytoitdidHeshowcompassion.Attheirmoment 
of deepest despair, when even prayer seemed 
futile, a small boy, scarcely four, found a well. 
Newly weaned, crying for milk and not even 
gettinghisfillofwater,he'drunoffinanger,hurling 
pebbles at nothing, watching them sink into the 
sand. And then one went splash. 
The air in the hole was cool, and when he 
reached down he felt a ledge. He wriggled onto 
the ledge and reached down to water. He drank 
handfuls before running back to tell his mother. 
As long as the drought lasted, the well gave them 
water, and when the rains returned they built a 
shrine over it and called it holy ground. 
They harvested the rains as they had before, but 
now, from every filled cistern they offered a portion 
to the well, thatin times ofneed theymight again 
take from it. And droughts did come. Each time, 
the boymost newlyweaned would stagger under 
the weight ofthejugused only for the water from 
the well. The centuries passed, and The God 
continued to bless the village. 
One day among days, when many months of 
hot blue skies had sucked the smaller cisterns 
dry, and stabs oflightning held out promises of 
rain that never came, N azil Ibn Raham, not yet 
four years old, walked towards the well. He carried 
a jug half as tall as himself upon which purple 
patterns wove through twining lines of green 
scratched into a thin white glaze. Around its throat 
black script told the story ofanother well, much 
further back in time. 
The whole village watched the ragged crag of 
the mountain which hid the boy from them. Ra.ham 
Abu N azil stood proudly tall. His sonhadwalked 
forward strongly and had not looked back. 
The villagers stood watching for a very longtime; 
so long that days seemed to have passed, though 
their shadows grew scarcely shorter. The silence 
ofthe waitinggave off anangrystench which wilted 
the neck and shoulders ofRaham Abu N azil, so at 
first he did not see his son's frightened eyes creep 
past the crag, leading the boy to his mother. 
''Ummiy," he cried as he buried his face in her 
skirts, ''The water's not there! It's all dry!" He let 
the empty jug fall at her feet. 
The eldest of the elders, Al Atwal Assin, who had 
carried the samejugnearly a century before, strode 
over to the boy, raised his right hand towards him, 
and smacked him hard. Then, leaning heavily on 
his staff, he lowered himself towards the jug 
until his hand wrapped around its throat. He 
unfolded himself to hisfullheightandmove towards 
the well. And the sunmoved ever towards the west. 
Between the moment of his going and of his 
returning, old age had set upon Al Atwal Assin 
with its full force. The wisest and most noble of 
the elders bore onhis face and inhis eye the mark 
of every year he'd live and half again as many. 
His staffbore more ofhisweight thanhis legs. He 
did not carry the jug. The veil of age fell over all 
oftheother elders ashe passedthem, his eyes folded 
inward as though he was listening to Djinns. They 
dragged themselves along behindhim, following 
the path away from the village. 
One by one the villagers pulled their eyes from 
the back of Al Atwal Assin, and each pair of its own 
acoordfocusedonNazil, until asa wholetheyscorched 
the head which still lay buriedinits mother's skirts. 
Rahmanpushedtheboy'smothertothegroundand 
took to a path opposite that ofAl Atwal Assin. 
Nightsettledover the village, as cold as the day 
was hot. In each cave a family huddled around a 
cookfire, thoughthere was barely a bite to putin the 
pot. Beneath the black sky, Rahman Abu Nazil 
returned to find his first wife nursing the infant 
daughter whose birth had nearly killed her. Three 
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monthshad passedandstill his wife hadnothealed. 
He spatoverhis shoulderbefore coming inside. 
His eyes burned hotter than the fire. Nazil huddled 
at the far end of the cave, but Raham would not 
rail against his son. The girl was the cause of 
their troubles. He was certain ofthis. That night 
the mother nearly smothered her baby in her 
robes, trying to shield herfrom herhusband's eyes. 
Leila, the second wife, lay motionless ina hollow 
in the side of the cave. Rahman Abu Nazilcould 
no longer come to her at night for she was swollen 
with her first child. She prayed for a son to raise 
her above the first wife in her husband's eyes. 
Two days passed. Two strongmenguarded the 
last ofthe water. The villagers took turns guard­
ing the men. Sharp smacks taught children not 
to cry. For two nights and two days the elders 
held council, praying and meditating. Their fire 
burned continuously on the summit where they 
sat. The highest point on the mountain was the 
closest they could come to The God. One by one 
each family brought fuel and water, settingtheir 
offering on the plateau just below the circle of 
men. The rest remained in their caves. They 
could do nothing but wait. 
During the night which followed the second day 
Rahamwokewiththe fright of a nightmare beating 
through his heart, and still he heard the call of 
hisname echoingthrough the cave. Nazil'smother 
wrapped her robes tighter around her baby girl, as 
iftheycould conceal herfrom the voices which grew 
loud just outside. The baby began to whimper and 
sheheldhereven closer, butthe sound drew a bulky 
shadow, four men thick, towards them both. Two 
bone bleached hands extended from its darkness. 
"She will be quite, please don't worry, she will 
not disturb you, inshah Allah, or I can take her 
outside and leave you in privacy." The woman's 
plea ended an octave higher than it started. 
''Ya Umma Nazil," intoned Al Atwal Assin, ''you 
are the mother of a son. Hand the girl baby to me." 
''Why? She won't bother you. Ayiiy! Why would 
youtakeher? She's tooyoung. I'llgoforherwith you." 
''Woman," said the second elder, "Ourvillage is 
dying. After so many years ofblessings The God 
has sent us his curses. But the answer has been 
revealed. TheGodrequiresasacrifi.ce. Wa'adaha. 
We will bury her." 
Her husband wrenched the child from her arms 
andhanded it to Al AtwalAssin. With a painworse 
than the birth pain she still remembered, she 
screechedandclawedathimsenselessly.Heclasped 
her wrists behind her back as the dark bulk of 
men backed away, and when they had gone he 
shoved her towards N azil. 
"Go, woman. Nurse your child." 
The hours ofdarkness passed, and the chill light 
of dawn revealed what the night had hidden. 
Threemoreyoungmenhadrunoff. 'l\vowizenedold 
women and a ten year old boy had died, and Al 
Atwal Assin lay still on his sleeping mat, too weak 
to rise, but too angry to die. 1£ss than a dozen 
villagers remained alive, but no one would tell him 
so. And no one told himthatmorningthathe drank 
the last of their water. As Al Atwal Assin was 
drinking, RahmanAbuNazilwaswalkingslowly 
towards the barren well. He did not return. And as 
Al Atwal Assin lay dying, a child was being born. 
No one remembered that Leila was carrying a 
child, or that she even lived. With the death of 
the eldest ofthe elders, the villagers took them­
selves off to await their own deaths. 
But theyoungest ofthe elders could notbelieve 
that all was at an end. His mind chased the thread 
ofhope with which to weave their salvation. And 
so he remembered Leila. A scream led him toward 
her cave, but she was silent before he reached her. 
The head ofthe babywas all shehadbombefore 
she had died. And this by herself. Umma Nazil lay 
dead two feet away. He knelt before Lelia thinking 
himselfthe first manever to prayfor a girl child, and 
pulled theinfantfreeofthewoman's body. Itwasagirl. 
Wa'adaha-to bury alive a newborn girl. New­
born. Here on the rug before him, so small and 
insignificant, lay their hope. Mercy requires the 
right sacrifice. He ripped the cord, wrapped her 
in the rug, and hobbled towards the well. The 
sun threw his shadow before him so that he 
trampled his own form beneath her feet. 
Thepathto the well stretched before the youngest 
of the elders, lengthening with his every step, and 
with every step the infant grew heavier. But a 
suddengustof wind pushedhimfmwardsoheknew 
he was right. When he came in sight ofthe well he 
dropped to hiskneesandcrawledthe restoftheway. 
The sacred water vessel lay shattered beside the 
well. With a shard he dug a shallow grave, laid 
the infant in it and collapsed beside her. The wind 
scatteredsandovertheinfant, andovertheoldman, 
and then it died down, leaving a stillness over the 
whole mountain. 
Adarkcloudgatheredinfrontofthesunandanew 
wind gusted up, chill and sharp. It blew across the 
mountain in all directions and swept the sand off 
the infant and offthe old man. More clouds flew 
across the sun until all ofJabal Sabah lay under 
their shadow. The wind howled as it uprooted 
the withered bushes and hurled small stones 
through the air. It shredded the old man's robes 
and pulled the rug from around the infant. 
Then the winds drove a drop ofrain against the 
infant's eye. Sheopenedhcrmouthandscreamed, 
and in the next instant the skies split open and 





With each handful the obedient daylight 
covered-side by side 
their grave already wann 
-no path curls here 
no one cuts the grass or a voice. 
You hear the sun learning to bark, the dirt 
plays too-between my fingers 
as if I were combing something 
as if I were folding this letter 
to tell you the news : I left some flowers 
petted the air, wept 
so the rain won't forget 
what it has to do-you 
will see no sun over those blooms 
but underneath 
in the light laid down 
barking to come in-you 
will need a brighter lamp 
to read at night and your breath 
like a towel thrown down the hall 
-you will look up as ifyour hands 
were bathing something 
-you will hear me walking back 
weeds one side, to another : the sound 
my arms made when they opened 




Thoreau was wary of trains. 
No, he adamantly mistrusted them 
As he stared through plush leaves, 
Standing ankle-deep in rooted mud. 
Their steam blooms, oiled speed, 
Their steely mechanical booms 
Seemed unnatural to him, 
A heavy step no man 
Should ever want to make. 
Thoreau made fire, grew beans 
Until he knew beans. 
Thoreau would not like my driving, 
Windows rolled down even in 
A deluge, accelerating until I 
Know the wet brakes can't possibly 
Catch, radio moaning electric 
Noise about cities and drugs. 
Thoreau would not like 
the burning cigarette hanging 
From my dry lips, the way my 
Hands jitter on the wheel as 
The low tires squeal around corners, 
Through amber traffic lights 
And unseen yield signs. 
I want to walk on the moon, 
Like the men in their silvery 
Inflated suits, planting a straight 
Flag in cratered soil as ifit 
Would root and start a new country. 
I want to jump on the moon 
Like those astronauts in that old 
Film clip, bounce instead of step. 
I want to live on the moon 
Where it is gray, airless, numb. 
I want to go into that wilderness, 
Live in those bare, shiny woods. 
But Thoreau would not approve, 
Because the air would not hold fire, 
Because the soil would not feed beans, 
Because no one would visit, 
Because no one could see me there. 
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StandingUp 
I search for you in the ocean, 
Empty-handed, submersed, 
My feet floating level 
With my skull, 
Black hair snaking out 
In all directions, 
Looking like a glossy 
Small oil spill from the surface. 
My hands grab at water, 
Pull me along 
As my lips go blue. 
I have almost no air left. 
Salt bites at my open eyes, 
Burns my nostrils raw. 
Water shoves me down further. 
I go without a struggle. 
I'm looking for you 
In the veined bottom sand 
Among half-swallowed green bottles, 
Needly plant stalks. 
I can't inhale here. 
Bead bubbles trail up from my 
Face and string a chain 
To the sky. 
I don't want the sky. 
I want the face buried 
Somewhere in these depths, 
Turned upward like the open 
Shined abalone of a mussel shell, 
All eyelids and spread lips, 
All shown teeth and sunken cheeks, 
The face preserved, 
Kept highly polished by years 
Of grinding tides, 
Rushing up to meet me 
With flesh more solid 
Than the occasional glinting 
Fish that open their toothless 
Mouths against my legs 
Or the unattached barnacles 
That shimmy by, 
Or the jellyfish, all drooping 
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__________ __________________ _ 
Shine and sudden sting, 
More solid even than the bricks 
And metal sprouting above 
The surface, a place up there 
I've stopped remembering. 
I search for you here, forgetting 
What it was not to search, 
Knowing how much you loved to sink, 
Loved to find your whole body 
Covered by something permanent, heavy. 
Your face waits over the next 
Soaked dune, or the next one. 
I will find it soon, buffed 
As smooth as a wide sliver 
Of clear sea glass, 
Bone and stretched skin 
That wouldn't give up. 
I will lower my full lips 
To your rigid mouth 
And blow, giving you my last hot 
Inch of saved wind over 
As a memory of dryness and walking, 
A memory of standing up, 




across the street, the old man Adelantado 
speaks fluently with the birds. 
he knows 
secrets that men that feel like getting 
could never get. 
he knows who strums the clouds across the hemispheres. 
you can let lightning kiss you, but you'll plummet unless 
your wings are smeared pasty, like Paul. 
and never attack a pigeon in heat. 
brave men in white suits have died trying. 
Adelantado even looks like he used to have wings, 
but had to settle for hands to grip, arms to dangle. 
every breakfast, i watch the robins bring him worms 
when he sits frittering on his front porch, 
and they chitter back and forth, bartering for pieces. 
he puts his winnings in an ice tray, and hobbles to 
his house. one day when i was small 
he was stretching on his front yard. doves soared 
[around him as he cooed the 
ravens at his feet to sleep. he suddenly saw 
my terrified glance, closed one eye, 
cocked his head and cackled in violent tones, 
citing the Code ofBirds, letting me know whose yard 
i was stepping on. i didn't wait for the doves to 
chide him for his harshness. i bolted, 
found my room and hid underneath migrations, the 
fluttering of wings above the house, high overhead. 
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J eanpaul Ferro _______________ _____________ 
THESECRETOFDEAfflATLOGGERHEAD 
On the Dry Tortugas you are connected to nothing, 
no fishing sloops or schooners rocking by their landings, 
maybe people, a marine biologist, his dreams off to the east, 
Africa and the Ivory Coast, 
elephants sliding down from the sandy dunes to an oasis, 
running to the snows ofMount Kibo, 
away from tusk hunters atop Ruwenzori 
who leave the giants to die in the veldt 
after they have slaughtered their pride. 
And in the storm we all drown, 
the sweet bacchanalia of the tide, body over body, 
white crests rocking atop the open mouth of the sea, 
concealing her world from ours, 
the eyes in the laboratory, 
Afterdark on the computer screen, 
the thought ofWhitman's voice 
entertaining the process of drowning to death; 
and he will not write the truth 
while the bodies of the elephants are still hot 
and in the dusk. . 
FIRE SIMPLE 
In our later years we dream, 
floating over the soft trifoliate of the ficus; 
the wakes and fins of the key's golden waters 
brushing up against our souls: 
bodiless sylphs and gnomes of Paracelsus; 
the krillish, purple mist converging over the physical 
world's four elements. 
But in twilight we come down, 
over the unpainted Queen Anne on Caroline Street, 
and we sit on the porch, retired, 
drinking black expresso and listening to Ottmar Liebert's guitar cry, 
somewhere watching the cars go by, 
gray and then brown and then gray again. 
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Aries 
David Sun Jun Hwang 
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Jabu Mangena ____ ___ ________ ___ _ _ _______ _ 
The Holy Grounds 
Take me where the flame lilies grow 
Ngibek.a lapho okulamaluba 
Take me where I can lean against the hills 
Ungise lapho engingabambelela eqaqeni 
Where I can hear the birds and insects sing 
Lapho okuzwakala khona inyoni lezibungu 
Take me where the animals dwell 
Ngisa lapho okulenyamazana 
Take me where the grass and trees grow unattended 
Ngisa lapho utshane lezihlahla kukhula santando 
Take me where I can hear the sounds of the waters as they massage 
the rocks 
Ngisa lapho enizwa ukuhuba kwamanzi elolonga amadwala 
These are the grounds where we can stand together 
Lezi zindawo esingama sonke 
These are the places where you can take me and tell me 
Lezi zindawo lapho ongangisa khona ubusungitshela 
Only here can you touch me 
Lapha unsungangibamba 
Only here can you look at me without a wink. 
Lapha unsungangibheka kungekho ukucwayiza 
Only now can we feel something deeper than these valleys 
Lapha sesingezwa okutshona ukwedlula lezi zindonga 
Now we can discover 
Okwakhathesi sesingafica 
Now we can share these feelings 
Okwakhathesi sesingabamunye ngaphakathi 
Now I can tell you that I love you de,arly 
Okwakhathesi sengingakutshela ukubana ngiyakuthanda kakulu 
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My Witch Doctor 
Just the two of us in this dwelling. 
Sibabili kule indawu 
I am anxious, I want to know 
Ngilesifiso, ngifuna ukwazi 
I have been wondering why nothing is working with me 
Ngihlezi ngimangala, kungani fzinto zingalungi 
In you I believe and trust 
Ngizibeka kuwe njalo ngiyathemba 
Lets contact the spirits of those who used to be in our midst 
Kasikulume lemoya yabaphansi 
I know they are watching and are willing to intercede 
N giyazi bakhangele njalo bafuna ukucheda 
They won't let their kin suffer 
Abasoze bayekele inzalo yabo idubek.a 
I have these questions and you have the answers 
Ngilemibuzo kukanti wena ulempendulo 
This is your kingdom, You have the throne 
Uyabusa lapha, usebukosini 
You scatter the bones and you are transformed 
Uchithiza amathambo ubusuntshintsha 
You have entered the spiritual world and thus where you belong 
Usungene emhlabeni womoya ngoba kukwenu 
Oh, how I wish you could enter those dwellings with me 
Sibili, ngifisa ngabe ungena lami kulezo ndawo 
Then I could talk to them about my worries and problems 
Ngaleyo ndlela, ngingabaziza ngenhlupho zami 
Is there a future for me? 
Ingakusasa ikhona na? 
You look at the bones and you shake your head 
Usubheka amathambo ubusunyikinya ikhanda 
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What are the elders saying, I want to know? 
Bathini abadala, ngifuna ukwazi? 
Am I gonna survive, escape , and prosper? 
Ngizaphila na njalo ngiphumlele? 
It's all written in those bones 
Kulotshiwe amathambeni 
You are now looking at me and I am off course humbling myself 
Ungikhangele, mina ngizothile phambi kwakho 
You give me the roots and instructions and I obey 
Unsunginika impande, laloko okumele ngikwenze njalo ngenzenjalo 
I know you know it all and you know them all 
Ngiyazi uyisazi njalo uyabazi bonke 
Thus why I came, and I now can control the future 
Yiko ngibuyile, okwamanje ingakusasa isikimi 
You were blessed with these powers and now you have blessed me 
Wabusiswa ngamandla la, okwakhathesi usubusise mina 
My hope is in you 





Like a man who lies in an drifting boat 
you lie on your back in the grass. 
The clouds teem with small changes­
Handball's army of elephants 
vanishing into the Alps. 
You lie looking up like a log 
that lies and rots for forty summers 
blind to the beehive of days. 
You lie there and slowly you feel 
roots from the back of your scalp 
grow into the earth underneath you. 
The clouds have never before 
blazed with such blue spokes 
from towering canyons. 
You have lost all power to act in the world 
like a man in a boat drifting free. 
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TimHoppey ____________________ ____ _____ 
Catching Sunflakes 
The sun has exploded. 
Some of its pieces are blowing out toward the Milky Way. 
Some to Mars. 
And some, golden palmate pieces of the sun, are falling through the 
blue sky from out of the too high to see, falling like music, like 
the conductor's hand, right through the branches of the maples 
into our front yard. 
My children are out there on the lawn holding how do you do hands up 
to the sky, whirling around in circles, and laughing. 
Their hands are burning to catch the hot colors...but the wind is the 
better dancer and they fall over their own feet trying to follow 
its lead. 
Yes, the sun has exploded. 
In eight minutes the world will go dark. ..the tuba player, unable to 
read his sheet music, will let a note slip like a loud fart... 
In eight years as astronomer, on a small stone orbiting Sirius, catches 
these flakes of light in the crude lens of a spyglass. 
To him it's just the death of a star, insignificant, the cosmic orchestra 
still in perfect tune, his star the center, his science the most 
modern, his spies the sole inhabitants of the universe...and he 
turns his cyclopean eye elsewhere. 
He doesn't know that at this moment, eight light years away, under 
nitrogen blue skies, under the branches of a maple, three children, 
the colors of the season in their hair, are whirling around in 
circles, laughing ...and except to watch them with human eyes, 





Each comes out ofa crack in the earth filled with salt 
Each presses down upon the earth with remorse 
Each dreams of a bouquet of flowers over a mossy grave 
Each recites an alphabet of possibilities 
Each apologizes in an arpeggio ofblueprints and ghosts 
Each kisses a stone and caresses the shell's ear 
Each pantomimes the play ofshadow and light 
Each searches for the grail in the soupy swamp 
Each worships a tree that prays in the shape of a harp 
Each swims like a shark under its skin 
Each invokes the name of a dying star that leaves a trail 
of light millions of years long 
NadyaAisenberg ___________________________ 
ASSISI 
Gothic cathedrals, Romanesque churches, 
mosaic pillars, bosses of gold, 
frescoes crowding the walls, cupping the ceilings, 
delicate front.al facades where each tiny stone figure 
is part of the story; after the monuments, relics 
and crypts witness and swear, it comes down to this: 
All our eyes have feasted on worships suffering 
and inimitable lives. 
On a hilltop above Monteluco, 
St. Francis withdrew among the anchorites, his bed 
a niche carved in the stone of his underground cell. 
Nearby, a sacred grove ofilex still whispers 
of bloody gods who camped before the hermits came. 
Etruscan, Latin, Greek: sacrifice is everywhere. 
Silenced, we drop each other's hands. 
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our own mysterious selves 
before we tasted murder, mortality. 
LEAVING EDEN 
The date palm and the cypress 
aspire to heaven 
as do the peacock's lapis breast, 
the fountain ascending. 
The pious long to be buried 
near Jerusalem's golden gate. 
We pass through the bazaar hearing 
the soft moan of the world mourning itself 
with the silken banners 
and flower-filled arches of holy words. 
We are always and continually leaving Eden, 
the nuzzling lips of the giraffe, 
the garden where the heaped ambrosia lay. 
Are these memories 
or the desperate imaginings of exile? The body 
straining backward for a glimpse of something 
blooming in the sand: 
JoeNapora _____________________________ 
THE BELLY OF THE WORLD 
And in this driest oflands, we too 
commit that ultimate act ofexcess, 
we weep. 
-David Romtvedt, Crossing Wyoming 
The bears gut cut 
to make the two halves of heaven. 
I am waved into muscle spasms 
from the warm meat smell. 
At my feet lie half digested 
fish and flowers. 
My stomach heaves, and it is the ocean 
that moves. Or it is me 
my feet shift to stability 
as my hands grip the rail. And my lips 
form curses at that last glimpse I had 
ofland slipping under the horizon. 
There is nothing but water. 
I add to the weariness of my discovery 
with the tears sliding down my face. 
The old language held us together. In Chinese 
abdomen was represented by dots: 
rice in the stomach. 
The crossed lines that make up the word are a field. 
The cross divides the world into 4 quarters or seasons. 
The dots represent the rice in the field 
as well as rice in the stomach. 
The cross becomes the sight 
for the bombardier. 
It's too cold outside. 
And every boat is a target. 
A great seam opens in the world 
and oil flows like rivers. 
The rice. 
The rice are maggots. 
We ride along, ships pass slippery 
and glistening. Psychedelic sheen 
dazzles us. Someone is about to light a torch 
and throw it overboard. 
We burn within the belly of the world. 
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Vitae ___________ 
Nadya Aisenberg, currently a Visiting Scholar in 
Women's Studies at Brandeis University, is the author 
offour non-fiction books, ofwhichOrdinary Heroines 
is forthcoming from Continuum Press in June. She 
has published three books of poetry, most recently 
Before We Were Strangers, Forest Books, London, 1989. 
The poems included here are part ofLeaving Eden, 
anew collectionofpoetrybeingpreparedfor publication. 
Laura Albrecht recently received a Montgomery 
County Arts Individual Fellowship (free money) and 
yet she continues to sell precious stones in an at­
ternpt to become a virtual Alchemist. She can also go 
forfivedayswithoutsleep(:withoutinducingpsychosis). 
JosephBall teacheshighschoolatStaplesin Westport, 
Connecticut. Hehas sixgrownchildrenandiscurrently 
re-learning language from his two grandchildren. 
John M. Bennett's most recent projects include 
Blankmanship, a book and tape combination, Blind 
on the Temple andReversion Piles ofThat, anunpub­
lished compilation. He is the editor and publisher of 
Lost and Found Times. 
Brett Bevell is originally from New Mexico but has 
livedthroughoutthe eastandwest. Heis anordained 
minister, Reiki healer and a Highpriest ofWICCA 
His most recent chapbook is due out this summer 
from LiteraryRenais.ganoo ~ inLouisville,Kentucky. 
Jack Bowman is a multimedia writer/photographer/ 
performance artist who also teaches art and photog­
raphy in Piqua, Ohio, the Dayton Art Institute, and 
is a graduate student at Ohio State University. He is 
the authorofAnaMay'sLastSupper, Celo Valley Books. Hamilton Dixon comes to Dayton from rural Geor­
gia with his beautiful wife (Rev. Julie). He can be 
 contacted at his Front Street Art Studio at 513-228-
 3555. He looks like Thor. 
Rene F. Cardenas has worked through the Peace
Corps in SouthAmerica, involving himselfwith federal
grant programs, evaluation of schools systems and 
survey research. He is originally from San Antonio, 
Texas, and did graduate work atArizona State Univer­
sity, George Washington University and Columbia 
University. He has lived in Virginia since 1969, and 
is presently the president ofhis own consultingfirm. 
Dudley Carroll's poems have appeared in various 
magazines, including Carolina Quarterly. He is a 
seed and grain farmer in central Illinois. 
Jared Carter is the author of two books of poems, 
Work, for the Night Is Coming and After the Rain. 
David Chorlton is a poet and visual artist from 
Vienna, Austria who has been a resident ofPhoenix, 
AZ for sixteen years. His book Outposts was pub­
lished by Taxus Press in Great Britain. 
Tony Ciarlariello is currently studying TESOL 
and International Studies at Wright State Univer­
sity. The photos hereinwere takenduringhis travels 
in Russia and Eastern Europe. 
Scott Cooper is a guy from Utah with primitive 
tastes and a union card. He is reconciled with God. 
He can be reached through the Image Co-op (a 
largely proletarian art organization) 1001 Ea. Sec­
ond St. #499, Dayton, OH 45402. 
Kevin Costello is a senior at Kent State University 
where he is studying English and Political Science. 
Thomas Rain Crowe is a poet, translator and 
editor. His 3-book NIGHT SUN trilogy, covering 
some 20 years ofpoetic work was published in 1993 
by New Native Press. The workin this issue ofNexus 
areexcerptstakenfromWATERFROMTHEMOON, 
the third book of the trilogy. He lives in the Smoky 
Mountains of North Carolina. 
Roque Dalton, one of the finest Latin American 
poetsofthis century, almost single-handedlybrought 
Central American writing into the contemporary 
world. Born in San Salvador in 1935, he spent most 
ofhis life in exile. In 197 4, he returned to El Salvador 
to begin clandestine revolutionary activities. Soon 
afterward he was murdered, apparently in connec­
tion to his leadership within El Salvador's leftist 
faction. During his life he won many awards for his 
books, including the Casa de las Americas prize for 
Taberna. A large selection of his poems will be 
published by Curbstone Press in 1995. 
Chad Ferguson is currently a first year teaching 
assistant in the English department atWright State 
University, workingtoward an MAinliterature with 
plans for a Ph.D. in American Romanticism. His 
Bachelor's Degree, in English, was received from 
Ohio University. 
Jeanpaul Ferro was born in Providence, Rhode 
Island. He has worked as a staff writer and copy 
writer for several New England corporations and 
presses, including Rhode Island Poetry Journal and 
AmericanArts Publishers. Hehaslivedor spenttime 
inwestern Europe, Brazil,Argentina, and KeyWest, 
Florida, where his latest collection of poetry was 
written. In addition, he has recently completed his 
ninth novel, Like the Rivers. 
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Clint Frakes lives with his wife in Sedona Arizona 
w~e:e he is working toward an MA in' creative 
wntingatNorthernArizona University. In addition 
~ conducting bungi tours overthe GrandCanyon he 
1s at work on a three-dimensional sandstone cos~ol­
ogy: a thz:ee hundred square foot production ofpoems 
chiseled m sandstone which will result in a constant 
performance piece and Shamanic journey. 
Gregg M. Gascon is a researcher who lives and 
works in Cleveland, Ohio. 
James Graham is currently editing the first issue 
of Machete, a journal of the many Americas. "East 
End Instructions" is from One Skin, published in 1993. 
Taylor Graham and her husband are volunteer 
sear~h and rescue dog handlers living in the Sierra 
foothills. Her poetry has appeared inAmelia, Southern 
Humanities Review and elsewhere with other work 
receiving nominations for The Push~ Prizes and the 
Science Fiction PoetryAssociation's RhyslingAwards. 
Daniel Green is an87yearold poet who beganwriting 
a~ age 8~, and has since published poems in 166 maga­
zm~s. ~mce flying over "The Hump" from India to 
~hin~ m World War II, he has worked professionally 
m social work as Executive Director ofthe American 
Red CrossinNew YorkandastheheadofTh.e Children's 
Aid Society and the Graham Home for Children. 
Edward Haworth-Hoeppner's work comes from 
G'!ost Pains, anunfinished manuscript Other parts of 
thisworkcanbefoundinTheAmericanLiteraryR.eview 
The Beloit Poetry Journal, Boulevard, Denver Quar: 
terly, The Mid-American Review, Nimrod, The North 
American Review, The Ohio Review andThree Rivers 
Poetry Journal. 
TimHoppeyisaNewYorkCityfirefighterinHarlem. 
His work has also appeared in Chelsea, Mudfish and 
Wisconsin Review. 
Don A. Hoyt is the Planning Director for the City of 
West Monroe, IA His poetry has appeared in Whiskey 
Island, Aura, American Goat and others. Hischapbook, 
New Kerygma, was published by Bootleg Press in NY. 
Mirna Huentelican Hraste lives with her daugh­
ter, Carolina, in what is ronsidered the southernmost 
cityintheworld: PuntaArenas, Chile. !tis, according 
toher, "wheretheAmericascomet.oanend "Sheisapoet 
who has dedicated her life to helping the children of 
her city. She has won several writing awards and is 
currently on the Board ofDirectors ofthe Society of 
Writers of Magallenes, so named for the region in 
which she lives. She recently had a book of poems 
acceptedforpublicationbutiswithholdingthemanuscript 
until she can coordinate its sale with a charitable 
effort to help handicapped children in PuntaArenas. 
JW;Des Hughes has been a professor ofEnglish at 
Wnght State University since 1964. He is a Harvard 
graduat.ewithaPhDfrom the UniversityofPennsylvania 
PamelaHughes recently began work on The Gypsy 
Tree, ~er first novel, while living in Prague and 
traveling throughout Russia and Romania. Upon 
her return to the US, she resumed teaching at 
Bl?Om~eld College, where she's taught since gradu­
atingwith anMFAincreativewritingfrom Brooklyn 
C~llege. Pamela has work forthcoming in Minotaur, 
Without Halos, Impetus and Magic Realism. 
David Sun Jun Hwang swims through the sea­
universe, continuallyattractedby baitdanglingfrom 
a fishhook thatoddlyresembles an invertedquestion 
mark. Ifyou catch him, throw'em back. 
Bobi JonesisoneofWales',ifnotEurope's preeminent 
voices. He is currently finishing the touches on books 
concerningmysticismandthe"praise"traditioninWelsh 
literature. Welsh anthologist Tony Conrad says in his 
book Welsh Verse, "His experience of Welshness is 
above all an experience of fellowship, with poetry a 
partof oneness with otherpoets and speakers ofWelsh. 
H~i~ a vecyprolificpoetwhowearsthelanguage like the 
shining armour ofhumanityon a fine Spring morning." 
W.B. Keckle~s first ~-length volume of poetry, 
Slant ofDark, 1S forthcormng from Fugue State Press 
NewYorkCity,inJanuary, 1995.Heisoccasionalc~ 
editor of Logodaedalus and was co-editor of Green 
Herring, Harrisburg, P A's first poetry magazine. He 
is currently issuing a challenge to Guinness in the 
"Fastest Talker" category, reading Genesis 1:1-26 
onto his audition tapeinexcess of624 (highly articulate) 
words per minute. The current US record is 586 wpm. 
~o~ Lane's fold-out broadside Against Informa­
tion 1s soonto be published by New Native Press. The 
poems are in opposition to what James Hillman calls 
"thecurrentmythologies ... the Bottom Line... andSelf­
Improvement" and are an attempt to poetically de­
fine the new metaphoridmythic landscape. His po­
etry has appeared in Virginia Quarterly Review, 
Ploughshares, Harvard Magazine and Nexus, with 
poetrybooks, chapbooks and pamphlets from Copper 
Canyon Press, Briarpatch and New Native Presses. 
?~~tineL~ssiterisa playwright andpoet currently 
~vmgmAshville,NC.Herworkwithgrassrootstheatre 
m the ~utheast and with the homeless, AIDS patients 
andNativeAmericanshasearnedherwidespreadrespect 
and praise. Herplay"Onlythe Dance" premiered in 1992. 
Jonathan Levant says, "Almost everyone suspects 
wh~t they do. Children as holy spirits; so many sins 
agamst them. Whenever the police stop me, I write a 
poem about it. The police & the poems get better. So 
does Noah." 
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Lyn Lifshin's Marilyn Monroe Poems has just been 
published by Quiet Lion Press. She has also written 
a book and film entitledNot Made ofGlass, published 
byKarista. Sheworkedas aneditorofTangled Vines, 
ananthology focused on mothers anddaughters. Her 
poetry can also be found in Rolling Stone, Chicago 
Review,APR, MassachusettsReview,New York Quar­
terly, Witness, Carolina Quarterly, Epoch and many 
others. On June 24th she will be reading at Borders 
in Stow, OH. 
Dan Liggett is a staff writer for the Sidney Daily 
News and his work has appeared ininky Blue. He is 
a graduate of Ohio University. 
Greg Ling's poetry has appeared in Kansas Quar­
terly, Hiarm Review, The Panhandler and others, 
with non-fiction in Florida Business and others. He 
is a staffwriter for AvMed Health Plan and adjunct 
English instructor, Santa Fe Community College. 
JabuMangenais a native ofBulawayo, Zimbabwe. 
His family, ancestral Zulu, migrated from SouthAfrica. 
He is currently a graduate studentatWestern Carolina 
Universityin Cullowhee,NC, studyingMaunfacturing 
Engineering. Withthe recent elections andthe endof 
apartheid, he plans on returning to his ancestral 
home of Zululand in South Africa to write and take 
part in that country's emancipated destiny. The poems 
contained herein are written, as are all ofhis poems, 
in English and in the Zulu dialect ofNdebele. 
Shirley Mckee is an alumna ofWright State Uni­
versity andis currentlyworkingonanMAinEnglish 
at WSU. Her poetry has appeared in Herspectives, 
Japonophile, the PEO Record andNexus. She also has a 
chapbookofpoetryentitledHighAltitudeLong Distance. 
Chris McNew will attend Stanford University this 
fall 1994 as a Wallace Stegner Fellow studying 
Poetry in Stanford's CreativeWritingWorkshop. He 
currently resides in Dayton, Ohio. 
Charlie Mehrhoff: i spend a lot of silent, private 
time. 
to develop 
such an awe for silence. 
what silence actually is: its a road, 
& if you're ever blessed enough to turn onto it 
remain. 
(& paper is the abyss into which words plunge. 
(the best words. 
(why? because like Cid Corman says in his introduc­
tion to Santoka: 
(because poetry is the softest way 
(to touch somebody. 
(poetry: warrant for a skull. 
Tara L Miller is a senior majoring in English and 
Philosophy at Wright State University. Her work 
has previously appeared in Nexus. 
Bob Moore is a curator and an archivest presently 
living in Maine. He has produced spoken word and 
experimental music under Locust Press and Music 
Company, and edited such journals as Cold Drill, 
Boise State University, Blue Jacket, Japan, Nexus, 
and most recently released a limited edition, in 
stone, of Ken Wainio's Crossroads ofthe Other. 
Joe Napora's most recent book of poetry is 
Snaketrain IFreightrain from Quelquefois Press. He 
has founded SOSto Save Ohio's Serpentmound from 
destruction. 
Norman J. Olson is an artist, writer and Civil 
Servant living in St. Paul, MN. His prose and poetry 
haveappearedinFan,Artpaper,GWReviewandothers. 
Mark Owens is an English student atWright State 
University. He is currently yoking the flow oftypical 
conversation with the flight pattern of the fly that 
resides intheNexus office. He would like to recognize 
the trees sacrificed for the making of this journal. 
Gary Pacernick is the author of two poetry collec­
tions: Something Is Happening and The Jewish Po­
ems, which has been adapted for stage and for Public 
Telivision. His poems have been published in North 
AmericanReveiw, Poetry East, Judaism, Midstream 
and Tikkun, with poems appearing in various an­
thologies, including Voices Within The Ark: The 
Modern Jewish Poets, Ghosts Of The Holocaust: An 
Anthology OfPoetry By The Second Generation and 
The Monitor Anthology OfMagazine VerseAnd Year­
book OfAmerican Poetry. He has also published two 
critical studies, Memory And Fire: Ten American 
Jewish Poets Since The Holocaust and Sing A New 
Song: American Jewish Poetry Since The Holocaust 
and is the editor of Talking Together: Letters Of 
David lgnatow. Gary Pacernick is currently profes­
sor of English at Wright State University. 
Simon Perchik's books include: I Counted Only 
April, Elizabeth Press, 1964, Mr. Lucky, Shearsman 
Books, 1984,Redeeming The Wings, DustyDogPress, 
1991, Letters To The Dead, St. Andrews College 
Press, 1993, and others. His poetry has appeared in 
Partisan Review, Beloit Poetry Journal, Southern 
Humanities Review and The Nation. A new book of 
poems, The Emptiness Between My Hands, is forth­
coming from Dusty Dog Press. 
Jim Peterson's poems can be found in his new chap­
bookCarvings OnAPrayer'I're£ from Holocene Press. A 
full length collection of his poetry, The Man Who Grew 
Silent, was published in 1989 by The Bench Press. 
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DavidPetreman teaches SpanishandLatinAmeri­
can literature ~tWright State University. His poetry 
has appeared m Malahat Review, Carolina Quar­
terly, Kansas Quarterly and Nexus, with work forth­
coming in Tampa Review. The poems included here 
:ire part of ~ soo~ to be finished book of poems 
msprred by his Chilean experience. 
Ted Pope, a native ofMarganton, NC, is a spoken­
word poet and leader ofSister Raven, a music/poetry 
band whose first recording, Sisters, has set new stan­
dards for spoken-word music groups in the New South. 
Julia B. Rubin is a native of Washington, DC 
currently living in New York where she is the Pro­
ductionManagerforLimon Dance Co. and a freelance 
lighting designer. "The Daughters ofJabal Sabbah" 
is based on a briefArabic version written during her 
work towards a BA in Islamic and Hebraic Studies at 
the University of Pennsylvania. 
Colin Sargent's work has appeared in over 200 
literary magazines andjournals, includingPoet Lore, 
Gargoyle, Down East and The Boston Phoenix, and 
he has read on PBS Radio Pacifica. His first two 
books of poetry are Snowshoes (1984) and Blush 
(1988). His upcoming book, Undertow (Coyote Love 
Press), will appear in September 1994. He is the 
founding editor and publisher ofPortland Magazine. 
Jean-Marc Sens was born in France and educated 
in Paris; for the past five years he has been living in 
Hattiesburg, Mississippi and is a PhD candidate at 
the University of Southern Mississippi. He pub­
lished French translations ofHart Crane's Key West 
and "Voyages." His poetry has previously appeared 
in Prenez Parti, Exquisite Corpse, Saturday Afternoon, 
Cape Rock, International Poetry Review, Pegasus, 
Cimarron Review and Nexus, with poetry forthcom­
ing in Portland Review and Negative Capability. 
Mark Taksa's work has appeared in Pacific Review 
and B City, with work forthcoming in Mississippi 
Mud, Painted Hills Review, the new renaissance, 
Amelia and Wind, among others. His collections of 
poetry include Truant Bather, The Berkely Poets 
Workshop Press, 1986, andCradlesong (which won first 
place in the National Looking Glass Poetry Chapbook 
Competition), Pudding House Publications, 1994. 
Janine Pommy Vega's poems can also be found in 
a recently released chapbook from Heaven Bone Press. 
Ken Wainio's work has appeared in City Lights 
Review, The Aegean Review, Furious Fictions and 
Nexus. His books include Letters From Al-Kemi, 
Sombre Reptiles, 1982, Two Lives, New Native, 1992 
andmostrecentlyCrossroadsoftheOther,Androgyne 
Press, 1994. "Spiral Canyon" is an excerpt from a 
recently completed novel. 
Paul Weidenhoff is the founding editor of 
Logodaedalus, and currently at work on #7 which 
will be a boxed set ofverbo-visual poetry. His work 
has appeared in Tabla Rasa, Green Zero, Texture, 
Generator and The CORE Anthology. 
Muriel Harris Weinstein's work has appeared in 
Innisfree, The Nassau Review, The Cape Rock and 
Chicago. She was the winner of the 1990 Nassau 
Review Poetry Awardandthe 1991 PeninsulaAward. 
Jud Yalkut has been a film and video maker since 
1961 and has taught film and video in New York at 
the School ofVisualArts, the City University ofNew 
York in Queens and New York University. Since 
1973 he has been an Assistant Professor at Wright 
State University (where he founded the film and 
video area ofthe Art Department) and has taught at 
Sinclair Community College in Dayton and Xavier 
University in Cincinnati. His film and video work 
has been exhibited at The Whitney Museum of 
American Art, the Museum ofModern Art, the An­
thology Film Archives, the Millennium Film Ar­
chives and other venues throughout the United 
States, Canada, Europe and Japan. His writing on 
the arts can be found in such publications as ARTS 
Magazine and the East Village Other in New York, 
BijitsuTechnoArtMonthlyinJapanandDIALOGUE 
in Columbus, Ohio. He is presently Chairman ofthe 
Artists' Committee ofthe Miami Valley Cooperative 
Gallery in Dayton, Ohio, on the Board ofTrustees of 
the Dayton Visual Arts Center and Director of the 
Video-Film Collective. 
TatianaYeutushenko is a Russian born artist who 
graduated from the University of Yalta in the Art 
Graphics Department. She currently works as a 
portrait and still-life photographer in Yalta. Tatiana 
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TH£ PERSONIFIED STREET 
NEW NATIVE 
WATER FROM THE MOON 
for mailing and orders: 
NNP P.O. Box 661 Cullowhee, NC 28723 
Jolu-i Lane 
Essays from the Edge 
ofa Country Yard 
Weed Time is a collection of sixteen essays tha~ Jo!111 L~e ~ote 
when he1ived for a while in the Smokies, a "weed time for him, a time 
for meditation, for seeing. 
Softbound, $8.50, postpaid 
BRIARPATCH PRESS 
2305 East Fifth St. 
Charlotte, NC 28204 
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Gail Niwa and David Kim 
Piano and violin 
Sunday, October 23, 1994 
3 P.M., WSU Creative Arts Center 
Jackie Torrence 
with Cephas and Wiggim 
Bluestory! Spellbinding storytelling and blues 
Thursday, November 10, 1994 
8P.M., WSU Student Union Multipurpose Room 
New Arts Six 
Musical expression of 
African American heritage 
Saturday, January 21, 1995 
8P.M., WSU Student Union Multipurpose Room 
Jamie Wight 
and the New Orleam Joymakers 
Traditional jazz with a New Orleans flavor 
Saturday, February 18, 1995 
8 P.M., WSU Student Union Multipurpose Room 
Frederic Chiu 
Piano 
Wednesday, A{Xil 19, 1995 
8 P.M., WSU Creative Arts Center 
Huayucaltia 
Cr~ultural, multinational musical group 
Wednesday, May 10, 1995 
8P.M., WSU Student Union Multipurpose Room 
Subscribe now! Tickets are available at the Wright State 
University Student Union Box Office, 873-5544. 
Share the Arts 
Funded tlvough 
Ohio Arts Coundl 
~ Al WSU actlvtties 
are accesalble to 
people with dlMblttlH 
l.x'i Wright Statil Univer1ity
\Ml Dayton, Ohio 45435 
Nexus seeks poetry, short fiction, flash fiction, one-act plays, essays, criticism, interviews, reviews, 
photography, graphic prints and artwork which express the human condition in unique, honest and 
enlightening ways. Each piece is considered in terms of effectiveness ( through style, detail, mood and 
content) rather than in terms of appropriateness. 
Nexus Submission Guidelines 
All submissions should include: 
• a self addressed stamped envelope (SASE) for return to the author/artist (please ensure correctpostage); 
• a cover letter with the author's/artist's name, address, telephone number and short autobiographi­
cal statement; 
•the author's/artist's name printed or typed legibly on each submission piece. 
Poetry Guidelines: 
•Nexus seeks assertive, meaningful, visual poetry. 
•Careful translations offoreign poetry welcomed. 
•Please refrain from more than 7 poems per submission; total submission should not exceed 13 pages. 
•Please refrain from "inspirational" or light verse, obvious or trite rhyme. 
Fiction Guidelines: 
•Nexus seeks "flash" and "sudden" fiction, experimental fiction, novel excerpts, regional fiction and 
slice-of-life 
vignettes. 
•Please refrain from more than 5 short stories per submission; total submission should not exceed
30 pages. 
•Nexus is not interested in genre pieces such as science fiction, mystery, western and romance. 
Photography and Artwork Guidelines: 
•No more than 7J'ieces per submission. 
•All pieces shoul be suitable for black and white printing. 
•Please print title and medium, as well as artist's name, address, telephone number and an arrow
indicating 
the top on the back of each submission. 
•Slides and neg~tives are not acceptable. 
Because of the high volume of submissions received, response times vary. If questions arise concerning the 
status ofyour submission, contact the Nexus office at the address or phone on page three. 
Submissions received during the period ofMay through August are held for evaluation until September. 
Nexus cannot claim responsibility for lost submissions which do not appear in our records. 
Payment for published submissions is two copies of the issue in which the work appears. 
Nexus features the work of both new and established writers. 
Sample copies are $5 and available from the address on page three. 
Please address all submissions, inquiries and concerns to same address. 
Next Issue Focus: 
Ritual and Rebellion 
Oh go through the walls; ifyou must, 
walk on the ledges of roofs, of oceans; 
cover yourself with light; use menace, 
use prayer... 
-Jean Genet 
...every scribe who has been trained for the 
·Kingdom of God is like a householder who 
can bring forth out of the treasure room 
both the new and the old treasures.
-Jesus 
In our minds distorting mirror 
We see night or day, man or women, 
Never the whole, the union of both 
In the full identity of contraries. 
-Edouard Roditi 
Submission Deadline: October 7 


